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1. INTRODUCTION
This report presents the economic aspects of Shuttle application to
a representative EOS-type operational mission in the various candidate
Shuttle modes: launch, retrieval, and resupply. System maintenance of
the same mission capability via a conventional launch vehicle is also
provided.
Development of the Space Shuttle is the beginning of an era in which
space programs can be planned around a nonexpendable maintenance
philosophy. Cost savings can be realized both from launch vehicle reuse
and from spacecraft hardware salvage and reapplication. The conceptual
and detailed design of the EOS has been carried out with this on-orbit
maintenance capability in mind, providing for spacecraft retrieval and/or
on-orbit replacement of subsystem modules (Reference 1).
The extent to which the cost-saving potential offered by Shuttle can
be realized will depend upon the details of module/spacecraft design, as
well as the policy employed in scheduling Shuttle flights. As an example,
there is a definite cost tradeoff in selecting the redundancy within space-
craft modules; low redundancy will yield short mean-times-to-failure
(MTTFs) and frequent Shuttle flights, while excessive redundancy may
cause the spacecraft cost and weight to be unacceptable. Other issues
include the desirability of preventive maintenance (e. g., replacing a
module which has experienced only noncritical failures), tradeoffs between
resupply and retrieval, whether to service in the operational orbit or to
deboost for low altitude servicing, and whether to implement a particular
mission with a single or with multiple satellites.
The studies documented here are based on application of a sophis-
ticated Monte Carlo mission simulation program developed originally for
studies of in-space servicing of a military satellite system via a Shuttle-
Tug system (Reference 2). This program, which allows detailed model-
ing of the spacecraft modules at the component level (e.g., cost, failure
rates, redundancy configuration), has been modified to permit evaluation
of Shuttle application to low-altitude EOS missions in three modes: launch-
only, retrieval, and resupply.
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In the course of these studies it has become apparent that this
existing mission cycle costing program has features which, when coupled
with schedule and fiscal constraints of the EOS system study, limit the
types of missions which can be evaluated. These limitations are noted in
the appropriate sections of this report and a final section recommends
future study tasks which will enhance mission planning. It should be noted,
however, that these restrictions have not prevented achieving the objective
of this study - that is, a cost comparison of Shuttle application modes for
representative EOS operational missions.
The mission simulations performed in the course of the EOS
system study have led to the following conc lusions:
e Reduced mission cost and increased satellite availability can
be gained by increased levels of satellite redundancy
* Shuttle servicing provides significant advantages over an
expendable system maintenance approach
* For expendable operation, Shuttle launch is more cost
effective than use of a conventional launch vehicle
e Resupply is significantly more cost effective than retrieval
* Preventive maintenance flights (i. e., initiated to prevent
loss of deboost capability) improve availability but increase
the total mission cost
* Reduced launch delay improves availability but increases
total mission cost.
These conclusions are discussed in Section 6, where it is noted that
they.are dependent on the models and data based used. In particular,
the cost algorithm used to assess the EOS program for Shuttle use is a
sensitive factor.
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2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
2. 1 MISSIONS
The study RFP defined a research and development EOS-A mission
with a thematic mapper (TM) plus high-resolution pointable imager (HRPI)
payload. During the course of the study a variety of alternate operational
and R&D payloads have been discussed, including spacecraft with single
instruments, tandem (skewed) instruments, redundant instruments, etc.
(Reference 3).
The most commonly considered operational instrument has been
the 5-band multispectral scanner (MSS), a sensor based upon the ERTS-
flown MSS. The basic mission chosen for study of Shuttle servicing is a
single satellite having a single 5-band MSS and a compatible wideband
communications and data handling (WBCDH) module (the latter including
video tape recorders), with the payload redundancy level (within the
WBCDH and MSS) considered as a study parameter. Selection of this
mission has been motivated by a variety of factors, including:
* Owing to its advanced state of development, definitive reliability
and design data is available for the 5-band MSS (Reference 4).
* The relative merits of the Shuttle application modes should not
depend strongly upon the specific payload flown.
* A simple mission (i.e., single satellite with a single sensor)
will yield data most easily understood; its evaluation is a
necessary precursor to study of more complex situations.
Study of alternate missions (e. g., satellites with tandem instruments
providing degraded coverage frequency in the event of failure of one
instrument; multisatellite systems, where loss of a single satellite yields
degraded coverage; and, payloads with advanced instrument payloads) is
a suggested future task.
2.2 SHUTTLE APPLICATION MODES
The Space Shuttle can be used to maintain an operational EOS in
three distinct ways:
1) Launch Only. The initial satellite is launched via Shuttle. When
it fails it is replaced by a new satellite, with the failed space-
craft left in orbit. This mode is equivalent to use of a
2-.
conventional launch vehicle, the only difference being in the
launch vehicle cost and availability.
2) Launch and Retrieve. The initial satellite is launched via
Shuttle. When it fails it is replaced by a new satellite, with the
old satellite retrieved from orbit and refurbished on the ground
for subsequent reuse. 
3) Launch and Resupply. The initial satellite is launched via
Shuttle. When it fails it is repaired in orbit by replacing the
appropriate modules using the Shuttle Flight Support System.:-
Figure 2-1 illustrates these three system maintenance modes.
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Figure 2-1. System Maintenance Modes
*Resupply and retrieval flights are generally planned prior to ultimate
failure of the spacecraft; the servicing logic is delineated in Section 3. 2.
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2. 3 ASSUMPTIONS AND GROUNDRULES
In addition to the models defined in the following section, a number
of groundrules have been established for mission tradeoffs. Some
of these are obvious decisions, while others suggest areas for future
study.
* The spacecraft module designs reported in Reference 1 have
been employed. In particular, propulsion and control actuation
equipment are in a common module (actuation module).
* All initial Shuttle launches will be to low altitude (100 n mi
circular orbit), with insertion into the operational orbit
(375 n mi) via spacecraft propulsion. In the expendable launch-
only mode all subsequent launches will also be to low altitude.
* Shuttle servicing flights (retrieve or resupply) will be to low
altitude, unless the spacecraft has experienced a failure which
prevents its deboost to the 100 n mi circular orbit.
* All retrieval flights will include replacement with a new
satellite.
* The actuation module will always be replaced on low altitude
resupply flights, in order to renew: the orbit transfer propellant.
On high altitude resupply flights it will be replaced only if it
satisfies the replacement criteria applied to other spacecraft
modules (Section 3.2).
* A fixed-mission duration by 10 years is used in all runs. The
basic outputs of interest are cost per year of system operation
and availability percentage.
* Only recurring spacecraft and launch vehicle costs are considered.
Ground operation costs and nonrecurring costs are not signifi-
cantly dependent upon the parameters being traded.
* All equipment failures are on-orbit satellite failures. Shuttle
failures, for example, are not considered.
* Following a Shuttle-maintenance flight decision, there is a fixed
delay until the flight is actually made; this delay is a parameter
of the study. An alternate approach would be to manufacture
modules on a prescribed schedule and suffer varying launch
delays in cases of inventory depletion; this more refined and
detailed model can be considered as a topic for future study.
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3. METHOD OF EVALUATION
Mission cycle costing studies have been carried out using the TRW
mission simulation evolved during previous studies, modified and
enhanced during the EOS system study. This section describes the
general characteristics of the mission costing program (described in
greater depth in Appendix A) and the manner in which it has been adapted
to EOS.
3. 1 TRW MISSION SIMULATION
The TRW mission simulation treats Shuttle-serviced satellite
systems via a Monte Carlo simulation technique. In its most general
form it simulates all phases of a space mission: spacecraft manufactur-
ing, launch vehicle scheduling, Shuttle-spacecraft mating, launch, on-
orbit operation, etc. This detailed capability is described in Appendix A.
For the present discussion it is sufficient to consider the manner in
which on-orbit operation is treated. The satellite itself is modelled by
an input-specified array of space-replaceable units (SRU's) and non-
replaceable units (NRU's), where, for EOS, the SRU's correspond to
the resuppliable modules (spacecraft and payload) and the single NRU is
composed of the nonmodular elements (spacecraft structure, payload
support structure, transition ring, adapter, etc.) Each module is
represented as a set of component groups, that is, redundancy groups,
with each group having an input-specified redundancy configuration and
each component within the group having a selectable reliability model
(e.g., exponential with MTBF as input data).
To evaluate a specific mission case, a number of runs (typically 100)
are made and evaluated statistically. Each run consists of a sequence of
events defined by an order of component failures onboard the orbiting space-
craft anda corresponding set of maintenance activities. The event sequence
for aparticular run is established in a random manner by selecting a ran-
dom number between zero and one for each component and using the
inverse of the reliability relationship to establish the random failure time;
for an exponential reliability model the time of failure for any component
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is given by
T = -LInR (1)
where R is the randomly selected reliability and X is the failure rate of
that component.
Within the modules (SRU's and NRU's) each component group is
classified as one of four types:*
* Class 0. Noncritical. Loss of such a group will endanger
neither the mission nor the spacecraft.
* Class 1. Mission Critical. Loss of such a group will abort the
mission but will not endanger the satellite.
* Class 2. Transfer Critical. Loss of such a group will prevent
orbit transfer, preventing deboost for low altitude servicing,
but will not endanger the satellite.
* Class 3. Survival Critical. Loss of such a group will cause
loss of the satellite.
Note that failure of a group means fewer components are functional than
are required; for example, if three gyros are needed and six are pro-
vided (3/6 redundancy), the third gyro failure makes the group one
failure away from loss and the fourth gyro failure signals loss of this
component group.
The decision to schedule Shuttle maintenance flights and the modules
to be replaced (on a resupply flight) are based on the concept of module
state defined in Table 3-1. Note that the module state is taken to be the
highest (numerically longest) one determined by evaluating each of its
constituent component groups according to the definitions in Table 3-1.
Similarly, the satellite state is the highest of its module states.
As noted above each run generates a random sequence of events
(i.e., component failures). Each event is evaluated, in sequence, to
determine if it causes a change in state. When the state of the satellite
*The "transfer critical" class has been introduced specifically for
EOS, to allow a meaningful discrimination between high-altitude
and low-altitude serviceability.
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Table 3-1. Module State Definition
State Definition
0 No component failures; initial state
1 Component failure in Class 0 .group
2 Loss of Class 0 group
3 Unassigned
4 Component failure in Class 1, Class 2 or Class 3
group
5 Class 1 group is one failure away from loss
6 Class 2 group is one failure away from loss
7 Class 1 group is lost
8 Class 3 group is one failure away from loss
9 Class 2 group is lost
10 Class 3 group is lost (loss of satellite)
becomes sufficiently high, a service flight is scheduled. For pre-EOS
studies, involving multiple satellites serviceable on the same shuttle flight,
the servicing policy was as follows:
" A service flight is initiated due to loss of operation or being
one failure away from loss of any spacecraft.
* A replacement flight will replace all SRU's in State 5 or
higher on all satellites, if possible within the Shuttle payload
weight and volume limit. If not possible, modules are
replaced according to the following priority scheme:
1) Replace all State 5 SRU's on the satellite causing the
flight, if this is not possible, replace those with the
lowest component group MTBF's (i.e., most likely to
fail in the future) in ascending order until the weight or
volume limit is reached.
2) If Shuttle payload capacity permits servicing of
additional satellites, scan all satellites for State 5 SRU's
to find those most likely to fail in the future. Select such
modules in order to ascending MTBF until Shuttle weight
or volume limit is reached.
This service policy has been modified for EOS consistent with the added
component class and the revised state structure. Note, also, that weight/
volume limits are never exceeded for the single satellite EOS system
defined in Section 2. 1, but could be in a two (or more) satellite system.
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The resupply/rework costing model employed for pre-EOS studies
has assumed a rework cost which is a specified percentage of the initial
module cost. For EOS, a refined model which takes into account
knowledge of which components within the module have failed has been
programmed.
3.2 ADAPTATION OF EOS STUDY
Application of the TRW mission simulation to EOS system main-
tenance studies has required alteration of the servicing logic and refine-
ment of the costing model.
3. 2. 1 Maintenance Models
I System maintenance logic can be considered for each of the Shuttle
application modes. In general, two issues must be dealt with - when to
make a Shuttle flight and what maintenance activities to undertake at
that time (for example, what state is employed as a replacement criterion
on a resupply flight). Questions of Shuttle payload limits are not an issue
for a single satellite system with the orbits and designs defined in
Section 2. 3 and so will not be considered further (if required the priority
logic defined earlier would automatically come into play).
3. 2. 1. 1 Launch-Only Mode
This is the simplest mode to consider. For these evaluations, a
replacement flight is scheduled only after failure of the in-orbit satellite
to perform its mission due to loss of a component group classified other
than Class 0. * Scheduling Shuttle flights prior to spacecraft outage is an
optional alternative; however, since the satellite in orbit cannot be
retrieved for its "salvage" value in this expendible mode, the primary
motivation for survival-based flights is negated, leaving the only gain an
increase in availability.
The maintenance action in this mode is replacement of the failed
satellite with a new one.
*Operation could continue after failure of certain Class 2 and Class 3
elements (e.g., the hydrazine system). However all such ambiguous
component groups are very reliable, making this model a realistic one.
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3. 2. 1. 2 Launch-and-Retrieval Mode
When the Shuttle is used for retrieval or on-orbit module replace-
ment (resupply), both high and low orbit servicing must be considered.
This is because the GSFC-specified Shuttle cost algorithm (see Sec-
tion 3.2.2) favors low altitude servicing whenever the state of equipment
on board the satellite permits its transfer to and rendezvous with the
Shuttle at these altitudes. To consider this factor in the framework of the
existing simulation, Class 2 has been defined to be transfer-critical equip-
ment; that is, loss of a Class 2 group will prevent satellite deboost, thus
requiring a high-altitude Shuttle service flight.
The baseline Shuttle flight logic, therefore, is to initiate Shuttle
service flights whenever a failure results in any one of the following
criteria being met (See Table 3-1):
* One failure away from loss of deboost capability (State 6)
* Loss of operational capability (State 7)
* One failure away from loss of satellite (State 8)
* Loss of deboost capability (State 9).
If the satellite is lost (State 10), it is replaced by a new one, ,with no
resupply/retrieval of the old one.
Normally service flights will be made at low altitude, using the
on-board satellite to deboost. However, if the satellite is in State 9 the
capability to deboost has been lost, and the Shuttle must rendezvous with
the satellite at high altitude.
The baseline logic defined above can force a relatively large
number of Shuttle flights, unless Class 2 equipment is made highly
redundant. There is a tradeoff between flying early to permit low-
altitude servicing a high percentage of the time or waiting to yield fewer
flights which are, on the average, more costly due to increased Shuttle
costs. This alternate servicing logic has been studied by deletion of
Shuttle flights based on State 6.
The alternative of "writing-off" the satellite rather than allowing high
flights can be evaluated by reclassifying all Class 2 components as
Class 3. This option appears unattractive and has not been evaluated at
this time.
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When retrieval flights are made, a new satellite is deployed, at the
altitude from which the other spacecraft is retrieved (high or low). The
elements of the retrieved satellites, modules as well as nonreplaceable
units, are reworked and returned to inventory for future application. In
this rework all failed components are replaced. The costing algorithms
associated with retrieval are defined in Section 3. 2. 2.
3. 2. 1. 3 Launch-and-Resupply
Shuttle flights for resupply are scheduled on the same basis as
retrieval flights, as discussed above. When resupply flights are made,
all modules in which there have been any Class 1, 2 or 3 component
failures are replaced. Alternate policies (e.g., replace only modules
which have a component group one away from loss) may be appealing in
weight limited situations but are probably not in this case.
The actuation module, containing the orbit transfer propellant is
treated somewhat differently: it must be replaced on all low-altitude
resupply flights (in order that the spacecraft can regain its operational
altitude); on high-altitude resupply flights its replacement criterion is
the same as any other module.
3.2.2 Cost Models
Three distinct cost elements are simulated: launch vehicle costs,
initial (new) spacecraft costs, and spacecraft replacement/resupply
costs.
3.2.2. 1 Shuttle Costs
The general relationship employed to charge the EOS program for
a Shuttle flight is:
C =KWE S (2)
where WEOS is the weight of the satellite plus the Shuttle flight support
system (FSS):
EOS SAT FSS (3)
For conventional launch vehicles, the cost is a fixed parameter; see
Reference 3.
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and K, the cost coefficient, is the ratio of the total Shuttle flight cost to
its payload capability to the altitude of interest. The payload capability
depends upon altitude and, to a lesser extent, upon whether a rendezvous.
is required (as in retrieval and resupply). The FSS weight will depend
upon whether the on-orbit replacement system (SPMS) is on board.
Section 4. 1 defines these coefficients for each Shuttle mode and service
altitude.
It should be noted that all Shuttle flights are costed assuming a two-
way (ascent and descent) trip carrying the same weight. In a launch-only
mode, it is assumed that no other program can make use of the additional
descent weight capability. All other flights retrieval/replacement and
resupply are inherently two-way.
3. 2. 2. 2 New Satellite Costs*
The satellite (observatory) consists of payload modules (SRU's),
spacecraft modules (SRU's), and a nonreplaceable unit (NRU) which
includes the satellite structure, harnesses, transition ring, interstage
adapter, etc. If the satellite consists of J such elements, the total cost of
a new satellite is given by
C SN= C + CiN (4)j 1
where
0 CjN is the new cost of the jth element (SRU or NRU)
0 CSO is the fixed spacecraft build cost (costs which do not
depend upon the module costs).
The new cost of any satellite module is given by:
N M
C =C . + k1  C + kjm C (5)jN °J i1j I In 2 m
*As noted earlier, only recurring satellite costs are considered.
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where
CjN is the delivered total cost of module j
C . is the fixed module build cost (costs which do not depend
upon the component costs)
klj is the cost weighting factor for module j hardware built
in house
k2Z is the cost weighting factor for module j hardware built
outside
N is the total number of components (boxes) built in-house
M is the total number of components (boxes) procured outside
Cn, Cm are the component hardware costs
The data base for the cost model is presented in Section 4. 1
3. 2. 2.3 Satellite Replacement/Resupply Costs
The cost of satellite replacement or resupply can be developed based
upon the modelling approach just presented. First note that if a module
fails in-orbit the immediate cost of its replacement is equal to CjN. But
since the returned module can be refurbished and returned to inventory,
the net cost of replacement (resupply or retrieval/replacement) is
CjR = (cost of new module) - i(cost of new module) - (cost of rework)l (6)
Immediate Value returned
replacement to inventory
cost ("salvage")
Therefore, on a module basis
CjR = cost of rework (7)
And as with a new satellite, the total replacement/resupply cost will be
CSR = CRO + CjR (8)
F
reworked/replaced
module s only
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where
th
CjR is the rework cost of the j element (SRU only for
resupply, SRU or NRU for retrieval)
CRO is the fixed spacecraft rework cost (costs which do not
depend upon the module costs).
The module rework costs can be developed according to the following
equation:
SNf+M Nf + k
jR N+M Coj klj C n + kj (9
f f
where Nf and Mf are the number of failed components in each category
and the summations are carried out only over the reworked elements.
Note that Nf = N, M = M is a complete rework, costing the same as a
new module.
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4. STUDY DATA BASE
4. 1 SHUTTLE DATA BASE
The Shuttle cost coefficient, K, is given by
K total shuttle launch cost = $9.8 M 1. (10)
total shuttle weight capability W s
where $9.8 M is the total cost of a Shuttle flight (up and down) and -7 is
the Shuttle load factor (here taken as 0.70).
The various coefficients and weights employed in the Shuttle flight
cost model presented earlier are presented in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1. Shuttle Costing Parameters
Altitude Low High
(100 n mi (375 ni mi
Mode Sun Synchronous) Sun Synchronous)
Launch W = 37, 000 lb W = 11, 000 lb
s a
K = 378.37 K = 1272.73 No Rendezvous
WFSS = 1372 lb WFSS = 1372 lb
Retrieve W s = 35, 000 lb W = 8,800 lb
K = 400.00 K = 1590.91
WFSS = 1372 lb W = 137Z lb RendezvousFSS FSS Rendezvous
RequiredResupply W s = 35, 000 lb W s = 8, 800 lb
K = 400.00 K = 1590.91
WFSS = 2472 lb WFS S = 2472 lb
I(K in dollars/lb)
Note that the values shown for K favor low altitude servicing, unless
there is a significant accompanying increase in the number of Shuttle
flights and/or the cost of the spacecraft.
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4.2 SATELLITE DATA BASE
As modelled in the mission simulation, the satellite consists of
five replaceable spacecraft modules; two replaceable payload modules,
and a single nonreplaceable unit. The following sections present the
detailed cost, weight, redundancy, and reliability models employed.
4. 2. 1 Spacecraft
The spacecraft modules are defined in Tables 4-2 through 4-6 for
five redundancy configurations:
* Minimum - minimum redundancy necessary to ensure no
single-failure preventing retrieval or resupply.
* Variant 1 - limited additional redundancy.
* Variant 2 - still more redundancy.
* Nominal - most electronics made standby redundant; "typical"
redundancy level for long-life spacecraft.
* Growth - added replication of Class 2 items in order to reduce
the frequency of servicing flights.
Within the tables several notational conventions require explanation:
1) X is the number of failures per hour (all components are
modelled with exponential reliability)
2) Source 1 is a "make", 2 a "buy".
3) S indicates standby redundancy, A active redundancy, and
AS indicates one actively redundant unit with other redundant
components in standby.
Note that the weights shown are generally a function of the Shuttle appli-
cation mode. However, for all but the actuation module, the launch-only
weight and the retrieval weight are the same.
The mission simulation, as presently configured, has no provisions
for scheduling flights based on component degradation. This omission is
of significance for EOS in the case of the solar array due to its high cost
and high reliability (i.e., no replacement due to random failure is likely).
The implications of this factor are complicated further by the fact that
an array design providing a particular operational life will allow space-
craft retrieval/resupply at times well in excess of this time due to lower
nonoperational power requirements. The results presented below should
be evaluated noting that array degradation has not been considered.
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Table 4-2. Actuation Module Description
Redundancy Configurations
Components Minimum Variant 1I Variant 2 Nominal Growth
Name k(x10 9 ) Cost ($K) Source Red. Class Red. Class Red.. Class Red. Class Red. Class
Structure 0 24.0 1 1/1 3 1/1 3 1/1 3 1/1 3 1/1 3
Module thermal control 10 18.0 i i/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1
Propulsion thermal control 10 11. 5 1 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/1 2
Roll reaction wheel 150 52.0 2 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1
Pitch reaction wheel 150 52.0 2 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1
Yaw reaction wheel 150 52.0 2 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1
Roll wheel electronics 3235 26.0 1 1/1 1 1/2S 1 1/2S 1 1/2S 1 1/2.S 1
Pitch wheel electronics 3235 26.0 1 1/1 1 1/2S 1 1/2S 1 1/2S 1 1/2S 1
Yaw wheel electronics 3235 26.0 1 111 1 1/2S 1 1/2S 1 I/2 S 1 1/2S 1
Roll magnetic torquer 100 8.0 1 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/.1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1
Pitch magnetic torquer. 100 8.0 , 1 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1
Yaw magnetic torquer 100 8.0 1 1/1 1 4/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1
Magnetic torquer electronics 2700 25.0 1 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 
1 1/2 S 1
DIU/SCU . 4632 42.0 1 1/1 .2 1/1 2 1/2S 2 1/2S 2 1/3 S 2
Cold gas system 12 245.0 1 1/1 3 1/1 3 1/1 3 1/1 3 1/1 3
Hydrazine system 342 175.0 1 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/1 2
Harness. 0 16.0 1 1/1 3 1/1 3 1/1 3 1/1 3 1/1 3
Launch-only weight (lb) 569 591 600 605 624
Retrieval weight (lb) 1006 1038 1052 1060 1086
Resupply weight (lb) 1215 1248 1261 1270 1296
Co = $45.OK; k = 1.32; k 2 = 1.50
Table 4-3. Altitude Determination Module Description
Redundancy Configurations
Components Minimum Variant 1 Variant 2 Nominal Growth
Name X (xl09) Cost ($K) Source Red. Class Red. Class Red. Class Red. Class Red. Class
Structure 0 .19.6 1 1/1 3 1/1 3 1/1 3 1/1 3 1/1 3
Module thermal control 10 18.0 1 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1
Gyro reference assembly 16682 80.0 2 3/3 2 3/4 S 2 3/4 S 2 3/6 S 2 3/6 S 2
Star tracker 5256 69.0 2 2/2 1 2/3 S 1 2/3 S 1 2/3 S 1 2/3 S 1
Magnetometer 1400 20.0 2 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/2 S 2 1/3 S 2
Sun sensor* 232 44.0 2 1/1 0 1/i 0 1/1 0 1/1 0 1/1 0
Transfer assembly A 9500 27.5 1 1/1 2 1/2S 2 1/2S 2 1/2 S 2 1/3 S 2
Transfer assembly B 9500 27.5 1 1/1 1 1/2 S 1 1/2 S 1 1/2 S 1 1/2 S 1
Safe mode electronics* 348 7.0 1 1/1 0 1/1 0 1/1 0 1/1 0 1/1 0
Power conditioning 2500 25.0 1 1/2 S 3 1/2 S 3 1/2 S 3 1/2 S 3 1/2 S 3
DIU/SIU 4632 56.0 1 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/2 S 2 1/2 S 2 1/3 S 2
Harness 0 16.0 1 1/1 3 1/1 3 1/1 3 1/1 3 1/1 3
Launch-only weight (Ib) 172.7 209.5 213.9 233.8 251.3
Retrieval weight (lb) 172.7 .209.5 213.9 233.8 251.3
Resupply weight (lb) 196.1 232.9 237.3 257.2 274.7
*The sun sensor and safe mode electronics are modelled as Class 0 because they will not be employed continuously until other
equipment malfunctions have caused scheduling of a maintenance flight.
C = $90.K; k 1 = 1.29; k = 1.120
Table 4-4. Communication and Data Handling Module Description
Redundancy Configurations
Components Minimum Variant 1 Variant 2 Nominal Growth
Name k(xl0 9 ) Cost ($K) Source Red. Class Red. Class Red. Class Red. Class Red. Class
Structure 0 19.6 1 .1/1 3 1/1 3 1/1 3 1/1 3 1/1 3
Module thermal control 10 13.9 1 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1
Omni antenna system 20 20.0 2 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/1 2
Transmitter 1708 43.0 2 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/2 S 2 1/3 S 2
Receiver 4021 65.0 2 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/2 A 2 1/3AS 2
Diplexer 120 32.0 2 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/1 2
Demod/decoder 463 30.0 1 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/2 A 2 1/3AS 2
Bus controller 3652 20.0 1 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/2 S 2 1/2 S 2- 1/3 S 2
Baseband assembly . 1147 12.0 1 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/2 S 2 1/3 S 2
Power conditioning 2500 25.0 1 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/2 A 2 1/2 A 2 1/3AS 2
Combiner/switch 240 6.5 2 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/1 2
Central processor 7000 45.0 2 1/1 2, 1/2S 2 1/2S 2 1/2 S 2 1/3 S 2
Memory module 3429 35.0 2 2/2 2 2/3 S 2 2/3S 2 2/3S 2 2/4S 2
DIU/SCU 3416 22.0 1 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/2S 2 1/2S 2 1/3 S 2
Harness 0 15.0 1 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/1 2 1/1 2
Launch-only weight (lb) I 146.4 157.7 165.2 170.7 197.8
Retrieval weight (lb) 146.4 157.7 165.2 170.7 197.8
Resupply weight (lb) 169.8 181.1 188.6 194.2 221.3
Co $90. OK; k = 1.29; k = 1. 12'
Table 4-5. Solar Array and Drive Module Description
00 C Redundancy Configurations
Components Minimum Variant 1 
Variant 2 Nominal Growth
Name X(x09 ) Cost ($K) Source Red. Class Red. Class Red. Class- Red. Class Red. Class
Structure 0 92.0 1 1/1 3 1/1 3 
1/1 3 1/1 3 1/1 3
hModule thermal control 10 12,0 1 1/1 1 1/1 
1 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1
Array drive 250 45.0 1 1/2S 
3 I/ZS 3 1/2S 3 1/2S 3 1/2S 3
Array drive electronics 4537 30.0 1 1/2 S 3 
1/2 S 3 1/2 S 3 1/2 S 3 1/3 S 3
DIU/SCU 3464 22.0 1 1/1 2 1/1 
2 1/1 2 1/2S 2 1/3 S 2
Power conditioning 850 25.0 1 1.2S 3 1/2 S 
3 1/2 S 3 1/2 S 3 1/3 S 3
Array 0 528.0 1 1/1 3 1/1 
3 1/1 3 1/1 3 1/1 3
Harness 0 10.0 1 1/1 3 1/1 3 1/1 
3 1/1 3 1/1 3
Launch-only weight (lb) 194.6 194.6 194.6 199.0 208.0
Retrieval weight (lb) 194.6 194.6 194.6 199.0 208.0
Resupply weight (lb) 233.3 233.3 233.3 237.7 
246.7
C =$25.0K; k 1 = 1.28; k = 1.11
oIFIGWo QPA
Table 4-6. Electric Power Module Description
Redundancy Configurations
Components Minimum Variant 1 Variant 2 Nominal Growth
Name (x109 ) Cost ($K) Source Red. Class Red. Class Red. Class Red. Class Red. Class
Structure 0 19.6 1 1/1 3 1/1 3 1/1 3 1/1 3 1/1 3
Module thermal control 10 18. 0 1 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1
Power conditioning 2500 25.0 1 1/2 S 3 1/2 S 3 1/2 S 3 1/2 S 3 1/3 S 3
DIU/SCU 4580 39.0 1 1/1 1 1/1 1 1.2S 1 1/2S 1 1/2S 1
Power control unit 800 65.0 1 1/2S 3 1/2 S 3 1/2S 3 1/2S 3 1/2S 3
Batteries 570 28.8 2 2/3 A 3 2/3 A 3 2/3 A 3 2/3 A 3 2/3 A 3
Harness 0 17.0 1 1/1 3 1/1 3/1  1/1 3 1/1 3 1/1 3
Launch-only weight (Ib) 404. 6 404. 6 416. 7 416. 7 426. 9
Retrieval weight (lb) 404.6 404.6 416. 7 416.7 426.9
Resupply weight (lb) 428. 0 428.0 440. 1 440. 1 450. 3
C = $30.OK; k 1 = 1.29; k2 1.12
4. 2.2 Payload
The two payload modules are defined in Tables 4-7 and 4-8 for two
configurations, one more redundant than the other. Note that the video
type recorders are included within the wideband communications and
data handling module.
4. 2. 3 Nonreplaceable Elements
Nonreplaceable elements are contained in a single NRU defined in
Table 4-9.
4. 2. 4 Spacecraft-Level Fixed Coats
Spacecraft-level fixed costs include such items as: program
management; configuration management; system engineering; electrical
design integration; mechanical design integration; reliability and safety;
parts, materials and processes; quality assurance; integration; and
environmental test. They enter into the total cost of a spacecraft
(new or refurbished) as shown in equations (4) and (8). Values used
during this study are:
* CSo = $0.496 M for launch-only and retrieval cases
* CSo = $0.645 M for resupply cases
* CR = $1. 50 M for retrieval cases
* CRo = $0.065 M for resupply cases.
For new satellites CSo has been arrived at with detailed cost analysis.
The resupply value of CRo includes the costs of module handling during
Shuttle payload insertion, etc. The retrieval value of CRo includes
checkout and refurbishment of all spacecraft and payload modules to
detect and eliminate contamination and damage caused by the Shuttle
return environment.
'Incremental $150 K is added spacecraft cost to provide on-orbit
servicing capability (actually part of the NRU, but included here as a
convenience).
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Table 4-7. Wideband Communications and Data Handling Module Description
Payload Configuration
Components A B
Name X(x10 9 ) Cost ($K) Source Red. Class Red. Class
High-speed multiplexer 76 3.7 1 1/1 1 1/1 1
Data processor 1475 72. 0 1 1/1 1 1/2 S 1
Power amplifier 370 18. 1 1 1/1 1 1/2 S 1
Antenna ,104 5.1 1 1/1 1 1/1 1
Data channels 38 1. 9 1 5/6 A 1 5/6 A - 1
Video tape recorder 5500 400. O 2 1/2 S 1 1/3 S 1
Launch-Only weight (lb) 240 326
Retrieval weight (Ib) 240 326
Resupply weight (Ib) 329 415
C o = $30. OK ; kI = 1. 29 ; k 2 = 1.12
Table 4-8. Five-band MSS Module Description
Payload Configuration
Components A B
Name k(x10 9 ) Cost ($K) Source Red. Class Red. Class
Multiplexer, etc.. 4810 712. 0 2 1/1 1 1/2S 1
Band 1 channels 757 111. 0 2 4/6 A 1 4/6 A 1
o Band 2 channels 757 111.0 2 4/6 A 1 4/6 A 1
Band 3 channels 757 111. 0 2 4/6 A 1 4/6 A 1
Band 4 channels 757 111. 0 2 4/6 A 1 4/6 A 1
Band 5 2172 324. O0 2 1/1 1 1/1 1
Launch-Only weight (lb) 210 232
Retrieval weight (lb) 210 232
Resupply weight (lb) 276 298
Co $30. OK k = 1 . 29 k 2 = 1. 12
Table 4-9. Nonreplaceable Elements (NRU's).
Components Configuration
Name k(x10 9 ) Cost ($K) Source Red. Class
Spacecraft structure 0 88.9 1 1/1 2
Payload structure 0 287. 0 1 1/1 1
Transition ring 0 7.6 1 1/1 2
Adapter 0 25.2 1 1/1 1
Bus mechanisms 0 16. 1 1 1/1 2
Spacecraft thermal control 0 118. 0 1 1/1 1
Payload thermal control 0 233.0 1 1/1 1
Spacecraft harness 0 10.0 1 1/1 2
Payload harness 0 10.0 1 1/1 1
Launch-Only weight (Ib) ,506. 1
Retrieval weight (lb) 506. 1
Resupply weight (Ib) 593. 9
Co = $60. OK ; k = 1.29 ; k = . 11
*Applies to all spacecraft and payload configurations
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5. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulation results are presented in this section for each of the three
Shuttle modes, as well as results for conventional launch vehicles. Note
that each case shown represents 100 Monte Carlo mission simulations.
These results are evaluated in Section 6.
5. 1 SHUTTLE LAUNCH-ONLY MODE (EXPENDABLE)
Simulation data for use of the Shuttle in the expendable mode are
presented in Table 5-1 for six satellite designs (spacecraft-payload com-
binations) and two values of Shuttle launch delay time.
This data, based on satellite failures prior to replacement, can be
used to estimate the mean-time-to-failure (MTTF) of each design:
MTTF - -D (11)
where T is the mission duration (120 mos), N is the total number of
launches (one being the initial launch), and D is the launch delay.
Table 5-2 shows the results of such computations for each of the six
satellite configurations simulated, showing good agreement with analyses
of similar configurations undertaken early in the study.
5.2 CONVENTIONAL LAUNCH VEHICLE (EXPENDABLE)
Data for system maintenance via a conventional launch vehicle can
be developed from Table 5-1 by noting that the number of flights will be
unaffected by the launch vehicle used if all other factors are unchanged. *
Such"results are presented in Table 5-3 for an assumed launch cost of
$5. 5 million; of course, the data can be adjusted to consider any appro-
priate launch vehicle.
There are some other differences (e. g., in the actuation module); how-
ever, these have a relatively minor effect on the outcome.
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Table 5-1. Results for Shuttle Launch-Only System Maintenance (10 Year Mission)
Satellite* Launch Delay Percent No. of Cost/Satellite Cost/Launch Total Cost
Design (months) Availability Flights ($M) ($M) ($M)
MIN-A 3 75. 1 10.84 11.04 1.443 135.3
VAR1-A 3 87.4 5.95 11.46 1.470 76.9,
VAR2-A 3 90.7 4.66 11. 73 1.482 61.6
NOM-A 3 93.9 3.41 12. 13 1.496 46.5
NOM-B 3 95.3 2. 87 13.49 1.537 43.1
<U GRO-B 3 96.0 2.54 14.22 1.568 40.1
MIN-A 1 89.5 13.49 11.04 1.443 168.4
VAR1-A 1 95.3 6.60 11.46 1.470 85.3
VAR2-A 1 96.5 5. 13 11.73 1.482 67.8
NOM-A 1 97.9 3.49 12. 13 1.496 47.6
NOM-B 1 98.3 3.06 13.48 1.537 46.0
GRO-B 1 98.8 2.48 14.22 1.568 39.2
For example, NOM-A is the nominal spacecraft design in combination with the A payload configuration
(see Section 4).
Table 5-2. Effective MTTF from Launch-Only Simulation Data
Satellite Launch Delay No. of MTTF Average MTTF
Design (months) Flights (months) (months)
MIN-A 3 10.84 9.2
-8. 9
MIN-A 1 13.49 8.6
VARl-A 3 5. 95 21. 2
20.8
VARl-A 1 6.60 20.4
VAR2-A 3 4.66 29.81 28.
28.9
VARZ-A 1 5. 13 28. 1
NOM-A 3 3.41 46.8
'47.0
NOM-A 1 3. 49 47. 2
NOM-B 3 2.87 61.2 59.3
59.3
NOM-B 1 3.06 57.3
GRO-B 3 2. 54 74. 9
77.5
GRO-B 1 2.48 80. 1
5.3 SHUTTLE LAUNCH-AND-RESUPPLY MODE
Simulation results for the resupply maintenance mode are presented
in Table 5-4 for the baseline servicing logic, which schedules a Shuttle
flight when a failure causes State 6 to occur (or States 7, 8, or 9).
Table 5-5 shows equivalent data for the option of not servicing bases
on State 6.
5.4 SHUTTLE LAUNCH-AND-RETRIEVAL MODE
Data for retrieval maintenance has been derived from the resupply
simulation data summarized above. Because the simulated resupply
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Table 5-3. Results for Conventional Launch Vehicle System Maintenance (10 Year Mission)
Satellite Launch Delay Percent No. of Cost/Satellite Cost/Launch Total Cost
Design (months) Availability Flights ($M) ($M) ($M)
MIN-A 3 75.1 10.84 11.04 5.5 179.3
VAR I-A 3 87.4 5.95 11.46 5.5 100.9
VAR2-A 3 90.7 4.66 11.73 5.5 80.3
NOM-A 3 93.9 3.41 12. 13 5.5 60. 1
NOM-B 3 95.3 2.87 13.49 5.5 54.5
GRO-B 3 96.1 2.54 14.22 5.5 50.1
MIN-A 1 89.5 13.49 11.04 5.5 223.1
VAR1-A i 95.3 6.60 11.46 5.5 111.9
VAR2-A 1 96.5 5.13 11.73 5.5 88.4
NOM-A 1 97.9 3.49 12. 13 5.5 61. 5
NOM-B 1 98.3 3.06 13.48 5.5 58.1
GRO-B 1 98.8 2.48 14.22 5.5 48.9
Table 5-4. Results for Shuttle Launch-and-Resupply Mode with Baseline Flight Criteria:
Serviced on State 6 (10 Year Mission)
No. of Flights
Satellite Launch Delay Percent
Design (months) Availability High Low Total Total Cost ($M)
MIN-A 3 72.8 7.76 5.88 13.64 57.79
VARl-A 3 89.9 2.55 9.24 11.79 41.34
VAR2-A 3 94.5 1.00 9.95 10.95 34.99
NOM-A 3 96.8 0.12 8.32 8.44 Z8.94
NOM-B 3 97.8 -0.07 8.27 8.34 30.35
GRO-B 3 98.0 0.08 3.17 3.25 ZZ.40
MIN-A 1 89.3 9.14 6.29 15.43 63.98
VARl-A 1 96.3 2.88 9.69 12.57 42.87
VAR2-A 1 98.0 1.18 11.35 12.53 37.87
NOM-A 1 98.9 0.11 8.66 8.77 29.72
NOM-B 1 99.2 0.09 8.78 8.87 31.02
GRO-B 1 99.3 0.11 3.46 3.57 23.07
Table 5-5. Results for Shuttle Launch-and-Resupply Mode with Alternate Flight Criteria:
Not Serviced on State 6 (10 Year Mission)
No. of Flights
Satellite Launch Delay Percent
Design (months) Availability High Low Total Total Cost ($M)
MIN-A 3 72.8 7.76 5.88 13.64 57.79
VARl-A 3 86.0 3.85 4.01 7.86 39.46
VAR2-A 3 89.5 2.96 3.45 6.41 34.70
NOM-A 3. 94.2 0.71 3.84 4.55 24.77
NOM-B 3 95.6 0.84 2.90 3.74 25.13
GRO-B 3 96.6 0.66 1.96 2.62 23.83
MIN-A 1 89.3 9.14 6.29 15.43 63.98
VARI-A 1 94.9 4.42 3.97 8.39 42.11
VAR2-A 1 96.6 2.84 3.37 6. 21 33.31
NOM-A 1 98.0 0.79 3.97 4.76 25.69
NOM-B 1 98.4 0.91 2.97 3.88 26.07
GRO-B 1 98.8 0.59 2.15 2.74 23.57
philosophy replaces any modules in which there has been any component
failure, the reliability of the satellite is restored to unity on each flight,
equivalent to that of the new satellite which would replace a retrieved one.
Thus, the flight statistics for retrieval will be the same as those for
resupply, allowing computation of expected mission cost based on:
* The cost of launches from the Shuttle launch cost equation
(Section 3. 2. 2. 1) and data base (Section 4. 1), used in com-
bination with the satellite weights (from Section 4. 2. 1. data)
and the high/low launch statistics (Tables 5-4 and 5-5).
* The cost of new satellites (the initial one and those required
to replace any which are lost), based on the cost data of
Section 4. 2. 1.
* The cost of satellite rework which can be derived from the
resupply rework costs by noting the number of service flights
made and adjusting for the difference in CRo (Section 4. 2.4).
Tables 5-6 and 5-7 show the derived retrieval mission cost data for the
two service flight criteria considered. Table 5-8 presents the cost
details for the two Shuttle servicing modes.
The mission simulation presently schedules retrieval flights based only
on loss of a component group in a nonreplaceable unit (NRU). Thus, only
terminal failure cases can be simulated (by making all modules NRU's).
Incorporation of more sophisticated retrieval logic is under consideration
as a future development.
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Table 5-6. Results for Shuttle Launch-and-Retrieval Mode with Baseline Flight Criteria:
Serviced on State 6 (10 Year Mission)
No. of Flights
Satellite Launch Delay Percent
Design (months) Availability High Low Total Total Cost ($M)
MIN-A 3 72.8 7.76 5.88 13.64 94.64
VAR i-A 3 89.9 Z.55 9.24 11.79 63.25
VARZ-A 3 94.5 1.00 9.95 10.95 52.65
NOM-A 3 96.8 0.12 8.32 8.44 40.27
Un NOM-B 3 97.8 0.07 8.27 8.34 41.78
GRO-B 3 98.0 0.08 3.17 3.25 25.45
MIN-A 1 89.3 9.14 6.29 15.43 106.76
VAR1-A 1 96.3 2.88 9.69 12.57 66.95
VARZ-A 1 98.0 1.18 11.35 12.53 58.65
NOM-A 1 98.9 0.11 8.66 8.77 41.57
NOM-B 1 99.2 0.09 8.78 8.87 43.59
GRO-B 1 99.3 0.11 3.46 3.57 26.68
Table 5-7. Results for Shuttle Launch-and-Retrieval Mode with Alternate Flight Criterion:
No Service on State 6
No. of Flights
Satellite Launch Delay Percent
Design (months) Availability High Low Total Total Cost ($M)
MIN-A 3 72.8 7.76 5.88 13.64 94.64
VARl-A 3 86.0 3.85 4.01 7.86 57.34
VAR2-A 3 89.5 2.96 3.45 6.41 48.29
NOM-A 3 94.2 0.71 3.84 4.55 30.72
NOM-B 3 95.6 0.84 2.90 3.74 30.21
GRO-B 3 96.6 0.66 1.96 2.62 Z8.28
MIN-A 1 89.3 9.14 6.29 15.43 106.76
VAR 1-A 1 94.9 4.42 3.97 8.39 61.74
VAR2-A 1 96.6 2..84 3.37 6.21 46.58
NOM-A 1 98.0 0.79 3.97 4.76 31.94
NOM-B 1 98.4 0.91 2.97 3.88 31.25
GRO-B 1 98.8 0.59 2.15 2.74 26.30
Table 5-8. Resupply Simulation Data and Derived Retrieval Data
Number of Launches Resupply Costs Retrieval Costs
Service Launch Satellite Percent Sat. SRU 
Sat. SRU
Criterion Delay Design Avail. High Low Total Launch Equip. Rework Total 
Launch Equip. Rework Total
Baseline: 3 mos MIN-A 72.8 7.76 5.88 13.64 43.46 11.74 2.59 57.79 62.39 
11.59 20.66 94.64
States VARI-A 89.9 2.55 9.24 11.79 26.85 12.08 2.41 41.34 33.48 
11.93 17.84 63.25
6 VARZ-A 94.5 1.00 9.95 10.95 20.70 12.00 2.29 34.99 
24.25 11.85 16.55 52.65
7 NbOM-A 96.8 0.12 8.32 8.44 14.60 12.28 2.06 28.94 
15.40 12.11 12.74 40.27
8 NOM-B 97.8 0.07 8.27 8.34 14.27 13.90 2.18 30.35 
15.35 13.75 12.68 41.78
9 GRO-B 98.0 0.08 3.17 3.25 6;34 14.51 1.55 
22.40 6.33 14.36 4.76 25.45
1 mo MIN-A 89.3 9.14 6.29 15.43 50.21 11.19 2.58 63.98 72.43 
11.04 23.29 106.76
VAR i-A 96.3 2.88 9.69 12.57 28.91 11.61 2.35 42.87 36.54 
11.46 18.95 66.95
VARZ-A 98.0 1.18 11.35 12.53 23.53 11.88 2.43 37.87 27.94 11.73 
18.98 58.65
NOM-A 98.9 0.11 8.66 8.77 15.07 12.52 2.13 29.72 15.95 12.37 
13.25 41.57
NOM-B 99.2 0.09 8.78 8.87 15.18 13.63 2.21 31.02 16.41 13.48 
13.50 43.39
0 GRO-B 99.3 0.11 3.46 3.5.7 7.02 14.37 1.68 23.07 
7.09 14.22 5.37 26.68
Alternate: 3 mos MIN-A 72.8 7.76 5.88 13.64 43.46 11.74 2.59 
57.79 62.39 11.59 20.66 94.64
States VARI-A 86.0 3.85 4.01 7.86 25.14 12.08 2.24 
39.46 33.38 11.93 12.03 57.34
7 VARZ-A 89.5 2.96 3.45 6.41 20.49 12. 23 1.98 
34.70 26.51 12.08 9.70 48.29
8 NOM-A 94.2 0.71 3.84 4.55 10.63 12.40 1.74 
24.77 11.65' 12.25 6.82 30.72
9 NOM-B 95.6 0.84 2.90 3.74 9.87 13.63 1.63 
25.13 11.17 13.48 5.56 30.21
GRO-B 96.6 0.66 1.96 2.62 8.06 14.37 1.40 23.83 8.34 14.22 
3.72 28.28
1 mo MIN-A 89.3 9.14 6.29 15.43 50.21 11.19 2.58 63.98 72.43 
11.04 23.29 106.76
VAR I-A 94.9 4.42 3.97 8.39 28.03 11.93 2.15 42.11 37.25 11.78 
12.71 61.74
VARZ-A 96.6 2.84 3.37 6.21 19.59 11.88 1.84 33.31 25.53 11.73 
9.32 46.58
NOlM-A 98.0 0.79 3.97 4.76 11.42 12.40 1.87 25.69 12.44 
12.25 7.25 31.94
NOM-B 98.4 0.91 2.97 3.88 10.60 13.77 1.70 26.07 11.81 
13.62 5.82 31.25
GRO-B 98.8 0.59 2. 15 2.74 7.81 14.37 1.39 23.57 8.19 
14.22 3.89 26.30
6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6. 1 EVALUATION OF RESULTS
Table 6-1 summarizes the mission cost data for all cases presented
in the preceding section. These results are approximated graphically by
the fitted-curves shown in Figure 6-1, where the correspondence between
MTTF and satellite design is given in Table 5-2.
The other mission parameter of interest is the system availability
(that is, the percentage of mission time during which the system is oper-
ational). Figure 6-2 shows availability for one data set (3-month launch
delay) as a function of satellite design as characterized by MTTF.
This summary data leads to several fundamental conclusions:
a) Reduced mission cost and increased availability can be
gained by increased levels of satellite redundancy, so
long as the increase in MTTF does not produce a marked
increase in satellite hardware cost.
b) Shuttle servicing provides significant advantages (reduced
cost, increased availability) over an expendable system
maintenance approach.
c) For expendable operation, Shuttle launch is much less
expensive than use of a (low cost) conventional launch
vehicle.
d) For the particular service policies considered, the resupply
mode of Shuttle use is more cost effective than retrieval and
provides the same levels of availability.
e) The alternate servicing logic is generally less expensive
than the baseline servicing logic, but provides lower
availability.
f) A decrease in the Shuttle launch delay will increase avail-
ability, but with an accompanying increase in mission costs.
The dependence of these conclusions upon the simulation models and data
base employed should be stressed. The following paragraph considers
each of the above conclusions from this and other points of view.
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Table 6-1. Summary of Cost Data for 10 Year Mission
Total Mission Costs ($M)
Expendable Resupply Retrieval
Launch Delay Satellite Conventional Shuttle Baseline Alternate Baseline Alternate
(months) Design Launch Vehicle Launch Service Service Service Service
3 MIN-A 179.3 135.3 57.8 57.8 94.6 94.6
3 VARI-A 100.9 76.9 41.3 39.5 63.3 57.3
3 VAR2-A 80.3 61.6 35.0 34.7 52.7 48.3
3 NOM-A 60.1 46.5 28.9 24.8 40.3 30.7
3 NOM-B 54.5 43.1 30.4 25.1 41.8 30.2
3 GRO-B 50. 1 40.1 22.4 23.8 25.5 28.3
1 MIN-A 223. 1 168.4 64.0 64.0 106.8 106.8
1 VAR1-A 111.9 85.3 42.9 42.1 67.0 61.7
1 VARZ-A 88.4 67.8 37.9 33.3 58.7 46.6
1 NOM-A 61.5 47.6 29.7 25.7 41.6 31.9
1 NOM-B 58. 1 46.0 31.0 26.1 43.6 31.3
1 GRO-B 48.9 39.2 23.1 23.6 26.7 26.3
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Figure 6-1. Mission Costs with 3-Month Launch Delay
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6. i. 1 Effect of Satellite Redundancy
As demonstrated conclusively by the results for all system
maintenance modes, increasing spacecraft redundancy at the black-box
level can have a salutary effect upon both total mission costs and system
availability. This trend occurs because relatively large MTTF increases
are attained via relatively small increases in satellite cost, thus decreas-
ing the number of launches required.
Figure 6-3 shows this trend in satellite costs, based on data pre-
sented in Tables 5-1 and 5-2. The one "bump" in the otherwise smooth
curve is due to the NOM-B (nominal spacecraft with payload B) configura-
tion. This discontinuity manifests itself in the detailed resupply/
retrieval mission cost data (Table 6-1) by a similar phenomenon: in the
nonexpendable cases there is a consistent increase in mission cost from
NOM-A to NOM-B even though the average number of launches never
increases.
This result shows the effect of a significant satellite hardware cost
increase without a consistent increase in satellite life. In this case the
cost increase is probably in error due to the modeling of the payload
elements; in other instances (e. g., increase in spacecraft redundancy
beyond the growth configuration) this same situation can occur. *
The fact that large increases in satellite MTTF can be achieved at
low cost is not surprising, considering the complexity of the basic space-
craft. However, further increases will cost more, suggesting an even-
tualulpturn in mission cost vs. MTTF curves.
The question of design life must also be considered. The mission
simulation as now programmed is unable to treat degradation, a factor
'Cost data to the level of the redundancy blocks was unavailable for the
payload elements. The total cost of the basic designs was, therefore,
spread in proportion to the block failure bits (Tables 4-7 and 4-8). The
costs of the redundant configuration were then computed on the basis of
these block costs and are probably excessive.
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Figure 6-3. Normalized Satellite Cost as a Function of
MTTF for Expendable Shuttle Launch
of significance with solar array cells, batteries, etc. For life-limited
designs the mean-mission-duration (MMD) is a good measure of satellite
life:
T
MMD(T) = R(t) dt (12)f-
where T is the design life and R(t) is the satellite reliability. Note that
MMD is always less than the design life, asymptotically approaching T
as redundancy is increased. On the other hand, M TTF = MMD(oo) and
is not similarly constrained. In terms of MMD, increases in redundancy
without a design life improvement could be wasteful. Again, an increase
in mission cost would result, since satellite cost increases would not be
accompanied by a marked decrease in launch frequency and cost. For
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this study, simulation results with MTTF above 3 or 4 years are prob-
ably not representative, unless all elements (e. g., solar array, batteries)
have design lives on the order of 5 to 10 years. :
6. 1. 2 Effect of Satellite Maintenance
Satellite maintenance using Shuttle retrieval or resupply offers
conclusive advantages over the expendable alternatives (Figure 6-1).
Availability is improved because some service flights are made in order
to prevent loss of the satellite (an abort capability), prior to loss of
operational status.
Mission costs are decreased by reuse of satellite hardware as can
be seen from Table 6-2, which shows the total launch costs for each
approach to system maintenance. Launch costs are higher with Shuttle
resupply or retrieval than in the expendable Shuttle application mode,
due partly to the somewhat larger number of flights but mainly due to
the absence of high-altitude expendable launches (which, according to
the selected cost algorithm are almost 4 times more expensive than low
altitude flights). These increased launch costs are more than offset by
savings in satellite equipment, as evidenced by the total mission costs.
6. 1. 3 Effect of Conventional Launch Vehicle
For an expendable system maintenance philosophy, Shuttle launch
to low altitude (with subsequent orbit transfer using spacecraft propulsion)
is more cost effective than direct injection using a Thor-Delta 2910 launch
vehicle. This lower cost-per-launch is a direct function of the Shuttle
costing algorithm, which assumes that the payload capability not used by
EOS can be used by other missions. If EOS had to pay the total cost of
dedicated Shuttle launches, this conclusion would no longer be true.
Here, as in other areas, the conclusions are determined largely by the
Shuttle costing model.
At high levels of redundancy flights are becoming so infrequent that
additional flights may have to be scheduled to update payloads. If these
factors are included, highest redundancy may not yield the most cost
effective approach.
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Table 6-2. Summary of Launch Cost Data for 10 Year Mission
Total Launch Costs ($M)
Expendable Resupply Retrieval
Launch Delay Satellite Conventional Shuttle Baseline Alternate Baseline Alternate
(months) Design Launch Vehicle Launch Service Service Service Service
3 MIN-A 59.6 15.6 43.5 43.5 62.4 62.4
3 VAR1-A 32.7 8.7 26.9 25.1 33.5 33.4
3 VAR2-A 25.6 6.9 20.7 20.5 24.3 26.5
3 NOM-A . 18.8 5.1 14.6 10.6 15.4 11.7
3 NOM-B 15.8 4.4 14.3 9.9 15.4 11.2
3 GRO-B 14.0 4.0 6.3 8.1 6.3 8.3
1 MIN-A 74.2. 19.5 50.2 50.2 72.4 72.4
1 VARl-A 36.3 9.7 28.9 28.0 36.5 37.3
1 VAR2-A 28.2 7.6 23.5 19.6 27.9 25.5
1 NOM-A 19.2 5.2 15.1 11.4 16.0 12.4
1 NOM-B 1:6.8 4.7 15.2 10.6 16.4 11.8
1 GRO-B 13.6 3.9 7.0 7.8 7.1 8.2
6. 1. 4 Effect of Retrieval vs. Resupply
The simulation data shows a consistent advantage for resupply
(on-orbit module replacement) when compared with retrieval (ground
refurbishment). These differences occur in the launch costs (lower
because the average payload weight is lower) and in the equipment re-
work costs (which for retrieval include detecting and correcting prob-
lems introduced in all modules due to the Shuttle return flight environ-
ment). The launch cost differences are particularly sensitive to the
FSS and SPMS weights, and emphasize the desirability of lightweight
implementation of these mechanisms. As before, the Shuttle costing
model plays a key role in determining mission costs.
6. 1. 5 Effect of Servicing Policy
For both resupply and retrieval two servicing policies were evalu-
ated. The baseline scheme anticipates loss of deboost capability by ser-
vicing when a failure causes any Class 2 group to become one failure
away from loss. The alternate logic, like the baseline, services on:
* loss of any Class 1 group,
* loss of any Class 2 group,
* one-away from loss of any Class 3 group,
but does not anticipate loss of deboost capability.
The results show the alternate policy more cost effective in all
cases except those with the GRO-B satellite design. In most cases the
baseline logic results in considerably more Shuttle flights, without a
compensating decrease in the number of high altitude flights. With the
GRO-B design, in which a number of Class 2 and Class 3 groups are made
triple-redundant, the number of Shuttle flights with the baseline logic is
less than half its value with any other design; there are in this case few
opportunities for a Class 2 group to be one failure away from loss.
Although generally more cost effective, the alternate logic does
lead to more system down time (Figure 6-2), because a higher percent-
age of flights occur after the satellite has gone down. There is, there-
fore, a cost-availability tradeoff to be considered.
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6. 1. 6 Effect of Launch Delay
Decreasing the elapsed time between a flight decision and occur-
rence of the flight has the expected effect of increasing availability and
cost. However, the actual cost increase is probably much greater than
the increment shown, because the schedule-related cost increases in
reducing turnaround from 3 months to 1 month are not included.
6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES
The results of this study have led to some interesting conclusions
as discussed in the preceding section. Some of these conclusions are
simulation model and data dependent as noted above. Further mission
tradeoff studies, exploring those issues and others, are suggested,
including the following:
* Shuttle Cost Model. The above conclusions appear to depend
strongly upon the model used to charge the EOS program for
use of the Shuttle. With this in mind, the model should be
reviewed and perhaps revised. Future studies could include
any new Shuttle cost model suggested by GSFC.
* Design Life Simulation. Realistic inclusion of time-related
component degradation is desirable, particularly if highly
redundant designs are to be considered. The model of
degradation must consider several levels of performance,
analogous to the component group classes now used,
because exceeding the design life of an array (for example)
will not prevent deboost or cause loss of the satellite.
* Redundancy Studies. Studies thus far suggest that increases
of above the GRO-B configuration may penalize mission cost.
Definition and study of such designs is suggested, but must
be accompanied by a realistic design life model and instru-
ment upgrading policies.
* Payload Cost Data. As noted earlier, sufficiently detailed
payload cost data was unavailable for this study. Develop-
ment and inclusion of more definitive data is suggested.
In this context alternate payload sensors (TM, HRPI) can
be modeled and evaluated.
* Alternate Missions. This study has considered a single-
satellite/single-instrument system. Future studies should
deal with realistic alternatives (e. g. , multiple satellite or
a single-satellite with tandem sensors), considering an
availability model which accounts for degraded operation
(e. g., one of two sensors operating).
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e Inventory Effects. The selected mission simulation model
has assumed a fixed delay between launch decision and
flight. In fact, the delay will depend on a variety of
factors, including module inventory. Advanced studies
can evaluate the effect of module inventory limitations on
total mission costs.
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APPENDIX A
SIMULATION MODEL AND COMPUTER PROGRAM
1. INTRODUCTION
The economic assessment of the launch, retrieval, and resupply
modes of servicing the EOS with the Space Transportation System (STS)
is made using results derived from a computer simulation model of satel-
lite deployment, in-space refurbishment and servicing, and retrieval and
ground refurbishment.
The basis for the computer simulation is the satellite mission life
cycle cost simulation model. This general simulation model and its imple-
mentation using a computer have been under development by TRW for
approximately two years. The model is generally sufficient to handle the
economic analysis of the EOS satellite; however, this study did necessitate
the inclusion of EOS- specific cost and space servicing details.
The satellite mission life cycle cost simulation model, Figure A-1,
shows the essential operations or activities encountered in deploying and
maintaining a satellite or constellation of satellites in orbit for the life of
the mission. The activities encompass all those operations required for
on-the-ground support, Space Shuttle launch, in-space operation, service
launch decisions, in-space servicing, and retrieval and ground refurbish-
ment. Monte Carlo techniques are used with statistical representations
of each important parameter.
An "activity" is a function (designated by a box in Figure A-1) which
receives an input, performs a transformation on that input, and produces
an output. For example, a packet of information in the form of an order
enters satellite equipment manufacturing (Activity 44, Figure A-1) and at
some time later an output, which is a grouping of space replaceable unit(s)
(SRU' s), leaves the activity. The activities shown. in the model are all
interconnected with arrows that represent the inputs and outputs. A solid
arrow represents the flow of hardware (i. e., Space Shuttle, satellite,
group of SRU's, or one SRU) and a dotted arrow represents the flow of
information (e. g., flight order, failure order, or hardware order).
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As the hardware and orders flow through the activities, the time is
advanced according to the time (in hours) assigned to perform an activity.
For example, suppose a payload installation into a Shuttle at A-19, takes
169. 6 hours; therefore, if the Shuttle was available when a satellite entered
at 8765.4 hours, the Shuttle would move into A-24 at 8935. O0 hours. The
time required to perform an activity is chosen by drawing a random num-
ber, entering the distribution describing the time variation and picking
the actual time for that specific operation. The movements of the hard-
ware and orders take place as they complete activities; i. e., between
8765. 4 hours and 8935. 0 hours there may be a component failure order
leave A-65 at 8766. 2 hours, a spacecraft may leave A-44 at 8830. 9 hours
and a Shuttle leave A-27 at 8921. 6 hours.
In addition to time advancement, program cost accumulation occurs
as hardware and orders flow through cost-related activities (e. g., satel-
lite equipment manufacturing, SRU rework, etc. ). Costs are computed
based upon the relevant general formulas and particular input values.
The activities represented in the model of Figure A-1 are considered
a reasonable and practical representation of all the pertinent interfaces
and decision criteria for the EOS study. A few minor improvements
could not be included within the schedule and budget constraints of the
study. However, the detail logic content of each activity is so constructed
that the incorporation of foreseeable future model improvements would
not require complete revision of the activity.
1. 1 Simulation Model
In order to point out the primary features incorporated in the
activities of the satellite mission life cycle cost simulation model, a
detailed explanation of typical movements of hardware and orders is
presented below. The model, Figure A-1, should be referred to at each
transfer. In the explanation, A-number means an activity identified by
that number, as shown in the square in the upper left corner of each
activity block. The circled number in the upper right corner of each
block is used by the computer for the selection of the proper logic.
At time 0, several actions are initiated in the model. First orders
leave A-79, general order insertion, and enter A-1, Satellite flight
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scheduling. Then Space Shuttle leaves A-31, shuttle insertion, and
position themselves in A-19, premate preparation. Flight orders and
launch orders which establish the number of satellites to be put in orbit
and launched on a given flight, move from A- 1, satellite flight scheduling,
to A-32, satellite hold/release, and manufacturing orders, which initiate
manufacture of the appropriate number of satellites, move from A-1 to
A-44.
To simulate the satellite assembly and test process, the orders in
A-44 begin a cycle to make available satellites according to a prescribed
time schedule. A satellite section is defined as the SRU and nonreplace-
able units (NRU) which comprise a complete satellite. Here the produc-
tion cost of a satellite is computed based upon component costs, SRU-level
costs, and multiplicative factors for buying and manufacturing. As the
sections are available, they move into A- 10, satellite assembly/test. In
A-10 it is assumed that only one satellite can be assembled and tested at
one time. The satellite moves into A-32, satellite hold/release, when
it is finished in A- 10.
The completed satellite joins with the flight order in A-32. When
the appropriate number of satellites to be flown on a given launch (one for
the EOS system) are available, the satellite(s)/flight order(s) join with
the launch order, and are released into A-19, premate preparation and
payload installation. A-32 will hold satellites and release them only when
launch and flight orders are available, or will hold orders and release
them only when a satellite enters. For example, if five satellites are
assembled and are available at three month intervals, and four flight
orders are ready at 0 time, then each of the first four satellites will move
through A-32 into A-19 as it completes A-10. The fifth satellite will
remain in A-32 until i a satellite in orbit needs to be replaced; detection of
a nonrepairable satellite initiates replacement flight and launch orders
which joins up with the fifth satellite in A-32. Now, if a second satellite
needs to be replaced, the flight and launch orders for its replacement
would wait in A-32 until an additional satellite can be produced.
In A-19, premate preparation and payload installation, the satellite
is joined to the Shuttle. In this activity, it is assumed that only one pay-
load installation can take place at one time. The now-loaded Shuttle
advances through A-24, Shuttle assembly, and A-27, prelaunch. Here
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the costs associated with launching the satellite are accumulated. For the
EOS, table of weight and cost values is input in order to make 
this calcu-
lation. For all cases (launch only, resupply, retrieval), cost is a function
of weight carried up. The loaded Shuttle moves into A-39, launch into
orbit, where it is subject to a possible random loss which is specified as
a probability. The actual loss determination is made 
by a random number
draw which is compared to the specified probability. If the Shuttle survives
A-39, it moves into A-45, Shuttle/satellite disengagement. Here, too,
the satellite is subject to possible random loss, as in A-39. At this point,
the satellite is separated from the Shuttle upper stage (OOS) and they are
modelled separately. The Shuttle moves through A-52, return from orbit,
A- 11, landing/safing, and A- 13, payload removal. Finally, the 
Shuttle is
refurbished (not included in this model) and returns to A-19 to await
another payload.
The satellite leaves A-45, moves into A-65, satellite in orbit, and
is put into active service. A satellite is comprised of a number 
of SRU's
and NRU' s, each of which is described by a reliability block diagram of
series and/or redundant components (such as receivers, transmitters,
batteries, earth sensors, etc. ). These are turned on by selecting a ran-
dom number and using the component's reliability description, failure
rate (X), and a shape parameter (B) to calculate a time to failure. All
SRU's and NRU's component failure times are reviewed after these calcu-
lations and the failure time which is closest to present time is entered as
the next event.
Each component is given a severity classification based upon the
effect its failure would have on the satellite. As failures occur, redundant
groups of components move into different failure "states, " depending upon
the component class. Servicing decisions are made based upon these
satellite states.
The mission starts when a prescribed number of satellites comprising
a constellation are all in orbit and operational. For example, if by the
time the last satellite of the constellation is activated an earlier launched
satellite has become inoperative, the mission has not started. The entire
constellation must be operational simultaneously to commence the mission.
Although all satellites are alike from the standpoint of hardware (SRU/NRU)
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configuration, it is possible in the model to specify an operational differ-
ence for an individual satellite. In an extreme case, one satellite may
have an SRU with all components turned on while another may have the
same SRU with all components turned off.
Whenever the component failure time (i. e. , next event) of a satellite
in orbit arrives, the satellite is completely reevaluated to determine its
operational status. There are two types of situations, an SRU component
failure or an NRU failure, each of which will be explained below.
Every SRU component failure causes a failure order to be generated
so that the details of this failure can be evaluated on the ground. The SRU
which contains the defective component is evaluated for sufficient compo-
nent redundancy. A standby component is turned on, if available. If this
component failure causes the SRU to be inoperative, this is noted by a
decrease in the number of operating satellites, i. e., change in satellite
availability. All SRU's of the satellite are now searched in order to find
the next expected component failure time (i. e., next event). A failure
order leaves A-65 and moves into A-104, decision action. This activity,
A-104, is inserted to allow a time delay for ground evaluation of the data
(for this study the delay time is set to 0). The failure order moves into
A-2, SRU payload flight scheduling, where the pertinent failure data is
entered in a summary table. After each failure entry, all table entries
are reviewed in order to determine whether a service flight is required.
A space servicing flight is initiated in the EOS resupply case when the sat-
ellite is in one of the following states: 1) the failure of a component or
SRU causes a satellite to be inoperative or, 2) one additional failure of a
component in a redundant group would cause loss of the satellite, or, 3)
either failure or one additional failure (depending upon which input option
is chosen) of a component would prevent satellite boost/deboosting. If
one of the aforementioned criteria is met, then a service flight order
moves out of A-2 into A-42, replacement SRU, where the required payload
SRU's are generated. After the SRU payload information is left in A-42,
the order moves into A-30, SRU payload hold/release, to await replace-
ment. When the proper SRU' s for that service flight are accumulated in
A-30, the SRU group combines with the failure order and the payload
moves into A-19 to load into the Service OOS to go up on an available
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Shuttle. The Shuttle/service OOS moves with its load as previously
described for a satellite launch, except that it moves through 
A-45 with-
out a time change and the load does not separate from the service 
OOS.
The service OOS and SRU payload go into A-66, replace SRU in-orbit.
The service OOS visits each satellite needing repair and all 
the new SRU' s
are put into the satellites and the old ones are brought 
aboard the Shuttle.
When an exchange of SRU's is complete for a satellite, the new ones 
are
activated, as previously described for a newly launched satellite, 
and the
next new component failure time is determined. If the satellite was inop-
erative, it is now made operative. This is noted by an increase 
in the
number of satellites operable.
Servicing flights for the EOS are made to either low altitude or high
altitude depending upon the classification of a component group and how
many units are failed. High-altitude servicing is performed 
in the event
of failure of a Class 2 component group; otherwise, low-altitude servicing
is performed.
The Shuttle with the old SRU' s moves through A-52, A-11 and into
A-13. However this time, since there is a returned payload, it is sepa-
rated from the Shuttle. The Shuttle goes into A-19 to await another pay-
load, and the returned payload moves into A-5, returned payload separation,
where the failure order is separated from the old SRU's. The payload
then moves to A-15, where costs of reworking the returned SRU's are
accrued based upon their failed components. The returned payload then
moves into A- 197, collection of returned payloads, where a fixed SRU
rework cost is accrued. The failure order goes into A-2, SRU payload
flight scheduling, where it removes all entries pertaining to 
its replace-
ment flight since the task is completed. The entries are left in the sum-
mary table so that in case an SRU replacement payload is lost 
it can be
repeated.
An NRU failure in a satellite causes it to be inoperative; the satel-
lite cannot be repaired by replacing a unit, therefore, a new satellite
must be launched. A satellite which becomes inoperative due to an NRU
failure moves out of A-65 into A-190, satellite nonrepair failure, and the
number of operating satellites is decreased. The satellite remains in
A-190; however, its flight order, which had previously joined with the
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satellite in A-32, is now released. The flight order moves into A-103,
decision action, the time delay for a ground decision (in this model it is
set to 0). Next, the flight order goes into A-2, it examines the component
failure summary table and removes all SRU entries which are related to
the nonrepairable failed satellite. After this, the flight order moves into
A-1, satellite flight scheduling, if there is a completed satellite ready
(e. g., if only four were required for starting a mission but five were man-
ufactured in the production run), then the flight order will go directly to
A-32 and proceed as previously described.
If there is not a completed satellite ready, the flight order generates
a hardware order which will start the production of a new satellite, as well
as a launch order. The launch order moves to A-32. The hardware order
moves into A-44 and starts the production cycle for the satellite sections.
In this latter case, the flight order moves in A-32 to await the new satel-
lite and proceed as previously described. Whenever the need for a new
satellite comes so late in a mission that its orbital operating time would
be too short, flight hardware order does not proceed any further than A-1.
If the retrieval option is chosen, a retrieval order is generated in
A-i, and sent to A-32, where it mates with the appropriate launch order
to retrieve the appropriate (failed) satellite. In A-45 the retrieval order,
along with the Shuttle, separates from the newly launched satellite. Both
Shuttle and retrieval order move into A-67, retrieval, where both mate
with the failed satellite. The Shuttle and retrieval satellite are separated
in A-5, and the satellite moves into A-15, satellite rework, where all its
failed components. are reworked. Costs are accumulated here based upon
components reworked. The reworked satellite then moves into A-197,
and eventually to A-32, where it waits for launch and flight orders.
In the case where a satellite is lost, as in A- 199, satellite lost, the
flight order is removed from the satellite and the order proceeds in the
same manner as described for a satellite nonrepairable failure. Eventu-
ally the time advances to the end of the mission, at which time all operat-
ing satellites moved from A-65, satellite in-orbit, to A-193, end of
mission.
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2. COMPUTER PROGRAM
The simulation model computer program is a discrete event program,
one in which items are processed through an activity with definite start
and finish times. Time starts at 0 and increases from event to event until
the mission is completed. The events are variable time incremented
which means that the time of the next event is as it occurs, i. e., a series
of events may occur at 10, 531. 6, 10, 631. 7, 10, 632. 8, 10, 633. 4, and
12, 222. 2 hours. As previously mentioned, both hardware and orders have
substance; they are entities that move their activities.
No attempt will be made here to explain or show the computer pro-
gram in its entirety. It is a 7000-card program composed of a main pro-
gram and 51 subroutines. However, a simplified logic flow chart of the
main program will give the essence of the program.
Figure A-2 shows a very simplified logic flow diagram of the main
program. This flow chart depicts the movements of the computer through
the instructions which manipulate the model. This is essentially a driver
that calls subroutines as it moves from the start through the actions and
decisions enough times in order to manipulate the model's hardware and
orders until it reaches the end.
In summary, as each event is encountered a piece of hardware or
order is moved from the activity it just finished into the next activity and
it is rescheduled; the cycle is repeated until there is nothing else to move.
The following discussion covers each of the 10 numbered rectangles,
parallelogram and diamonds of the logic flow chart, Figure A-3.
1) Input data and initial conditions. The input data to the program
consists of activity descriptions, hardware/order descriptions,
SRU/NRU unit descriptions, and timeline analysis. As the
input data cards are read into the computer, some error
checking is performed on the most expected keypunch and
user data inconsistency errors. If an error or a contradiction
in data is found, then a diagnostic message is printed. A
set of activity description data cards contain information
relating to connecting to its input and output activities, activ-
ity type and identification numbers, a list of descriptors, and
the initial (0 time) status. The hardware/order descriptions
establish the condition of all necessary initial (0 time) loca-
tions, scheduled event time, information relating to hook-up
with other hardware or orders, and any queueing states.
The SRU/NRU unit descriptions give the composition of the
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Figure A-2. Program Logic Flow
unit in terms of all its components, i. e., reliability block
diagram, component reliability descriptors, and component
cost.
As an aid to interpretation and review of the input data, a
printout is made in a narrative form which shows what has
been read into the computer. The inputted data does not
contain narrative, it just contains numbers which described
the data set. The input data format is shown in Figure A-3.
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Process Description I
PROCESS 52 *** RETURN FROM4 ORBIT **
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION 263 OF THE INTERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPE 1 HAS 4 DESCRIPTORS.
1.00, 8.00, 0.00, 0.00,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATION FOR THE MEANING OF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 2 INPUT PROCESSES ARE 39, 45,
THE I OUTPUT PROCESSES ARE its
OUTPUT SCHEME 0 IS USED
I ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SIMULTANEOUSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITEMS BEING PROCESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATUS IS OPEN
.. . ' ....... (All processes described)
***** SHUTTLE/SATELLITE/UNIT DISPOSITION AT START *****
THE ORDER 80001 IS SCHEDULED TO LEAVE PROCESS 79 AT 0.000 HOURS.
THE SHUTTLE *0001 IS SCHEDULED TO LEAVE PROCESS 31 AT 0.000 HOURS.
THERE IS NO PAYLOAD ABOARD
THE SHUTTLE *0002 IS SCHEDULED TO LEAVE PROCESS 31 AT 0.000 HOURS.
THERE IS NO PAYLOAD ABOARD
THE SHUTTLE *0003 IS SCHEDULED TO LEAVE PROCESS 31 AT 0.000 HOURS.
THERE IS NO PAYLOAD ABOARD
THE SHUTTLE *0004 IS SCHEDULED TO LEAVE PROCESS 31 AT 0.000 HOURS.
THERE ISNO PAYLO ABOARD
.......... (All zero time conditions specified) I
1**** SRL/NRL LNIT DESCRIPTIC ,****
SRU ------------- SOLAR ARRYAERIVE MODULE
MODEL 1 SRL EQUIV. 1 WEIGHT 233 NC. OF COMP. 11
TYPE ALPHA BETA CCNDITICN DSGN LIFE COMP. NAME COSTiDOLLARS)
10601.03 *CCCCCOOOO. 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *000O0. AD SIR 92000.00 MFG.
10L03.C1 ICCCCCCOC 1.COC ACTIVE 1.00 *0000. THER 12000.00 MFG.
10~1.03 4CCCOO 1.000C ACTIVE 1.00 *00000. A DRIV 45000.00 MFG.
1C51.03 400CO00 1.0000 STNCBY .10 *CCCOC. A DRIV 45000.00 MFG.
10652.03 220410 1.OCOC ACTIVE 1.00 *OCCCO. AC ELE 30000.00 MFG.
10652.03 220410 1.00CC STNCBY .10 *GCOOC. AD ELE 30000.00 MFG.
ICt3L.02 288684 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *OCOCO. DI/SCU 22000.00 MFG.
10611.03 1176471 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *00000. AD PCU 25000.00 MFG.
10611.03 1116471 1.OCOC STNCBY .10 -*OCOCO. AC PCU 25000.00 MFG.
10E3.C3 *( CCCCC000. 1.00C ACTIVE 1.00 *00000. ARRAY 528000.00 MFG.
1C691.03 *OOCCCCCCO. 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *COCCO. HARN 10OC.00 MFG.
BUIL* COST .0250 MILLIN DCLLARS FACTORS MFG. 1.29 BLY 1.12
(All SRU's and/or NRU's listed)
Figure A-3. Standard Input Data Format - Satellite Mission
Life Cycle Cost Simulation Model Computer
Program
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Since the expected inputs can be extensive, attempts are
made to keep the- amount of computer memory used to a
minimum. The various activity types are of different lengths
in terms of computer words; therefore, it is most economi-
cal to store this in a packed fashion. For this reason, the
location of a specific data must be accessed by formula
within an activity. In order to get the quickest transfer from
one activity to another, the input and output activity identifi-
cation numbers are converted to relative computer locations
and stored with the other activity descriptors. As an assist
for the user, it is not necessary to numerically order the
activity identification number within the input data card deck.
During this input phase all the starting values are initialized.
2) Any item awaiting last event? As the program starts manip-
ulating the model, instances will occur in which.the hardware/
order must wait for a future event whose time may not be
predictable in advance. Therefore, the item must wait and
any last event must be checked against waiting items to see
if the event was the one which was being waited on. For
example, the only Shuttle in A-19 (see Figure A-1) may be
having a satellite put onboard and an SRU payload may be
ready to go onboard a Shuttle. The SRU payload must wait
until another Shuttle arrives or this Shuttle makes its round
trip (if it happens to be the only one). The check for this
type of situation is made here. Whenever the last event
occurrence does not release a waiting item, the program
goes for the next event. A released waiting item becomes
the next event, thus by-passing 3) and 4).
3) Find next scheduled event. The time of the next event and
the activity location at which it is located is found.
4) Any more scheduled events? When there are no more sched-
uled events the mission simulation will proceed to a finish,
otherwise it continues.
5) Find next process. The location of the next activity is found.
This can be a single choice, such as the Shuttle going from
A-19 to A-24. It can also be one of several paths, such as
an order leaving A-2, in which case the correct path depends
upon the characteristic (type of contained information) of the
order. Another situation could be the move from A-39 where
the Shuttle can go to A-45 to A-199, depending on the value
of a random number.
6) Can enter next process? There are instances when the next
activity cannot accept the item waiting to enter. This situa-
tion is discovered by interrogating the internal state of the
next activity. In the Shuttle/payload example described in
2), the SRU payload gets into the await status through this
processing. The SRU payload found only one Shuttle and that
was being loaded, therefore, it went into an await so as to
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let the next event come up. Eventually some future next event
would be the one for which the SRU payload was waiting. If
entry is unobstructed, the item moves on.
7) Exit from last process. Prior to the item leaving the current
activity for the next activity, the status of the current activ-
ity must be reset to account for the leaving of the item.
Thus, another item at a future next event will see the correct
status of the activity when it interrogates as described in 6).
8) Put item through process. The next activity now becomes
the current activity, the entering item is set into the activity
and the proper transformation is made with a scheduled com-
pletion time.
9) Printout events as required. As events take place, any record
of the details which have transpired are printed out or saved
for future summarization. This completes the main loop of
instructions.
10) Printout summary of simulation. When the simulation is
completed, the results which best describe the happenings
are printed. A concise selection of the most descriptive data
is outputted, because data from the total number of events
are great in volume and unwieldy to interpret. (See Fig-
ure A-4.)
The simplified logic flow chart depicts a single simulation of a mis-
sion. The simulation is a (dynamic) Monte Carlo type; therefore, to
observe the variations in the measured parameters of the mission system
many simulations are made. The logic flow chart would be modified for
many simulations by looping up to initial conditions instead of printing out
a summary. This printout would be made after a significant number of
simulations. In this case, the essential events (see 9)) for only one mis-
sion are printed out, since a printout for many missions would be huge
(several hundred pages).
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***06 AVAILAILITY 00***
TIHEE lERE 100'USSIOISS tICH ACCUMULATED .716000 CPERATIkG HOURS IN ORBIT.
THERE ARE 0 SATELLITES OPERATING FOR 13.1 PERCENT OF THE TIME.
PINIPUN 2.50 PERCENT
AVERAGE 13.47 PERCENT
UIIUtA 26.07 PERCENT
STAINDAR DEVIATIGN 4.70 PERCENT
THERE ARE I SATELLITES OPERATIAG FOR 86.129 PERCENT OF THE TIME.
MINIPUM 73.93 PERCENT
AVERAG-E 6.13 PERCENT
PAXINUM 97.50 PERCENT
STAIDARD DrVIATICN 4.70 PERCENT
*4 FREGUENCY DISTRIBUTICN OF SHUTTLE LAUNCHES REQUIRED * *
LAUNCHES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
OCCURNC 0 1 0 4 8 11 14 13 18 17 4 3 0 1 0
NORM 0.00 .06 0.00 ..22 .44 .54 .78 .72 1.00 .94 .22 .17 0.00 .06 0.00
CUM C.00 .01 .01 .05 .13 .30 .44 .57 .75 .92 .S .99 .99 1.0C 1.00
LAUNCHES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 El 12 13 14 15
. . . .. MINIMU4 - 2.o00
..A__ _ _ E_- 7.88
MAXIMUM = 14.00
MEDIAN * 8.00
MODE = .5.00
STANDARD CEVIATION 2.14
** SHLTTLE LAUNCH TIME DISTRIEUTICN **
THE AVf_PAGE UMBER OF SHUTTLE LAUNChES RE LRED IN EACH TIPE INTERVAL.
THE TOTAL TIME SPANNED IS 131400.0 HCURS.
EACH INTERVAL IS 2190.0 HCURS.
AVG. NO.1.00 .10 .18 .21 .17 .24 .15 .15 .18 .28 .14 .13 .19 .15 .20 .14 .28 .25 .14 .21
INTERVAL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1O 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
AVG. NO. .14 .17 .19 .17 .12 .11 .12 .11 .18 .17 .2C .14 .15 .15 .17 .19 .23 .19 .21 .23
AVG. O.0 0.O .O 0.00 O 000.00 O  o.c ooC o oo .oo 0ac 0_ o ,oa C Coo 0.00o .00 0 ..oc o.oo0
INTERVAL 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 5E 5S 60
THE PIN. NUMBER OF SHLTTLE LAUNCHES REQUIRED FOR A MISSIC- IS 2.00
THE AVERAGE NUPBER OF SHUTTLE LAUNCiES PEQUIREC FOR A _MISSICN IS 288__
THE PAX. NUMBER OF SHLTTLE LAUNCHES REQUIRED FOR A MISSICN IS 14.00
LOW ALTITUDE LAUNCHES PER PISSIOC
I NIMUM * JC ___ _
AVERAGE - 3.S8
PAAIMUPM 8.00
STO DEV = 1.67
HIGH ALTITUDE LAUNCHES PER PISSICN
PINIUM * 0.00
AVERAGE * 3.90
PAXIMUM * 9.00
ST DEV - 1.77
Figure A-4. Standard Output Data Format - Satellite Mission
Life Cycle Cost Simulation Model Computer
Program
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***** SERVICE FLIGHT INITIATICN STATISTICS **S*
THERE IS AN AVERAGE OF 6.85 SERVICE FLIGHTS PER MISSICk
100.00 PERCENT WERE DUE TO AN SRU REACHING A MANDATCRY STATE
0.00 PERCENT WERE IN STATE 5
0.00 PERCENT WERE IN STATE 6
25.11 PERCENT WERE IN STATE 7
17.96 PERCENT WERE IN STATE 8
56.93 PERCENT WERE IN STATE 9
*** SRU REPLACEMENT PER SERVICE FLIGHT DISTRIBUTION ***
BOX EQUI 1 2 3 4 5 6
OCCURNC 39 382 197 59 8 C
NCRM .10 1.00 .52 .15 .C2 0.CO
CUM *C6 .61 .90 .99 1.00 
_.CO
BOX EQUI 1 2 3 4 5 6
MIhIMUM = 1.00
-. .--. 
____ _Y, A AGL 22.44
MAXIMUM = 5.00
MEDIAN = 2.00
_MODE = 2.00
STANDARD DEVIATION = .78
*** SRU MCDELS REWORKED ***
SRU -30 .- 
- L & _ IC _11 -_Jz__.13 1,
OCCURNC 0 79 89 22f 373 6E5 0 0 0 C C 170 0 56 0
A.. _RATI .OS .05 .13 .22 .41 C.O 0.00 0.00 0.00 .0._ __lo _ 3 C.00
SRU MOD 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
***** SATELLITE SERVICE VISITS *****
WEIGHT FOR I SATELLITES
tININUM * 232.90
AVERAGE - 1514.25
PAXIMUM = 2358.90
ST0 DEV - 229.43
*** REPLACEMENT SATELLITES MISSIOh FREGUENCY DISTRIBUTION ***
SATELLIT 0 1 2
OCCURNC 97 3 0
NORM 1.00 .03 0.00
CUM .97 1.OC 1.00
SATELLIT 0 1 2
MINIMUM = 0.00
F--
MI4IIIUM - 1.00
MEDIAN - 0.00
MODE , 0.00
' 44 r rx1111191R STAMoARD Stv3til *
Figure A-4. Standard Output Data Format - Satellite Mission
Life Cycle Cost Simulation Model Computer
Program (Continued)
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t* MISSION COST IMILLIONS) ***
COST DLR 20 30 40 so 60 1O 80 90 100 110 120
OCCURNC 0 3 15 15 34 17 12 1 2 1 C
NORM 0.00 .09 .44 .44 1.00 .50 .35 .03 .06 .03 0.00
CUM 0.00 -. 03 .18 .33 .61 .84 .96 .91 .99 1.00 1 8
COST DL 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120
*s*** ACTIVITY COST SUpMARY *Y***
D N MAME/DOSCAIPTICN START FIMSN . COST tMILLIONS dF DOLLARS)
hAS * HRS* MIN AVG MAX STO CEV
15 S U REMORK -1.0 -1.0 .591 2.183 9.753 1.102
..... LJIAU -1.0 -1.0 10.27 40.873 86.146 14.417
44 SPACECRAFT EGUIP. NFG -1.0 -1.0 11.614 11.563 23.228 1.981
*** ACTIVITY TOTALS **** 22.688 55.019 100.634 15.181
* TYPICAL TIME FOR IST ITEM ENTRY AND LAST ITEM COMFLETICN FOR PISSION SIPULATICN 100
_.. " aRi______ DfJWChMRF 4 - ATTiLL IE_.CET- - nnLE .
UNITS MANUFACTIRED
PINI NUM = 1.00
IVERAGE = 4.76
PAXIMUM * 9.00
STD DEV * 1.36
UNITS LSED TO SERVICE SATELLITES
NO. REQ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 S
OCCURNC 1 4 10 30 28 20 3 3 1 0
NORM _-_, ._. 3 1_t_. _ .03 0.00
CUM .01 .05 .LS .45 .73 .93 .96 .99 1.00 1.00
NO.- RE 0 1 __ 4 5 7 8 9
MItIMUM * 0.00
AVERAGE * 3.73
MAXIMUM = 8.00
MEDIAN a 4.00
MODE. 3.00
STANDARD DEVIATION * 1.38
Figure A-4. Standard Output Data Format - Satellite Mission
Life Cycle Cost Simulation Model Computer
Program (Continued)
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APPENDIX B
REPRESENTATIVE MISSION SIMULATION FOR
LAUNCH-ONLY SHUTTLE MODE
*SATELLITE LIFE CYCLE COST MCDEL*
DATE: 09/12/14.
PUN DESCRIFTIOK:EOS - LAUNCH ONLY,NOMINAL,PAYLOAD A,1 vO. ELAY
N!JMEER OF SIMULATIONS: ICC
FAILURE RATE K FACTCR: 1.OCO
(INCLUDEV IN PRINTED MS8F VALUES)
**** PRCCESS DESCRIFTILN *****
S PPIOCESS1 I**SATELLITE F LIGHT SCHEDULIG - -_**_
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION 167 OF THE INTERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
PRCCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPE 28 HAS 21 DESCFIPTOPS.
1.00, 1.0oo, 0.00, 730.CC, 1.00, 1.00, 0.00, 14. 00, 0.00
O.OC, 99999.0, *9'999.00, 0.CO, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 1.00,
1.00, 0.00, O.cO,
fEFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATION FOR THE MEANING OF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 3 INPUT PROCESSES APE 5, 2, 79,
THE 3 CUTFUT FPROCESSES ARE 32, -1,_ 44,
CUTPLT SCHEAE 15 IS LSED
*0 ITEMS CAN 3E PROCESSED SIMULTANEOUSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITEMS BEINC PRCCESSED.
..... THE INITI A L PROCESS STATUS IS OPEN
PF OCESS 2 ** SRU P EPLACEMENT SCHEDULING ***
IT IS LOCATE3 AT PSITION 72 OF THE INTERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
-- PROCESS TRANSFORPMATION TYPE 39 HAS -41 DESCRIPTORS.
S8.0C, O.0u, 0.CO, *9959.co00, 4.00, *99999.00, *;999.00, 99999.00, 999s9.00
4.00, 0.00,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATION FOC THE MEANING CF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 3 INPUT PROCESSES APE 104, 1I3, 42,
THE 3 CUTFUT PPOCESSES A'RE 42, 30, 1,
CUTPUT SCHEME 13 IS LSED
.0 IT-EPS CAN 3E PROCES SEO SIMULTANEOUSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE Atr.E C ITEMS BEING PRECESSED.
THE INITIAL PRCCESS STATUS IS CPEN
P FOCCESS 3 *** SATELLITE CHECKUUT **
IT IS LOCATEJ) AT POSITION 36 OF- THE INTERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPE I HAS 4 DESCFIPTOPS.
1.00, 72.00, O.00, O.CC,
REFER TO THRE FROCESS EXPLANATION FOR THE MEANING OF THE A6OVE VALUES.
THE 1 INPUT PROCESSES PRE 5,
THE 1I CUTFUT PROCESSES ARE 22,
OUTPUT SCHEE 0 IS LSFO-
10 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SIMULTANEOUSLY.
INIT I LLtY,- THE RE_ APE C ITEPS BEING PRCCESFOD.
THE INITIAL PRCCESS ST ATUS IS OPEN
PFOCESS 4 *** SRU RETURN CHECKOLT --
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION 13 OF THE INTERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
PRCCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPF 1 HAS 4 CESCRIPTORS.
. .oc, 72.00, o.0o, o.co,
PEFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATIUN FOR THE MEANING CF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 1 INPUT PROCESSES ARE 5,
THE 1 CUTFUT PROCESSES ARE 30,
CUTPLT SCHEME 0 IS LSFD
1I ITFMS C AN BEPRCCESSED SIMUL TANECUSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE C ITEMS BEING PRCCES ED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATUS IS CPFN
PFOCESS 5 ***. PAYLOAC RETURN SEPARATION ##
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION 28 OF THE INTERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPE 25 HAS 1 CESCRIPTORS.
0.00,
.. REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATION FOF THE MEANING OF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 1 INPUT PROCESSES ARE 13,
THE 8 CUTFUT PROCESSES ARE 1, 3, 30, 4, 2, 15, -1, 198,CUTPUT SCHEME 16 IS LSED
*0 ITEMS CAN BE PRCCESSED SIMULTANEOUSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITEMS BEING P.CCESSED.
THE INITIAL PRCCESS STATUS IS OPEN,
PFOCESS . 10 .** SATELL.ITE 4SSEMBLY/TEST t
IT IS LOCATED " AT POSITION 491 OF THE INTERNAL CDMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFCFMATION TYPE 33 HAS 10 -ESCPIPTORS.
1.00, .00 , 0.00, 1.CO, 5.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00,
c.OC,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATION FOR TlE MEANING OF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 1 INPUT PROCESSES AbE 44,
THE 1 CUTPUT FFOCESSES ARE 32,
CCTPLT SCH4E 0 IS LSFD
*0 ITEMS CAN 6E PROCESSED SIMULTANEOUSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE C ITEMS REINC PRC(ESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATUS IS PEt
PROCESS 11 *** LANDING/SAFING
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION 351 OF THE INTERNAL COPPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPE I HAS 4 DESCPIPTORS.
1.00, 9.60, 0.00, O.tCO
REFER TO THE FROCESS EXPLANATION FOR THE MEANING OF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 1 IIPUT PROCESSES ARE 52,
THE 1 CUTFUT PROCESSES ARE 13,
CUTPUT SCHEME 0 IS LSED
5 'ITEMS CAN -dE PROCESSED SIMULTANEOUSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITEMS BEING PRCCESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATUS IS OPEN .. .
PFOCESS 13 w** PAYLOAD REMOVAL/Sl-UTTLE MtINTEN. *.
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION 332 OF THE INTERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPE 34 HAS 7 CESCPIPTORS.
1.00, 6 o.eo, -0.0oo, 1 . co, 10.00, 0.00, 0.00,..
REFER TO TH-E FROCESS EXXPLANATION FOR THE MEANING OF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 1 INPUT PROCESSES APE 11,
.THE .. CUTF'UT FPCESSE S ARE 19, 
.
UTPLT SCHEME 11 IS LSFD
1 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SIMULTANEOUSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITEMS BEING PRCCESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATUS IS OPEN
PROCESS 15 *'- SRU R E RK . K*
IT IS LOCATED AT FOSITION 547 OF THE INTERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPE 46 hAS 4 CESCPIPTOFS.
1.00, *gS999.ou0 0.00, uJ.CC,
REFER TO THE FROCESS EXPLANATIUN FOR THE VEANING OF THE AbOVE VALUES.
THE I INPUT PROCESSES ARE 5,
THE 1 CUTPUT PROCESSES ARE -1,
CUTPUT SCHEME 0 IS LSED
*o ITEMS CAN ~3 PROCESSEd SIMULTANEOUSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE APRE C ITFMS BEI!NG PFCCESSED.
THE INITIAL PRCCESS STATUS IS SPECIAL
PROCESS 19 ,** PREMATE PFEP/PAYLCAD INSTtLL *=
IT IS LCCATED AT POSITION 203 OF THE INTERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPE 32 HAS 8 CESCRIPTURS.
1.00, 730.00, 0.00, .CO, 0.00,  0.00, 0.00,
REFER TO THE FROCESS EXPLANATION FOR THE MEANING CF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 3 INPUT PROCESSES ARE 13, 32, 31,
THE 1 CUTPUT PROCESSES ARE 24,
CUTPUT SCHEME O IS LSED
5 ITEMS CAN BE PRCCES SEO SIMULTANEOUSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE C ITEMS BEING PRCCESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATUS IS SPEC IAL
PROCESS 24 .* SFUTT LE ASSEMBLY . ***
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION 381 OF THE INTERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPF 1 HAS 4 CESCFIPTOPS.
1.OC, 0.00, a.00, .CO,
REFER TO THE FROCESS EXPLANATION FOR THE MEANING CF THE A13OVE VALUES.
THE 1 INPUT PROCESSES tPE 19,
THE 1 CUTFUT UTPROCESSES ARE 27,
l CUTPLIT SCHE4E 0 IS LSFD
I ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSFO SIMULTAINECUSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITEMS BEING PRCCESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATUS IS OPEN
P OCESS 27 ** LAUNCH ***
ACTIVITY CCST TRANSFORMATICI 6 HAS 13 CESCRIPTORS.
1300f.00, 264.86,. 320J.O, 890. 1 , 32C0.00, 280'.00, 320u.00, 11 13. 4, 3200.00,
Zeo.O, 6 000.06, 1113.64, 6CCO. CC,
IEFER TO THE FPROCESS EXPLANATION FOR THE MEANING CF THE ABUVE VALUES.
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION '96 OF THE:' INTERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFCRMATION TYPE 1 HAS 4 CESCHfIPT(C:RS.
1.00, 0.0, 0.00, 0.CC,
REFER TO TH FPRUCESS EXPLANATION FOR THE MEANING Ct THE A6LVE VALUES.
THE 1 INPUT PROCESSES ARE 24,
THE 1 CUTFUT PROCESSES APE 39,
CUTPUT SCHEME 0 IS LSED
1 ITEMS CAN 3E PROCESSED SIMULTANECUSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE C ITEMS BEINC PRCCESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATUS IS CPFN
SPPOCESS 30 *** SRU PAYLOAD HCLD/PELEASE ,t.
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION 98 OF THE INTERNAL COMPUTE
R LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPE 40 HAS 2 CESCPIPTOPS.
0.00, 0.00,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATION FOR THE MEANING OF THE ABOVE 
VALUES.
THE I INRUT PROCESSES ARE 42,
THE 1 CUTFUT PROCESSES ARE 1-90 ....... 
-_
SrUTPUT SCHEME 2 IS LSED
*0 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SIMULTANEOUSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE C ITEMS BEING PRCCFSSED.
-- THE INITIAL -PRCESS ST ATUS IS OPEN
K PFOCESS 31 * 4DUMMY INSERT SHUTTLES **
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION 224 OF THE INTERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPE I HAS 4 CESCFIPTORS.
. ..-- 0.0, -0.00 , -0.00, -0.CO,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATION FOR THE MEANING CF THE 
ABOVE VALUES.
THE 1 INPUT PROCESSES ARE ......-1
THE -iCUTPUT PROCESSES ARE 19,
OUTPUT SCHEME 0 IS LSED
4 ITE CA.N BE PROCESSED SIMULTANEOUSLY.
...K  (' iNITI"-Af----'LY, -  THE -E A 4N PRCCEsSO. ............. .
THE INITIAL PRCCESS STATUS IS CLOSED
PROCESS 3 *** SATELLITE FULD/RELEASE
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION 512 OF THE INTERNAL 
COMPUTER LIST .AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPE 35 IAs 30ESC PTOS.
0.00, 0.00o 0.00, o.CO, 0.00,
REFER TU THE PROCESS EXPLANATION FOR THE MEANING OF THE 
ABOVE VALUES.
THE 3 INPUT PROCESSES APE 1, 10, 3,
THE 1 CUTFUT PROCESSES ARE 19,
CUTPUT SCHEME _ IS LSrED
r 0 ITE'VS CAN 8E P KCESSED SIMULTANEOUS-LY.
INITIALLY, THERE APE 0 ITEMS BEING PRCESSED.
THE INITIAL PRCCESS STATUS IS OPEN
PFOCESS 30 **1 LAUNC- INTC ORBIT
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION 239 OF THE INTERNAL COMPUTER 
LIST AREA.
PROCESS TPANSFOMATION TYPE 33 HAS 9 CESCFIPTORS.
tO, .00 , o , .C, 0.00, 0.00, . 2.00 O. Qt
S0 TOEFER-TO T- PRtJCESS EXPLANATION FOP THE MEANING CF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 1 INPUT PROCESSES R7 27,
THE 5 CUTPUT PROCESSES tkRE 19c, 52, .45 45,
UTPT SCHEME 10 IS LSD
L- ITEVS CAN iE PRCCESSED SIMULTANEOUSLY.
Iv INITIALLY, THERE ARE C ITEMS BEING PRCCESSED.
+ THE INITIAL PRCCESS STATUS IS OPEN
- ppOCESS 42 *. SRU R EPLAC-EM ENT
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION 530 OF THE INTERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
PRCESS .TRANSFOPMATION TYPE 37 HAS_ 5 CESCRIPTORS .
1.00, .0oo, .00, -1. co, 0.00,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATIUN FOR THE MFANING OF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 1 INPUT PROCESSES _ P _ 2,
THE 2 CUTFUT PROCESSES ARE 30, 2,
LUTPLT SCHEME 14 IS LS [)
*0 ITEMS CAN. BE PROCESSED SIMULTANECUSLY.
INITIALLY, THEI E ARE C ITEVS. 8EINC.-PRCCESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATUS IS OPEN
PROCESS 44 *** SPACECRAFT EQUIP. MFG +*
ACTIVITY CCST TRANSFOR ATICN 5 HAS 2 DESCRIPTORS.
2005.00, .* v
REFER TO TH FRDCESS -XPLANATION FOP THE PEANING OF THE ABOVE VALUES.
IT IS LOCATEt) AT PUSITICINJ 4 5 OF TH INTEPNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
PRCCESS TRANSFCFMATION TYPE 37 FAS 12 DESCFIPTORS.
1.00, .00, 0.00, 8.CO, 1.00, 2.00, 3.00, 4.00, 5.00,
11.00, 13.00 , 21.00,
IEFER TI THE PROCESS EXPLANATION FOR THE PrANTNG CF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE I INPUT PROCESSES AFE 1I
THE 1 CUTPUT PROCESSES ARE 10,
CUTPeT SCHEME J IS USFO
*0 ITEPS CAN BE PRCCESSED SIMULTANEOUSLY.
INITIALLY, THE RE AfE O.ITEMS BEINGC PFCCESSEO.
THE INITIAL PRCCFSS STATUS IS CPEN
PROCESS 45 S LLUTTLE/SATELLIT DOISE;ACE NT
IT IS LCATE.iD T PuSI T i N ?79 U F TH INTERNAL C '],PUJTFR LIST AR:A.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPE 33 HAS 10 CESCRIPTORS.
1.00, .00, 0.00, 2. CO, 0.00, 0.00, 3.00, 0.00, 0.00,
0.00,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATION FOR THE lEANING OF_THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 1 INPUT PROCESSES ARE 39t
THE 9 CUTPUT PROCESSES ARE 52, 191, 1S2, -1, 192 -191, 52, 65 66,
CUTPLT SCHEME 10 IS ISED
1 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SIMULTANECUSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE APE 0 ITEMS BEINC PRCCESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS ST ATUS IS OPEN
PFOCESS 52 ** RETURN FRCM ORBIT **- ! • _
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION 263 OF THE INTERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPE 1 HAS 4 CESCRIPTORS.
1.00, 8.00, 0.00, O.CO,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATION FOR THE MEANING OF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 2 INPUT PROCESSES APE 39, 5,
THE 1 CUTFUT PROCESSES ARE 11
CUTPLT SCHEME 0 IS LSED
1 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SIMULTANEOUSLY.
. -INITIALLY, THE~E ARE 0 ITEMS- BEINC-PROCES-SED.-
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATUS. IS OPEN
PROCESS 65 *** SATELLITE IN ORBIT **-
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION 126 OF THE INTERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPE 36 HAS 10 CESCFIPTORS.
7600.OC, 0.00, 0.00, 1.
0.00,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATION FOR THE MEANING CF THE ABOVE. VALUES.,
THE 1 INPUT PROCESSES APRE 45
THE 4 CUTFUT PROCESSES ARE 65, 190, 1S3, 104,
CUTPUT SCHEME 12 IS LSED .
1 ITEMS CAN BE PROCES SED SIMULTANEOUSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITEMS BEINC PF.CCESSED.
THE INITIAL PRCCESS STATUS IS OPEN
PFOCESS 66 *** REPLACE SRU IN SPACE4 *
I T -iS LOCATEi AT POSITION 4 OF THE INTERNAL CCMPUTER LIST AREA.
PPLCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPE 27 HAS 2 DESCRIPTOPS.
.0 0, 65.00 ,
SEFER TO THE FRUCESS EXPLANATION FO THE -- EANING CF THE ABOVE VALUES.
Iy THE 1 INPUT PROCESSES OFE 45,
THE 1 CUTPUT PFOCESSES A E 52,
LUTPUT SCHEME 0 IS LSFO
1 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SI4ULTANECUSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE C ITEMS BEING PRCCESSED
-- __ THE INITIAL PRCCESS STATUS IS OPEN
S.. P F OCESS 79 G** ENERAL ORDER INSEPTICN ***
IT IS LOCATED 4T PUSITICON 562 OF THE INTERNAL COVPUTER LIST AREA.
PFCCESS TRANSFOFMATION TYPE I FAS 4 CESCRIPTOPS.
0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0. CO,
REFER TO THE PRjCFSS EXPLANATION FOR THE MEANING CF THE ABOVE VALIUJS.
THE 1 INPUT PRCCESSES 4f E -1,
THE 1 CUTFUT PROCESSFS AFE 1,
CUTPLT SCHEME o IS LSCD
1 ITEMS CAN BE PRCCESSED SIMULTANEOUSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE AE ! ITEMS :B.INC PPCCESSED.
bj THE INITIAL PRCCESS ST ATUS IS CLUSED
--- 0
PFOCESS 103. *** DECISICN MAKINC ACTIVITY 44
IT IS LOCATED AT POSI TI!~N 150 OF THE INTERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFCRMATION TYPE 2 HAS 4 CESCRIPTOPS.
1.OC, 0.00, ). 00, .CO,
FEFER TO) THE- FRCESS FXPLANATION FUP THE PEANING CF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 3 INPUT PRCCESSCS tPE 199, 1, .190,
THE 1 CUTFUT PPuCESSES ARE 2,
LUTPLTSCHEME J IS LSFD
*0 ITEMS CAN BE PRCCESSED SIMULTANECUSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE APE C ITEMS iltIN : PPCCESSFD.
THE INITIAL PROCESS ST&TUS IS CPEN
PFOCESS 1C4 *** ORBITAL OFER. PYLEC e
IT IS LOCATED AT POSI TION 111 LCF THE INTERNAL COMPUTEP LIST ArEA.
PRLCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPE I I-AS 4 CESCFIPTORS.
1.00, 0.0 , 0.00, O. CO,
kEFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATION FUk THE MEANING CF THE Abo;VE VALUES.
THE 1 INPUT PROCESSES tRE 65,
THE 1. CUTFUT PROCESSES ARE 2,
CUTPUT SCHEME 0 IS LSED
*0 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SIMULTANEOUSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITEMS BEING PROCESSED.
THE INITIAL PRCCESS STATUS IS OPEN
PROCESS 190 **9 FAILURE SATELLITE IN CRBIT **
IT IS LOCATEO AT POSITION 451 OF THE INTERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPE 29 HAS 1 CESCPIPTORS.
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATION FOR THE MEANING OF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 3 INPUT PROCESSES APE 65, -1t -1, 
THE 1 CUTPUT PROCESSES ARE 103,
OUTPUT SCHEME O IS USED
*0 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SIMULTANEOUSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE C ITEMS BEINC PROCESSED.
THE INITIAL PRCCESS STATUS IS OPEN
SPFOCESS .1 l r 1 ** SATELLITE LOST DISENGAGEPENT .**
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION 425 OF THE INTERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
o PROCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPE 29 -AS 1 OESCR!PTORS.
2.00,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATION FOR THE MEANING CF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE I INPUT PROCESSES ARE 45,
THE 1 CUTFUT.PROCESSES ARE 103,
LUTPLT SCHEME 0 IS LSED
* 0 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SIMULTANEOUSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITEMS 2EINC PRCCESSED.
THE INITIAL PRCCESS STATUS IS OPEN
PFOCESS 192 r** SHUTTLE LCST CISENGACEMEFT ***
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION 308 OF THE INTERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFCFMATION TYPE 29 hAS 1 CESCFIPTORS.
1.0C,
REFER TO THE PRJCESS FXPLANATION FOR THE rEANING CF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE I INPUT PROCESSES ARE 45,
THE I CUTPUT PROCESSES ARE -1,
OUTPUT SCHEME 0 IS LSED
*0 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SIMULTANECUSLY.
00
INITIALLY, THERF ARE C ITEMS BEINC PRCCESSED..
THE INITIAL PRCC:SS STATUS IS C PEN
PROCESS 13 *** END OF MISSION **.
IT IS LOCATED 4T FOSITION 437 OF THE INTERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
PRLCESS TRANSFCFMATIUN TYPE 24 HAS 1 CESCFIPTORS,
7.OC,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATION FOR THE MEANING OF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 3 INPUT PRCCESSES APR 65, -1, -1,
THE 1 CUTFUT PF3CESSES ARF -1,
OUTPLT SCHEE 0 IS LSED
*0 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSEn SIMULTANECUSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARF G ITEMS BEING PRCCESSED.
THE INITIAL PRCCF S STALUS IS CPEN
PFOCESS 1S7 ** CCLLECT ALL SRU RETURNS ***
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION bC OF THE INTERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA,
Wd PRLCESS TRANSFOIMATIUN TYPE 29 HAS 1 CESCRIPTORS.
7. OC,
REFER TO THE PROCESS eXPLANATION FORP THE -VEANING OF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 1 INPUT PROCESSES ARE 5,
THE 1 CUTFUT PROCESSES ARF -1,
CUTPLT SCHEME 0 IS LSED
*0 ITEMS CAN dE PROCESSED SIMULTANECUSLY.
INITIALLY, THE~E ARE C ITEMS BEING PRCCESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATLUS IS CPEN
PFOCESS IS8 **4 SATELLITE RTIEVAL ,**
IT IS LOCATED ET PSITION I UF THF: INTEPNL CTOMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TPANStFOLMATION TYP. 29 Ft.S I CSC IPTCRS.
7.OC,
REFER TO THE PRJCESS EXPLA!NATION FOP THE MEANING OF THE AOLVE VALUES.
THE 1 IhPUT PROCSSES AiE 5,
THE I CUTFUT PFUCESS-S AEF -11
CUTPUT SCHEI= 0 IS LSED
*jO ITE S CN -E PRCCESSFD SI.'ULTANECUSLY.
INITIALLY, THFE ARE 0 TTE TS BIING PRCCESED..
THE INITIAL PRCCESS ST-ATUS IS CPEN
PROCESS 199 ** SHUTTLE LCST LAUhCH * ,
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION 320 OF THE INTERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPE 29 HAS 1 CESCFIPTORS.
3.00,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATION FOR THE MEANING OF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 1 INPPUT PROCESSES ARE 39,
THE 1 CUTFUT PFOCESSES ARE 103,
OUTPUT SCHEME 0 IS LScD
*0 ITEMS CAN iE PROCESSED SIMULTANEOUSLY.
INi.ALLY, Ti-EE fARE T ESS BEING PRCCESSED.
THE INITIAL PRCCESS STATUS IS CPEN
***** SHUITTLE/SATELLITE/UNIT DISPCSITION AT START ****
TI-E CRDEP 80001 IS SCh-EDLLED TO LEAVE PRCCESS 7S AT 0.,JO0 HCURS.
N THE SHUTTLE *0001 IS SCHEDULED TC LEAVE .PROCESS 31 AT 0.000 HOURS.
THERE IS NC PAYLOAD ABCARD
THE SHUTTLE *0002 IS SCi-EDULED TC LEAVE PROCESS 31 AT 0.000 HOURS.
THERE IS NC PAYLOAD ABCARD
T E SHUTTLE 400? IS SCI-EDULED TC LEAVE. PROCESS 31' AT 0.000 HCLRS.
THERE IS NC PAYLOAC ABCARO
TI-E SHUTTLE *0004 IS SCt-EDULEO TC LEAVE PROCESS . 31 AT 0.0O)0 HOURS.
THERE IS NC PAYLOIAC ABOARD
S R** ** U/NRLI UNIT CESCRIPT ICN ****
NFU -------------SOLAR ARRAYADRIVE MOCULE
MCDEL 1 5RU ECUIV. I WEIG-T 19 NO. OF COMP. 12
TYPE ALPHA BETA CCNDITION CSGh LIFE COMP. NAME CCST( DCLLARS)
10601.03 0000CO0000. 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.C *)OCOO. AD STR 92000.00 MFG.
10603.01 100C00000 1.COOO ACTIVE 1.00 *)0000. THER 12000.00 MFG.
10651.03 4C000 1.C000C ACTIVE 1.CC *00CO0. A DRIV 45000.00 MFG.
1. 0651.3 '4C0300 1.000) STNDB Y .IC *0o00. A ORIV 45000.00 MFG.
10652.03 220410 1.CC00 ACTIVE 1.CO *00000. AD ELF 30000.00 MFG.
i10652.03 220410_ 1.0000 STNDBY .10 *OOC0,. D FLE 30000.00 MFG.
10631.02 .288684 1. C 00 ACTIVE .CO *C00000C. DI/SCU 22000.00 MFG.
10631.02 288684 1.00 SO TNDBY .10 *00000. OI/SCU 22000.00 MFG.
1G611.03 1176471 1.C0)0 ACTIVE 1.CC *0C00. AD PCU _ 25000.00 MFG.
10611.03 1 176471 1.0000 STNDP.Y .10 *00000C AU PCU 25000.00 MFG.
10653.03 *CO0OOC00. C100)0 ACTIVE 1.CO *000GO. ARRAY 528000.00 MFG.
.. 1691,C3 *CO)O00C00. 1.C0000 ACTIVE 1.CC *00000. HARN 10000.00 MFG.
BLILC COST .0250 MILL ICN CCLLARS FACTCRS MFG. 1.2E BUY 1.11
NRU ------------ ELECTRIC POWER lICDULF
MCOEL 2 SRU -EQUIV. 1 EIGFT 416 NO. OF COMP. 12
TYPE ALPHA BETA CCNDITION DSGI\ LIFE COMP, NAME CCST(DCLLARS)
10301.03 0000CO 00 . .CC00 ACTIVE 1.CC *0COo0. FP STR 19600.00 MFG.
10303.01 30 CO ) 00 1.CC0jo ACTIVE 1.CC *:OCO0T. T iRM 18000.00 nFG.
1011.03 40JC00 1.C00o ACTIVE 1.CO *10C00. EP PCU) 25000.00 MFG.
10311.03 400000 1.C0000 STNODP .10 *0 0000. FP PCU 25000.00 MFG.
10331.01 218341 1.0000 SThDBY .1C *OC000. DI/3C.U 39000.00 MFG.
1U 31.Ci 218341 1.CO0 ACTIVE !.Cc *00000. nI/SCU 39000.00 MFG.
10351.03 125)000 1.CO0 ACTIVE 1.CC O C 00. PC :TRL o5800.00 VFG.
10351.03 I 2500U i.C00 u STNP Y .. !C *UOC 0. PCN4TRL 65800.00 MFG.
20352.03 115438b6 .CGO0 ACTIVE 1.CC *OC00. BATTS 28800,00 RUY
20352.C3 1754386 1.Cc0u ACTIVE 1.CO *03C00o. 8ATTS 28800.00 BUY
20352.C3 5386 0000 ACTIVE . *00Q_.___ BAT___ 288 00.0 BUY
10391.03 *000000300. 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.CO *00000. HARN 17000.00 MFG.
BLILi COST .0300 VILLI[CN CCLLAPS FAC1CRS MFG. 1.2.4 BUY 1.12
L.._NFU --------. ---- OM*D A~ND CATA HANCLING MCQULE
MCDEL 3 SRU ECUIV.I 1 EIGHT 170 NO. CF COMF. 25
TYPE ALPHA BETA CCNDITION .. SGN LIFE COMP. NAME COSTIOCLLARS)
10201.03 *O000C000. 1.C000 ACTIVE 1.0. *0000. .. CDTR 19600,00 MFG
10203.01 100000000 1.C000 ACTIVE 1.CO *00000. THERM 13900.00 MFG.
10256.02 50C00000 1.C000O ACTIVE 1.C0 *00000. OMNI 20000.00 BUY
10252.02 585480 1.Co00 ACTIVE 1.C0 *OOCO0. XMTR 43000.00 BUY
10252.02 585480 1.0000 STNOBY .10 *00000. XMTR 43000.00 BUY
10251.02 .248694 1.C000 ACTIVE 1.CO *00000. RCVR 65000.00 BUY
10251.02 .248694 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.C *00COo0. RCVR . 65000.0._0 BUY_
10253.02 8333333 1.C000 ACTIVE 1.CC *0000. DIPLXR 32000.00 BUY
-.. -10273.02 2159E27 C1,00)0 ACTIVE --1.G OOO. -- DECOD 30000,00 MFG.
10273.C2 2159827 1.000 ACTIVE 1.CC *00000. DEC9DER 30000.00 MFG.
-r 10274.02 273823 1.ccoo ACTIVE 1.00 *0000. BUSCON 20000.00 MFG.
10274.C2 273823 1.0000 STNDBY .10 *00000. BUSCON 20000.00 MFG.
10255.02 871840 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.CC *000. BB ASY 12000.00 MFG.
10255.02 871840 1.0000 STNDBY .1C *00COO. BB ASY 12000.00 MFG.
10211.02 400000 1. C000 ACTIVE 1.C0 *OOC0U. PCU 25000.00 MFG.
10211.C2 400000 i. C00 ACTIVE 1.CO *00 00o. PCU 25000.00_ MF G .
10254.02 4166667 1.00 0 ACTIVE 1. C *00000. CMBSw 6500.00 BUY
10271.02 142857 1.CO00 ACTIVE 1.CC *00C00. CPU 45000.00 BUY
10271.02 142857 I.CQOO SINDBY .10 *00C00. CPU 45000.00 BUY
20272.C2 291630 I.CCOo ACTIVE 1.CC 00000. MEM U 35000.00 BUY
20272.02 291630 1.C000 ACTIVE 1oCO *OOC00. MEM U 35000.00 BUY
20272.02 91 630 1.Co00 ST DBY .10 *00000. ME M U 35000.00 BUY
10231.02 292740 1.C000 ACTIVE 1.CO *00000. DI/SCU 22000.00 MFG.
10231.02 292740 1.C000 STNDBY .10 *00000. DI/SCU 22000.00 MFG.
10291.02 :00)C0OOU00. 1.000 ACTIVE 1.CC *OOCCO. HARN 15000.00 MFG.
BUILC COST .0900 MILL ICN CCLLARS FACICRS MFG. 1.2c BUY 1.12
NRU -- TT ITUOE DETERM. MOCULE
M CDE L 4 SRU ECUIV. 1 . EILGHT 233 NO. OF COMP. 24
TYPE ALPHA BETA CCNDITION CSGN LIFE COMP. NAME COST(DCLLARS)
" 1. 0401.C3 *0,)OC000 00. I.C)0 ACTIVE 1.CO *00000. AU STR 19600.00 MFG.
10403.C1 1OOCO00O0 1. C00 ACTIVE 1.00 *00000. THERM 18000.00 MFG.
30451. ,02 . 59945 1.C 00 ACTIVE 1. C0 OCOO. GRA 80000.00 BUY
30451.C2 59945 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.CO *00Co0. GRA 80000.00 BUY
30451.C2 59945 .0000 ACTIVE 1.CO *00000. GRA 80000.00 BUY
30451.02 59945 .C00O STNDBY .10 *00000. GRA 80000.00 BUY
30451.02 59145 1.0000 SNODBY .10 *00000. GRA 80000.00 BUY
30451.02 59945 1.0000 STNDBY .10 . *00000. GRA 80000.00i BUY
20452.01 190259 1.0000 ACTIVE I.CO *00000. STAR T 69000.00 BUY
20452.Cl 190259 1.0000 STINBY .10. *0000. STAR T 69000.00 BUY
20452.Cl 190259 1.C00o ACTIVE 1.CC *00000. STAR T 69000.00 BUY
10453.C2 . 71428b 1.COOO ACTIVE 1.CO *00c00. MAGN 20000.00 BUY
10453.02 714286 1.C000 STDBY .1C *00CCO. MAGN 20000.00 BUY
10454.00 12 00000 1.C00OO ACTIVE 1.CC _000O0. SUN 44000.00 BUY
w 10471.C2 105263 1.C00O ACTIVE ..C0 *00000. XFER A 27500.00 MFG.
10471.C2 105263 1.COlO SITDBY .10 *00000. XFER A 27500.00 MFG.
. 10472.01 10526- 1.CO()Ou ACTIVE 1.CC *00000. XFER B 27500.00 MFG.
10472.01 105263 1.COOO S IKDBY .10 *00000. XFER 8 27500.00 MFG.
10473.CO 2E73563 I.C0OO ACTIVE 1.CO *00000. SAF MD 7000.00 MFG.
10411.03 400000 1.C000 ACTIVE 1.CO *00C00. PCU . 25000.00 MFG.
10411.03 40)000 1 .C)O STKDBY . ]. *JOCCO. PCU 25000.00 1FG.
10431.02 215889 1. CO0 ACTIVE 1.CC *00O0. uI/SCU 56000.00, MFG.
10431.02 215889 1.0000 SIDOHY .10 *OOCo. DI/SCU 56000.00 MFG.
10491.03 -0000C0000. .C000. ACTIVE 1.CC *OOCOO. HAPN 1 600-0.-00 MFG.
BLILC COST .0900 MILL ICN CCLLAPS FACTCRS MFG. 1.29 BUY 1.12
NRU ------------ ACTUATION MCD UL
M CDEL 5 SRU ECUIV. 1 6EIGHT 605 NO. OF, COMP. 21
TYPE ALPHA BETA CCND ITIC CSGK LIFE COMP. NAME COST(DCLLAPS)
10501.C. C())CCO0000. 1..C00 ACTIVE .LC *)O000. ST.UC 24000.00 MFG.
10503.C0 1)c0C00000 1.0)0 ACTIVE 1.00 *tJ0000. THERM -18o000.00 MFG.
10504.02 1)0.00 000 1.c0000 ACTIVE 1.CC *0000. PTHER 11500.00 MFG.
___ 10551.01 6666667 1.0000. ACTIVE 1 s.. 00. RRW 52000.00 B J
10552.C1 6666667 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.CO *)0000. PRW 52000.00 BUY
10553.C1 6666667 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.C00 *00000. YRW 52000.00 BUY
10571.C1 309119 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.CO 40000. RW EL 26000.00 MFG.
10571.Cl 309119 1.0000 STNDBY .10 *00000. RW EL 26000.00 fFG.
10572.C1 309119 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.CC *00000. PW EL 26000.00 MFG.
10572.1 
_ 309119 1.0000 STNDBY .10 *00000. PW EL 26000.00 MFG.
10573.01 309119 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *00000. YW EL 26000.00 MFG.
10573.C1 309119 1.C0000 STDBY .10 *C0000. Yw EL 26000.00 MFG.
10554.Cl C1000000 1 C0')0 ACTIVE 1.CO *00000. RMT 8000.00 MFG.
10555.1C tOCO 000 1 .COOO ACTIVE 1.C0 *.OOCO . PMT 8000.00 MFG.
10556.01 0000000 1. C000 ACTIVE 1.CO *0OCO0. YMT 8000.00 MFG.
105741.C1 37070 1. COO ACTIVE 1.C0 OC09. T .EL 25000.00 MFG.
10531.02 215889 1.C000 ACTIVE 1.C0 *00c00. DI/SCU 42000.00 MFG.
10531.C2 215889 1, C000 SINDBY .10 *00000. DI/SCU 42000.00 MFG.
10557.03 83333333 1.C000 ACTIVE 1.CO *00000. G N2 245000.00 MFG.
10558.02 2923977 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.CO *00COO N2H4 175000.00 MFG.
10591.C3 000000000. 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.CO *00C00. HARN 16000.00 MFG.
BLILD COST .0450 MILL ICN CLLARS FAC1CRS MFG. 1.32 BUY 1 50
S NRU --------- FIVE BANC MSS MP XR-A------- -
MCDEL 11 SRU ECUIV. 1 kEIGT 210 NO. OF COMF. 26
TYPE ALPHA BETA CCNDITIO DSGN LIFE COMP. NAME CCST( OCLLARS)
1C 31.CI1 207900 1.000 ACTIVE 1.00 *00000. MPXR 712000.00 BUY
40551.01 1321004 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.CO *00C00. BND1 111000.00 BUY
40951.C1 12100 100400 ACTIVE 1.CC *OCOO. BNDI 111000.00 BUY
40951.01 1321004 1.C00o ACTIVE 1.C0 *03000. BND1 111000.00 BUY
40951.01 1321004 1.0000 ACTIVE 1,.CO *00000. BND1 111000.00 BUY
409 1.01 1321004 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.CO *00000. BNDI 111000.00 BUY
4051. 01 1321004 . 0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *000000 BND1 111000.00 BUY
40952.01 1321004 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *~000. BNLD2 111000.00 BUY
40552.01 1321004 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.CO OOC *00O0, BND2 111000.00 BUY
40952.01 1321004 1.000 ACTIVE 1.CC *00C. BNO2 111000.00 BUY
40S52.01 1321004 1.G000 ACTIVE 1.00 *00000. BND2 111000.00 BUY
40552.01 __1321004 1.COO ACTIVE 1.CO *00000. BND2 111000.00 BUY
40952.01 1321004 1.C000 ACTI.VE 1.CC *00o00c BND2 111000.00 BUY
40953.01 1321004 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.CO *0C000. BND3 111000.00 BUY
41953 .C1 1321 004 1. 0000 ACTIVE 1.CO *00000. BND3 -1 11AOQ.0 BUY
40953.Cl 1321004 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.CO *00000. BND3 111000.00 BUY
40953.01 1321004 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.CC *00000. BND3 111000.00 BUY
40553.01 1321004 1.C000 ACTIVE 1.CC *00000. BND3 111000.00 BUY
S 4053.0. 1321004 1.COO0 ACTIVE 1.00 00000. BND3 111000.00 BUY
40954.Cl 1321004 1.C000 ACTIVE 1.CO *00CO. BN04 111000.00 BUY
40-54.01 1321004 1.0C00 ACTIVE 1.0 *0O00,. BND4 111000.00 BUY
40,54.l0 1321004 1.CC000 ACTIVE 1.00 *0000. BND4 111000.00 BUY
40954.01 1321004 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.C0 .000C0. BNC4 111000.00 BUY
40954.01 1321004 o1.o00 ACTIVE 1.CC *OOCO0, RND4 111000.00 BUY
40954.01 1321004 .CC 00 ACTIVE 1.CO *O0000. BND4 111000.00 BUY
10955.01 . 460405 1.C000 ACTIVE 1.CO *OOC00. BND5 324000.00 BUY
BILD COST .03C0 ILL ICN ECL L APS FACTOCRS MFG. 1.29 BUY 1.12
KOOF NPU -- WiDE*EAND C- MOOLLE E
MCDE.-L 12. -RU EUIV. I WEIGHT 240 .NCO,. OFCOMP. 12
TYPE ALPHA BETA CCNDITIG USGN LIFE COMP. NAME CCSTIDCLLARS)
10831.01 13157895 1.C0000 ACTIVE 1.CC *00000. HSMPX 3700.00 MFG.
10832.C.1 77966 1.CO00 ACTIVE 1.CO *00000. DATA PROCESSCR 72000.00 MFG.
1052. l 2702703 1.C00 ACTIVE 1.O *0000, P AMP _ 181.00 MFG.
10853.01 9E15385 .COOO ACTIVE 1.CO *00000. ANTEN 5100.0Q MFG.
50854.0 26315789 I.C00 ACTIVE 1.CO *03000. DATA CH 1900.00 PFG.
50854.01 26315789 .C000 ACTIVE 1.CC *00000. DATA CH 1900.00 MFG.
50854.CL 23i157C 1.0000 ACTIVE i.C0 *000co. DATA CH 1900.00 MFG.
50E54.C 26315789 l.C000 ACTIVE 1.C0 *00C00. DATA CH 1900.00 MFG.
50854.C01 26315789 1.C000 ACTIVE 1.CO *00C00. DATA CH 1900.00 MFG.
508654.Gi 2631789 1.000 ACTIVE 1. CO *00co00. DATA CH 1900.00 MFG.
10731.01 181818 1.CO0 ACTIVE 1.CC *00 CCO. VTR 400000.00 BUY
10731.Cl 181818 . .. COOU STNDBY . ]C OC00. VTR 400000.00 BUY
BUILD COST .03CO MILL ICN CCLLARS FACIC.S MFG. 1.29 BUY 1.12
NPU -------------- CN-PEPLACEABLE CCMPCNEN'S
n CDEL 21 - RU ECUIV 1 .'EI GT .. 0.. NO. OF COMF. 9
TYPE ALPHA BETA CONDITION DSGN LIFE GOMP. NAME COST( DCLLARS)
10COI.C2.*00CCO00. 1.000 ACTIVE I.CO *00000. STIPUCT 88900.00 MFG.
10002.C1 *000000000. 1.C00 ACTIVE 1.CO **00000. PL STRUCTURE 287000.00 MFG.
10041.02 *000 C000. .C0000 ACTIVE 1.CC *O9C00O T RING .7600.00 MFG.
10061.01 *0000C0000. 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.CO *00000. ADAPT. 25200.00 MFG.
10C71.C2 *000C0000. 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.CO *00C00. MECHANISPS 16100.00 MFG.
10003.01 *00OOC0C0. 1.C000O ACTIVE 1.CO *00000. SC THERMAL 118000.00 MFG.
10021.C1 *0000COOCO. ',C00 ACTIVE 1.CO. *00000. PL THERMAL 233000.00 MFG.
S .. 1091.02 0000C000, I.Co000 ACTIVE. 1.C0 *00000. SC HARNESS 10000.00 MFG,
10081.01 *000000000. 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.CC *00(C0. PL HARNESS 10000.00 MFG.
.... BILC COST_ .0600 MILLICN CCLLARS FACICRS MFG. 1.28 BUY 1.11
***** TIME LINE ANALYSI S DESCRIFTION ****
--- - -
THERE IS NO TIME LINE ANALYSIS INPUT
. ITE.M 40C00004 ENTERED PROCESS 19 AT 0.000 HOURS
ITEM 3CC00003 ENTERED PROCESS 19 AT 0.000 HOURS
ITEM 2CC0000002 ENTERED PROCESS 19 AT 0.000 HOURS
ITEM 10000001 ENTERED PROCESS 19 AT 0.00 HOURS
ITEM 80001 ENTERED FPOCESS 1 AT 0.000 HOURS
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 1 AT 0.0)0 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 0.000 HOUR
ITEM 80002 ENTERED PROCESS I AT • 0.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 0.000 HOUR
ITEM 80003 ENTERED PROCESS 1 AT o. OJ HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 0.000 HOUR
ITEM 80003 ENTERED PROCESS 32 AT 0.000 HOURS
ITEM 8000? ENTERED PFOCESS 32 AT 0.000 HOURS
ITEM 80001 ENTERED FPROCESS 44 AT 0.000 HOURS
ITEM * 1001 ENTERED PROCESS 44 AT 0.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT .000 HOUR
ITEM * 2001 ENTERED PFFOCESS 1S8 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM * f 3001 ENTERED FROCESS 1.8 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT -1.000 HOURITEM * 4001 ENTERED FROCESS 158 AT -1.030 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM * 5001 EFTERED FROCESS 1.8 AT -1.0 0 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM 1 001 ENTERED FROCESS 158 AT -1-.000 --HOURS AND IS SCEDULED TC- FINISH AT -1000 HOUR
ITEM * 13001 ENTERED FFPOCESS 1. 8 AT -1.030 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT -1.000' HOUR
ITEM * 21001 ENTEfRED PROCESS 158 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM * 1001 ENTERED FROCESS 0 AT -. 030 HOURS AND -S SCHEDULED IC FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM * 200001 ENTERED PROCESS 10 AT .0)0 HOURS AND IS SC-EDULED TC FINISH AT .000 HOUR
ITEM * 200001 ENTrED PROCESS 22 AT .000 HOURS
ITEM * 200001 ENTERED FROCESS 22 AT .000 HOURS
ITEM * 80C02 EFTERED PROCESS 0 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCIEDULED TO FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM * 200001 ENTERED PPOCESS 2 AT .000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT .000 HOUR
ITEM 80003 EINTERED FFCCESS 22 AT . .030 HOURS
ITEM * 40000C04 ENTERED FROCESS 19 AT .0)0 HOURS AND IS SCFEDULED TO FINISH AT 730.000 HOUR
ITEM * _ 200001 ENTERED PROCESS 5 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT -1.000 HOURITEM * 40000004 ENTERED FPOCESS 24 AT 730.0)0 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TG FINISH AT 730.000 HOUR
ITEM * 4CC00004 ENTERED FROCESS 27 AT 730.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 730.000 HOUR
ITEM *,4CCOOCO04 ENTERED PROCESS 3q AT 730.0)0 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 730.000 HOUR
ITEM * 200001 ENTERED FPROCESS 45 AT 730.0;)0 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULFD TC FINISH AT 730.000 HCUR
ITEM 4CC00CO4 EATERED PROCESS 45 AT 730.C00 HOURS AND IS SCI-EDULErD IC FINISH AT 730.000 HCUR
ITEM * 201001 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 730.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 9299.948 HOUR
0.0 o .0 .cco)Co o 9999 o0 0
730.0 0.0 0. CCOOC 0 9599999 C 1
ITEM 40000004 ENTERED PROCESS 52 AT 730,000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 738.000 HOUR
ITEM 4CC0000004 ENTERED PROCESS 11 AT 738.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 747.600 HOUR
ITEM 40000004 ENTERED PROCESS 13 AT 747.600 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 808.400 HOUR
ITEM 4CC00004 ENTERED FROCESS 19 AT 808.400 HOURS .
ITEM * 201001 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 9298,948 HOURS AND IS, SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 10558.259 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS - '5 AT 5298.948 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 9298.948 HOUR
.60o126E+06 8.01000 OE+02 1.063102E+06 1.0010C2E+06 2.88683CE.+06
I .CCcCOOE+00
ITEM 80001 ENTERED FROCESS 104 AT 5298.948 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 9298.948 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT S298.948 HOURS
7 - ITEM * 201001 ENTERED PROCE.SS t5 AT 10558.259 HOURS- AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 16957.931 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS E5 AT 1C558.259 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 10558.259 HOUR
L_joo_4._26E+o6 9. 01.0O00E+02 2.035203Er-+06 1.002 OCE+O e.771920E+06
1 .CCOCOOE+00
ITEM" 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 1C4 AT 1C558.259 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 10558.259 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT 10C558.259 HOURS
ITEM * 201001 ENTERED PROCESS 5 AT 16557.931 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT 47348.978 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS f5 AT 1t957.931 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED IC FINISH AT 16557.931 HOUR
Li1.600126E+06 1.10100r+03 2.045201E+06 1.0020C3E+06 9.51293 0E+05
1.OCOCOOE+00
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 1C4 AT 15S57.931 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT 16957.931 HCUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT 16r57.931 HOURS
r-- N
o ITEM * 201001 ENTERED PROCESS 5- AT 47348.978 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 50859.592 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 47348.978 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 47348.578 HOUR
1..*600126E+06 . 1010 00E +03 1.0407010 2 E+06 1.0010 C2E+06 1,052630E06
1.CCOCOOE+00
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 1C4 AT 47348.978 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 47348.978 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED FROCESS 2 AT 47348.978 HOURS
0 50859.6 0.0 0.C000 C 0 9 .,9999 0 0
1 0.0 50129.6 1. OCOOCO. 5C 130 50130 0 1
ITEM * 201001 ENTERED PROCESS 10 AT 5C859.592 HOURS
ITEM 80002 ENTERED PROCESS 1SO AT 5C859.592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT 50859.592 HOUR
ITEM. 80002 ENTERED PROCESS 1C3 AT 5CE59.592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT 50859.5 92 HOUR
ITEM 80002 ENTERED PROCESS 2 A'T 5C859.592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 50859.592 HOUR
ITEM 80002 ENTERED PROCESS 1 AT 5C859.592 HOURS
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS I AT 5C859.592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 50859.592 HOUR
ITEM 80003 ENTERED PROCESS 1 AT 5C859.592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 50859.592 HOUR
ITEM 80002 ENTERED PROCESS 1 AT 5CE59.592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT '50859.592 HOUR
ITEM 80002 ENTERED PROCESS 32 AT 5CE59.592 HOURS
ITEM 80003 E-NTEREDFOCESS 32 AT .5859.592 HOURS
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PPOCESS 44 AT 5CE59.592 HOURS
ITEM * 1002 ENTERED PROCESS 44 AT 5C859.592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 50859.592 HOUR
IEM . 2002 ENTERED .FROCESS 1. 8 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED T FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM * 3002 ENTERED FROCESS 1I8 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM * 4C02 ENTERED PROCESS 1.8 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
I TEM 5C 02 E.TEREU FFOCESS 158 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM * 11002 ENTERED FFOCESS 158 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
SITEM * 13002 EhTERED FROCESS 158 AT -1.0)0 HOURS AND IS SCfEDULED TC FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM * 21C002 ETERED PFOCESS 1I58 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SC-EDULED TO FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
C ITEM * 100? -TERED PFFOCESS 0 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM * 200CG2 EFTERE FROCESS 10 AT 5CE59.592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT 50859.592 HOUR
ITEM * 200002 ENTERED FFOCESS 22 AT 50859.592 HOURS
I EM * 200002 E-TERED POt ROCESS 32 AT 5CE59.592 HOURS
-ITEM * 8000? ENTERED PROCESS 0 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM * 200002 ENTERED FFCESS_ ~2 AT 5(e59.592 HOURS AND! IS SCEDOULED TO FINISH AT 50859.592 HOUR
ITEM 80003 ENTERED FFOCESS 32 AT 5C859.592 HOURS
ITEM * 30000000 ENTERED PRUCESS 19 AT 5C859.592 HOURS AND !S SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT 51589.592 HOUR
ITEM * 200002 .ETERET FP P CESS 4 AT ..- 1..0 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM * 300000003 -ETERED FROCESS 24 AT, 51589,592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED T FINISH AT 51589. 592 HOUR
ITEM * 30000003 EATERED PROCESS 27 AT 51589.592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 51589.592 HOUR
ITEM * 3C00003 ENTERED PROCESS 39 AT 51589.592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 51589.592 HOUR
ITEM * 200002 ENTERED FPOCESS 45 AT 51589.592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 51589. 592 HOUR
N ITEM 30C00003 EhTERED FPRCESS 45 AT 51589.592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT 51589.592 HOUR
ITEM * 201C002 ENTERED PROC ESS 65 AT 51589.592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 55853.247 HOUR
0 0.0 730.0 .014353 730 730 0 0
1 51589.6 50129.6 .S856 s7 5C130 50130 0 1
ITEM 3C0000003 ENTERED PROCESS 52 AT 51589,592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 51597.592 HOUR
ITEM 3CC0000003 EhTERED PROCESS 11 AT 51597.592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 51607.192 HOUR
ITEM 3CC00003 ENTERED PROCESS 13 AT 51607.192 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH At 51667.992 HOUR
ITEM 3CC00003 FhTERED PROCESS 19 AT 51667.992 HOURS
fITEM - 20 2 TERED PRO S......65AT 8 593.247 H URSi ND IS SC EDU L D TO FINSH- 5 7 494.246 H-UR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 5 AT 58E53.247 HOURS AND; IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT 55853.247 HOUR
2.500126E+06 1.701iC0-+C3 1.065203E+06 1.OOl)C2E+06 2.204090E+06
I .CCOCOOE+00
ITEM 80001 ENTERED FROCFSS 1C4 AT 55853.247 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO(. FINISH AT 55853.247 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT 5 853.247 HOURS
ITEM * 201C02 E-TERED FROCESS 6'5 AT 57494.246 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 59176.136 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED FROCESS f5 AT 57494.246 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 57494.246 HOUR
2.500126E+06 2. COOOCE'+03 3.045102E+Ot 1. C03UC6E+06 9.999999E+07
S.CCOCOOE+00
ITEM 8O001 ENTEIkED PROCESS IC4.AT 57494.24b HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT 57494.246 HOUR
ITEM 80C01 ENTERED FRCLESS 2 AT 57494.24+6 HOURS
0 t9776.1 730 .0. 012363 730 730 C 0
1 0.0 58316.1 .987637 5C130 8187 0 1
ITEM * 201002 ENTERED PROCESS 190 AT 55776.136 HOURS
ITEM 80002 ENTERED PROCESS 190 AT 55776.136 HOURS AND IS SC-EDULED TO FINISH AT 59776.136 HOUR
ITEM 80002 ENTERED FROCESS 103 AT 59776.136 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 59776.136 HOURITEM 80002 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT 59776.13b HOURS .AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 59776.136 HOUR
ITEM 80002 EATERED PROCESS I AT 55776.136 HOURS
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 1 AT 59776.136 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 59776.136 HOURITEM 800013 ENTERED PROCESS 1 AT 5c77 6 , 1 3 6 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 59776.136 HOURITEM 80002 ENTERED PROCESS 1 AT 5 776.136 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 59776.136 HOURITEM 80002 ENTERED PROCESS 32 AT 5S776.136 HOURS
ITEM 80003 ENTERED PROCESS 32 AT 55776.136 HOURS
ITEM 80001 ENTERED FPROCESS 44 AT 5 776.136 HOURS .
ITEM * 1003 ENTERED PROCESS 44 AT 55776.136 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 59776.136 HOURITEM * 2003 ENTERED PROCESS 1I8 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT -1.000 HOURITEM * 3003 ENTERED PROCESS 198 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM * 4003 ENTERED PROCESS 1I8 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM * 5003 ENTERED PROC ESS . 18 AT -1.0)0 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM * 1003 ENTERED PROCESS 158 AT -I00 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM * 13003 ENTERED PROCESS 1I8 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
__.T. _EM * 21003 ENTERED FPROCESS 158 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT -1.000 HOURIEM * 100? ENTERED PROCESS 0 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM * 200003 ENTERED PROCESS 10 AT 5C776.136 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT - 59776.136 HOUR
, ITEM * 200003 ENTERED PROCESS 32 AT 55776.136 HOURS
SITEM * 200003 ENTERED FROCESS 32 AT 55776.136 HOURS
ITEM * 80002 ENTERED PROCESS 0 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
__ ITEM _ 200003 ENTERED PROCESS 32 AT 5St76.136 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 59776.136 HOUR
ITEM 80003 ENTERED FROCESS 32 AT 55776.736 HOURS
ITEM * 20000002 ENTERED PROCESS 19 AT 59776.136 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 60506.136 HOURITEM * 200003 ENTERED FROCESS 3 AT -1.0o00 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM * 20 00002 ENTERED FROCESS 24 AT 6C506.136 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 60506.136 HOUR
ITEM * 20000002 ENTERED PROCESS 27 AT 6(506.136 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 60506.136 HOURITEM * 20000002 ENTERED PROCESS 29 AT 6C506.136 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT 60506.136 HOUR
ITEM * - 200003 ENTERED PROCESS 45 AT 6C506.136 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT 60506,136 HOUR
ITEM 2CC00002 ETERED PROCESS 45 AT 6C506.136 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 60506.136 HOUR
ITEM * 201003 E TERED FROCESS 65 AT 6C50,135 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 66035.254 HOUR
0 0.0 1460.0 .024424 730 730 0 0 .
1 f0506.1 5e316.1 .S75576 5C130 8187 0 1
I.. EM 20000002 ENTERED PROCESS 52 AT 6C506.136 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 60514.136 HOUR
ITEM 20000002 ENTERED PROCESS 11 AT 60514.136 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 60523.736 HOURITEM 20000002 ENTERED PROCESS 13 AT 6C523.736 HOURS AND IS SCFEDULED TO FINISH AT 60584.536 HOUR
ITEM 2CC_0002 ENTERED FROCESS. 19 AT 6.0584.536 HOURS
ITEM * 201003 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 66035.254 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 69579.776 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 66035.254 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED Tc FINISH AT 66035.254 HOUR
3 .400126E+06 3.101100E+03 .. 095 401E+06 _.C040CE+06 . .999999E+07 " _
1.CCOCOOE+00
ITEM 80C01 ENTERED PROCESS IC4 AT 60C35.254 HOURS .ND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT 66035.254 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED FROCESS. 2 AT 66035.254 HOURS
ITEM * 201003 ENTERED PROCESS £5 AT 65579.776 HOURS AND IS SCI-EDULED TO FINISH AT 73828.061 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED FROCESS 65 AT 69579.776 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 69579.776 HOUR
S3.400126E+06 2.901000E+03 3.045102E+06 1.0C030CE+06 9.99999E+07 .....
1.CCCCOOE+00
ITEM 8001 ENTERED PROCESS IC4 AT 56579.776 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 69579.776 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT 69579.776 HOURS
I-EM 4 201003 ENTERED PFOCESS 65 AT 73828.061 HOURS ANO IS SCIEDULED TO FINISH AT 77554.232 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 73828.061 HOURS AND IS SCEDULED TO FINISH AT. 73828.061 HOUR
3.400126E+06 2.9 O100CE+03 2.045201E+06 1.0020C3E+06 9.512900E+05
1 .CCOCOOE00
ITEM 80001 EINTERED FRJCESS 104 AT 73828.0t1 HOURS AND IS SCF-EDULE TO FINISH AT 73828.061 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT 73828.061 HOURS
S7554. 2 1460.0 . C19 04 - 730 730 0 0
1 0.0 75364.2 . SE0956 5C130 8187 0 1
ITEM * 201003 ENTEPED PROCESS 190 AT 71554.232 HOURS
SITEM 80002 ENTERED FFFOCSS 10S AT 71554.232 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 77554.232 .HOUR
ITEM 80002 ENTERED PROCESS 103 AT 77554.232 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULE TO FINISH AT 77554.232 HOUR
SITEM 80002 EITERED PROCESS 2 AT. 77554.232 HOURS AND IS S C HEDULE) TO FINISH AT 77554.232 HOUR
ITEM 80002 ENTERED PROCESS 1 AT 71554. 232 HOURS
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS I AT 77554.232 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULE) TO FINISH AT 77554.232 HOUR
ITEM 80003 ENTERED PROCESS 1 AT 77554.232 HOURS AND 1S SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 77554.232 HOUR
ITEM 80s00 ENTERED PROCESS 1 AT 77554.232 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 77554.232 HOUR
ITEM 80002 ENTERED PROCESS 32 AT 71554.232 HOURS
ITEM 80003 ENTERED PROCESS 32 AT 77554.232 HOURS
ITEM 80001 ENTERED FPOCES 44 AT 71554.232 HOURS
ITEM * 1004 ENTERED PROCESS 44 AT 77554.232 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 77554.232 HOUR
ITEM * 2004 ETERED FFPOCESS 18e AT -I.000 HOURS AND IS SCfEDULED TC FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM * 3004 ENTEPED FP CESS I98 A.T -1.0J0 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT -1.00C HOUR
ITEM * 4C04 ENTEPED PROCESS 198 AT -1 .0)0 HOURS AND iS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT -1.000 HCUR
ITEM * 5004 ENTERED FPOCESS .18 AT -1 .010 HOURS 4ND IS SCHEOULED TC FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM * 11C04 ENTERED FROCESS I9e AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCI-EDULED TC FINISH AT -1.000 HCUR
ITEM * 13C04 ENTERED PROCESS 1 8 AT -1.0)0 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULFD. IC FINISH AT -1.000 HCUR
ITEM * 21004 ENTERED FROCESS 1Sd AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS- SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT -1.000 HCUR
iEM 1004 ENf'-RE FROCESS 0 AT -1 .0)0 HOURS AND IS SC-FEOULEF TC FINISH AT -1..000 HCUR
ITEM * 200004 ENTERED FPRGCESS 10 .AT 77554.232 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 77554.232 HOUR
ITEM * 260004 EKTERED FPROCESS 32 AT 71554.232 HOURS
ITEM * 200004 E RED FP' OCE S ...... 2 AT 71554.232 HOURS
ITEM * 80002 ENTERED PROCESS 0 AT -1.00 HOURS AND IS SCHFDULED TC FINISH AT -1.000 HCUR
__ ITEM * 200004 E5TERED PROCESS 32 AT 77554.232 HOURS AND IS _SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 77554. 12 QUR
ITEM 80003 ENTERED PROCESS 32 AT 77554.232 HOURS
ITEM * 10C00001 ENTERED PROCESS 19 AT 77554.232 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 78284.232 HOUR-
ITEM * 200004 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT -1.000 HOURS_ AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM * ICCOG01 ENTERED FROCESS 24 AT 7E284.232 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 78284.232 HOUR
ITEM * ICC000 01 ENTERED PROCESS 27 AT 78284.232 HOURS AND IS SCi-EDULED TO FINISH AT 78284.232 HOUR
.. TEM * 1.COOCOI ENTERED PROCESS 39 AT 7E284.232 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT 78284.232 HOUR
ITEM * 200004 ENTERED FPROCESS 45 AT 7E284.232 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULFO TC. FINISH AT 78284.232 HCUR
ITEM 1CCOOCO! ENTERED PROCESS 45 AT 7E2a4.232 HOURS AND IS SCIEDULED TO FINISH AT 78284.232 HOUR
ITEM * 201004 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 78284.232 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 81068.253 HOUR
0 .0 2190.0 .028238 730 730 0 0
1 78284.2 75364.2 .971762 5C130 8187 C 1
I TEM 1CCOOO1 ENTERED PROCESS 52 AT 78284.232 HOURS AND IS SCEDULED TO FINISH AT. 78292.232 HOUR
ITEM 10000001 ENTERED PROCESS 11 AT 7E292.232 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 78301.832 HOUR
ITEM 1CCo0000 ENTERED PROCESS 13 AT 78301.832 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 78362.632 HOUR
ITEM 10000001 ENTERED PROCESS 19 AT 78362.632 HOURS
ITEM * 201004 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 81068.253 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 82595.060 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 81068.253 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 81068.253 HOUR
S4.300126E+06 3 .90 100 O. + 3 _1.053102E+06 1. 0 12E+06 2.15889C0+06
1,4OC000E00
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 104 -AT 81068.253 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED T. FINISH AT 81068.253 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT 81068.253 HOURS
0 82595.1 2190.0 .C26751 730 730 0 0
S0.0 79675.1 .973249 50130 4311 0 1
ITEM * 201004 ENTERED PROCESS 190 AT 82595.060 HOURS
ITEM 80002 ENTERED PROCESS 190 AT 82595.060 HOURS AND I.S SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 82595.060 HOUR
ITEM 80002 ETERED PROCESS 103 AT 82595.060 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT 82595.060 HOUR
ITEM 80002 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT 82595.060 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT' 82595. 060 HOUR
STEM 8000 ENTERED PROCESS I AT 82595.060 HOURS
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 1 AT 82595.060 HOURS AND IS- SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 82595.060 HOUR
ITEM 80003 ENTERED PROCESS 1 AT 82595.060 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 82595.060 HOUR
ITEM -0002 ENhTRED PROCESS 1 AT 82595.060 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 82595.060 HOUR
ITEM 80002 ENTERED PROCESS 132 AT 82595.060 HOURS
ITEM 80003 ENTERED PROCESS 32 AT 82595.060 HOURS
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 44 AT 82595.060 HOURS
ITEM * 1005 ENTERED PROCESS 44 AT 82595.063 HOURS AND IS SCI-EDULED TO FINISH AT 32595.060 HOUR
ITEM * 2005 ENTERED PROCESS 198 AT -1.0)0 HOURS AND IS SCFEDULED. TC FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM 3005 ENTERED PROCESS 198 AT -1 .000 HOURS AND IS- SCHEDULE) TC F INISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM 4005 ENTERED PROCESS 198 AT -1.0)0 HOURS AND IS SChIEUULEO TC FINISH AT -1..000 HCUR
ITEM * 5005 ENTEPED PROC ESS 19 8 AT -1.0)0 HOURS AND IS SCHEDIULD TO FINISH AT -1. * C00 HCUR
ITEM* 11005 ENTERED PROCESS 198 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SC-EDULED TC FINISH AT -1.000 HCUR
ITEM * 13005 ENTERED FROCESS 198 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM * 21005 ENTERED PROCESS 1S8 AT -1.OJO HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM * 1005 ETERED FFOCESS 0 AT -1.0N0 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM * 200005 ETERED FPOCESS 10 AT 82595.060 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED IC FINISH AT 82595.060 HOUR
Q ITEM * 200005 ENTERED FFOCESS 32 AT 82595.060 HOURS
ITEM * 200005 ENTEREO FPOCESS 32 AT 82595.060 HOURS
ITEM * 80002 ENTERED PROCESS 0 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT -1.000 HCUR
ITEM * 200005 ENTERED PROCESS 32 AT 82595.060 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT 82595.060 HOUR
ITEM 80CC3 ENTERED FROCESS 32 AT 82595.060 HOURS
ITEM * 40000004 ENTERED PROCESS 19 AT 82595.060 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO'FINISH AT 83325.060 HOUR
ITEM * 20005 ENTE ED PPOCESS 5 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR
ITEM * 4-C00004 ENTERED PROCESS 24 AT 83325.060 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 83325.060 HOUR
ITEM * 40000004 ENTEPED PROCESS 27 AT 82125.060 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 83325.060 HCUR
ITEM * 4CCOOC04 ENTERED PROCESS .AT 83325.060 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED) TO FINISH AT 83325.060 HOUR
ITEM * 20000 ENTERED FROCESS 45 AT 8 3325.060 HOURS AND IS SCHIEDULED TO FINISH AT 33325.060 HCUR
ITEM 4CCU0004 ENTEPED FPROCESS 45 AT 833.25.060 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT 83325.060 HOUR
ITEM * 201C05 ENTERED PFOCSSS 65 AT 83325.060 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 84872.891 HOUR
C 0.0 2920.0 .035353 730 730 0 0 __
1 E3325.,1796751 . 64647 5 C 13 4311 0 1
W ITEM 4C00004 ENTEPRD PROCESS 52 AT 83325.060 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT 83333.060"HOUR
N ITEM 4C0OOC004 ENTERED FROCESS 11 AT 83333.060 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 83342.660 HOURLA ITEM 4CCO30U04 ETERPE PROCESS 13 AT 83342,660 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT 83403.460 HOUR
ITEM 4CCOOCOL ENTERED FPCCESS 19 AT 8?403.460 HOURS
ITEM * 201005 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 84E72.891 HOURS AND IS SCHFEDULEDO TO FINISH AT 86691.545 HOUR
ITEM 80C01 ENTERED FPOCESS 65 AT 84872.891 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 84872.891 HOUR
5 .200126E+06 4.7010 O00E+03 1.0431 u2F+06 1 .C01C2E+06 2.1588 9 CF+06
1.CCOC E+00
ITEM 8)001 EhTERED PROCESS 0C4 AT 84E72.891 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT 84872.891 HOUR
ITEM 60001 ENTERED PROCE SS 2 AT 84E72.891 HOURS
SiTEM * 201i05 ENTPED PROCESS 65 AT 86691.545 HOURS AND IS SCFEDUL # T0 FINISH AT 91187.212 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 86691.545 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TC FINISH AT 86691.545 HOUR
5.200126E+06 4. 70100CE+03 3.0450 2E+06 1.C030 C6E+06 9.99999FE+07
1.0COOOEO00
ITEM 80C01 ENTRED PF'CESS 1 C4 AT 86691.545 HOUPS AND IS SCHEDUL-,l TO FINISH AT 8b691.545 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTER D PROCESS 2 AT 86691.5-t5 HOURS
ITEM * 201005 ENTEREu FRCCESS 1S3 AT 833.000 HOURS
IMULAT I EN REPLACEMENT SERVICE CPERATING PERCENTAGE SIMLLATICN
NG. SATELLITES FLIGHTS 1 SAT. 0 SAT. NO.
1 4 0 96.667 3.333
2 2 0 98.333 1.667 2
. ......... 3 3 0 97. C . 2.500 3
4 50 o5.833 4.167 4
5 1 0 99.167 .833 5
6 2 0 _ _ 98.333 1.667 6
7 4 03 9.667 3.333 7
8 C 0 100.OCO 0.000 8
. . . . .. .S .... _. . . 0 ...... ...__ . 5.8 33 4.167 .9
10 4 0 S6.667 3. 333 10
11 2 0 98.333 1.667 11
..2 ..... 4 0 .667 3.333 12
13 2 0 98,.333 1.667 13
14 2 0 98.333 1.667 14
15 2 0 8.333 1.667 15
.. 16 0 , 97.5C0 2.500 16
17 3 0 $7.5CC 2.500 17
18 .1 0 99.167 .833 18
19 2 0 8. 333 1.667 19
20 2 0 -8.333 1.667 20
21 0 958.33 3 1.667 21
22 3 0 97.5 CC 2.500 22
23 1 0 99.167 .833 23
24 2 0 98.333 1.667 24
25 2 0 98.33 1.667 25
26 7 0 94.167 5.833 26
27 0 0 1 CC.OC 0.000 27
28 1 0 99.1 67 .833 28
29 2 0 58.333 1.667 29
30 0 S 7.5 CC 2.500 30
31 1 0 99.167 .833 31
32 2 0 95.333 1.667 32
"33 .0 c7.5C0 2.500 33
34 2 0 58.333 1.667 34
35 3 0 57.5C0 .5J0 35
SSIMU LATICh  PEPLACEMENT SERVICF CPERATING PERCENTAG E  SIMULATION
NC. SATELLITES FLIGHTS I ST. 0 SAT. NO.
36 1 0 S9.167 .833 36
37 5 0 95.833 4.167 37
38 4 6.667 3.333 38
39 . 0 S7.5CC 2.500 39
40 4 o0 6.667 3.333 40
41 1 0 SS.1f7 .833 41
42 0 97.5CO 2.500 42
43 2 0 SE.323 1.667 43
44 • 4 0 S .667 3.333 44
45 0 s7.50 2.500 45
46 2 0 S8.333 1.667 46
47 .2 0 58. 33 1.667 47
48 4 0 96.667 3.333 48
9.. .. 1 0 .167 .833 49
50 3 J 97.5CC 2.500 50
51 • 0 s7.5C0 2.500 51
52 2 0 98.333 1.667 52
53 2 0 S8.333 1.667 53
54 2 0 98.333 1.667 54
55 2 0 97.5e2 2.43 8 55
56 20 98.333 1.667 56
57 1 0 99.167 .833 57
58 0 9 7. 5 C 2.50O 58
59 o S7.5CC 2.500 59
60 3 0 97.5 C0 2.500 60
61 4 0 6.667 3.333 61
62 2 0 98.333 1.6 7 62
633 0 7. 5 CC 2.500 63
64 2 0 8E.333 1.667 64
f5 2 0 S8.333 1.6o7 65
t6 3 0 97.5CC 2. 500 66
67 - 0 98.33-3 1.667 67
68 4 0 96.667 3.333 68
69 2 0 S7.500 2.500 69
70 2 0 58.332 1.667 70
SIMULATIC REPLACEMENT S ERV ICE ___OPERTING PERCENTAGE SI MLLATICN
NC. SATELLITES FLIGHTS 1 SAT. 0 SAT. NO.
71 4 0 96.667 3.333 71 - _
72 1 0 95.167 .833 72
73 2 0 98.333 1.667 73
74 1 0 99.167 .833 74
75 3 0 57.5CO 2. 500 75
76 2 0 9_ _8.3 3 1.6 7 76
77 1 0 99 .16e7 .833 77
78 1 0 99.167 .833 78
79 3 0 97.5C  O 2.500 79
80 4 0 96.667 3.333 80
81 2 0 98.3 33 1.667 81
82 3 0 5. .5CC 2. 500 82
83 3 0 97.5 CO 2.500 83
.. .. .. ...... . ........... 0 97.5C .... 2.500 84
85 4 0 96.667 3.333 85
0D 86 5 0 95.833 4.167 86
87 2 0 7.9c4 2.006 87
88 1 0 99.167 .833 88
89 2 0 98.333. 1.667 89
90 3 0 97.5Co 2.500 90
91 2 0 98.333 1.667 91
92 3 .0 97.5 C0 2.500 92
53 0 97.5CC 2.500 93
94 1 0 95.167 .833 94
95 1 0 99.167 .833 95
96 2 0 58.333 1.667 96
97 2 0 98.333 1.667 57
S8 2 0 c8.333 1.667 $8
99 2 0 58.333 1.607 q9
10 2 0 98.333 1.667
**.*** AV ILAEILITY *****
THERE WERE ICO MISSICNS WHICH ACCUMULATED 876C000 OPERATING HCURS IN CRBIT.
THIERE ARE 0 SATELLITES CPERATING FOR 2.086 PERCENT OF THE TIME.
MINIMUM 0.30 PERCENT
AVERAGE 2.09 PERCENT
MAXIMUP 5.83 PERCENT
STANDaRD CEVIATION .98 PERCENT
T-ERE ARE I SATELLITES OPERATING FOR .97.914 PERCENT OF THE TIM .
MINIMUM 94.17 PERCENT
AVERAGE 97.*91 R CENT
MAXIMUP 100.00 PERCENT
STANDARD CEVIATIO'f .98 PERCENT
*** FRECUENCV DISTR IUTICN CF SfUTTLE LALNCHES REQUIR-D - *
LAUNCES 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
CCCLRIC 0 2 16 38 26 '3 4 0 - 1 0
COPM 0.00 .05 .42 1.00 .68 .34 .11 0.00 .03 OOC
C. LM 0.00 .0 2 .18 .56 .2 .5 .99 ..,9 1.00 1.0C
LAUNCIES 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 .9
MINIUM = 1.00
AVERAGE = 7. 4
MAXIMUM = 6.00
MEDIAN = 3.00
MCDE : 3.00
STANDARD DEVIATION = 1.1d
*** SHUTTLE LAUNCH TIME DISTRIBLTION ***
THE AVERAGE FUMBER CF S-UTTLE LAUNCHES FEQUIRED IN EACH TIME INTERVAL.
THE TOTAL TIME SPANNED IS 131400.0 HOURS.
EACH INTERVAL IS 2190.0 HOURS.
A.0- - ..0.2 .08 .2 ,6 .0.6 .06 .05 .05 .03 .07 . 06 .07 .11 .07 .04 .05 . .04 .07
INTERVAL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
AVG. NO. .05 .07 .11 .12 .07 .09 .C4 .10 .07 .06 .04 .09 .05 .07 .10 .04 .07 .07 .11 .04
INTERVAL 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 3C 31 .32 . 33_ 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
~G. NO. .03 0.00 0.00 0.00 C.00 0.00 0.CO 0.00 .000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
INTERVAL 41 42 42 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
-
o  
-E -EMIN. hUMBER OF SHUTTLE LAUNCHES REQUIRED FOR A PISSION IS 1.0.o
THE AVERAGE NUMBER CF SHUTTLE LAUNCi-ES PEQUIRED FOR A MISSION IS 3.49
TIE MAX. UMBER CF SF-UTTLE LAUNCHES REQUIRED FOR A MISSION IS E.00
. LOWIAccLTIT C HEES PER 'ISIClN .
..
MINI UM = 1.00
AVERAGE = 3.49
MAXIMUM = 8.00
STO EEV = 1.18
HIGH ALTITLDE LAUNCHES PER MISSION
MINIMUM = 0.00
AVERAGE = 0.00
MAXIPUM = 0.00
ST DEV = 0.oo00
***** SERLICE FLIGHT INITIATICN STTISTICS
SATELLITE COWN
MINIM 1UM = .0.00
AVER GE = 0.00
AX I IUM 0 .00
STO CEV = 0.00
TUG WEIGHT LIMIT REACHEC
PINIPUM = 0.00
AVERAGE = 0.00
PAXIU - 0.00
STO CEV = 0.00
O STLRAGE LIVIT *EACtED
MINIPUM = 0.00
AVEPAGE - 0.00
.AXI.UM = 0.00
STD CEV= 0.00
*** SRU REPLACEMENT PER SERVICE FLIGhT CISTRIBUTION *r
TERE WERE NC ENTitlES IN THE CISTRIBLTION
**. SRU REPLACEMENT -EICFiT CISTPiBUTION' PER S=-RVICE FL IGHT **
TEREF WERENO ENTRIES IN THE DISTRIBLTION
*** REPLACEMENT SATELLITES MISSICN FREQLENCY DISTRIBUTION ***
SATELLT 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
CCCUP C 2 16 38 2 6 13 4 0 1 0
NOFM .05 .42 1.00 .68 .34 .11 O.CO .03 C.00
CUM .02 .18 .56 .82 .95 .99 ,S91.00 1.00
SfTELLIT 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
MINIMUM = 0.00
. ... .... . ....  . .. . .. . A V E R A G E = 2 . 4 9
MAXIMUM = 7.00
MEDIAN = 2.00
SODE = 2.00
STANDARD CEVIATION = 1.18
*** SRU MODELS CCWN SUMMARY ***
T-ERE WERE NC ENTFIES IN THE CISTIRBLTION
*** SPU MDELS REWORKED ***
TFERE WERE NC ENTFIES IN THE CISTPIBLTION
**** SATELLITE SERVICE VISITS *****
. . *** AUMBER CF SATELLITES VISITEC PER MISSION ****
TI-ERE WERE NC ENTRIES IN THE DISTRIBLTIC.
*** * ACTIVITY CCST SUMM4RY *****
Ic NAME/DESCRIPTION START FINISH COST (MILLIONS OF COLLARS)
HFS HRS * MIN AVG MAX STD DEV
27 LAUNCH -1 . -1.0 1.531 5.344 12.250 1.805
44 SPACECRAFT EQUIP. MFG -1.C -1.0 i2.125 42.315 96.9 S .14.294
**** ACTIVITY TCIALS * * 13.656 47.659 109.248 16.100
* TYPICAL TIME FCR 1ST ITM ENTRY AND LAST ITEf CJMFLETION, FOIF 4ISSIUN SIMULATION 1CO
*** MISSION COST (MILLICKS) **'
CCS CLR 10 20 3C 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120
OCCLURNC 0 2 16 0 38 26 13 0 4 0 1 0
IfCGM 0.00 .05 .42 0.00 1.00 .6E .34 0.00 .11 0.00 .03 0.00
CLM 0.00 .02 .1e .18 .56 .82 .5c 995 .99 .*99 1.00 1.00
CCST CLR 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 EO 90 10C 110 120
MINI MUM = 20.00
r-R-A 5 ... . AVERAGE = 3.60
MAXIMUM = 110.00
MEDIAN = 50.00
MCDE = 50.00
STANDARD DEVIATION = 15.72
NRL MOCEL IUMBER I - SCLAR ARRAYADRIVE MODULE
LNITS MANUFACTUREC
PINIPUM = 1.00
AVERAGE = 3.49
MAXIMUM = 8.00
STD CEV = 1.18
UNITS ISEC TO SERVICE SATELLIIES
NC. REQ 0 1
CCCLP C 100 C
. CFM 1.00 0.00
CLM 1.00 1.00
NC. REQ 0 1
MINIVUM = 0.00
AVERAGE = C.00
MAXI MUM = 0.00
MEDIAN = C.00
MCDE = 0.00
STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.00
__ .... NRLMODEL tUMBER 2 .__ LECT..C POWER MOCULE: .
UNITS MANUFACTUP-C-
MINIVUM = 1.00
AVERAGE = 3.49
PAXIUM = 8.00
.. STO CEV-= 1.18
LNITS USED TO SERVICE SATELLITES
NC. REQ 0 1
CCCLRNC 100 0
NOFM 1.00 0.00
I- CLM 1.00 1.OC .
NC. REQ 0 1
MINI wUM = 0.00
AVERAGE = 0.00
4AX I JUM = 0.00
MEDIAN = 0.00
MODE = 0.00
STANDARD DEVIATIOUt = 0.00
NRL MOCEL .UMFER 3 - O9*D AND DATA OANDLING MODULE
UNITS MANUFACTURED
PINIUM = 1.00
AVERAGE = 3.49
PAXIPUM = 8.00
STD CEV = 1.18
LNITS LSED Ti SERVICE SATELLITES
NC. REQ 0 1
CCCLR C 100 0
NOFM 1.00 C.00
CUM 1.00 1.OC
NC. RFQ 0 1
MINIUM = - 0.00
AVERAGE = 0.00
MAXIPUM = C.00
MED IAN = C.0)
M4CDE = - 0.00
STAJDARO CEVIATICN = 0,00
__ ... NRL MOCEL -4MBER 4-. ATTITUDE .ETERM. 0t ULE
UNITS MANUFACTURED
CINI.UM = 1.00
AVERAGE = 3.49
MAXIPUM = 8.00
STD EV 1.18
LNITS USEC TO SERVICE SATELLITES
NC. REQ 0 1
CCCLUPC 100 C
NCFM 1.00 C.00
CM 1.00 1.00 ------
NC. rEQ 0 _1
MIN[MUM = 0.00
.. ""AVERAGE = 0.00
MAXIMUM = 0.00
MEL)IAN = 0.00
MCDE = C.00
STANDARD DEVIATIO)N 0.00
SNRL MQCEL %LUMFE 5 - ACTUATION MODULE
LNITS MANUFACTURED
POINIPUM = 1.00
AVERAGE = 3.49
FAX IMU_ = 8.00
STD CEV = 1. 18
UNITS LSEC TO SERVICE SATELLITES
NC. REQ 0 1
CCCLRNC 100 C
fCFM 1.00 0.0C
CUM 1.00 1.00
NC. REQ 0 1
MINIPUM = 0.00
AVERAGE = 0.00
MAXIMUM = 0.00
MED IAN = 0.00
MCDE = 0.00
STANDARD CEVIATI.NI = C0.0
NR_ MODEL UNMBER 11- FIVE BAND PSS PPXR-A_
Li __ .. _ .~ ... .... .. . .
PINIPUM = 1.00
AVERAGE = 3.49
MAXIPUM = 8.00
STD DEV 1.18
UNITS USED TO SERVICE SATELLITES
NC. REQ 0 1
GCCCLRNC 100 C
NCOPM 1.00 0.00
CM 1.00 1.00
LnC. REQ 0 1
MINIMUM = 0.00
AVERAGE = 0.00
MAX II MUM = 0.00
MED IAN = 0.00
MCDE = C.00
STANDARD DEVIATION = C.00
N ... ...........EL _UMBR 13- W IDEBaND CCH MCDULE A
LNITS MANUFACTURED
PINIPUM = 1.00
AVERAGE = 3.49
STO CEV = 1.18
T --'- ...... . . .. . . ... - .... . . . .... .. . . .. . . .. . . . ... . . . ...... .. . ... .... ... ... . .. . . . . . . . .. . ..
_
LNITS LSE TO SERVICE SATELLITES
:.- . -- . . ... - . --.- -----.- ... ... . •. . . . .... .  . . ... . ______________
NC. REQ 0 1
CCCLPC 100 C
aON 1.00 0.00
cuM 1.00 1.00
MINIMUM = . 0.00
F----- - - __ -- ------ - - - . --
_ _AVERAGE = 0.00
MAX I UM = 0.00
MEDIAN = 0.00
MCDE = 0.00
STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.00
_i.__NR..L MODEL NUMBER ,21- _NN-REPLAC EA BLE C Op 1PONENTS
LNITS MANUFACTURED
MINIMUM = 1.00
AVERAGE = 3.49
MAXIMUM = 8.00
STD CEV = 1.18
UNITS LSED TO SERVICE SATELLITES
CCCLP C 100 0
KCIM 1.00 0.00C
NC. REQ 0 1
MINIMUM = 0.00
AVERAGE = 0.00
MAXI MUM = 0.00
MEDIAN = 0.00
MCDE = 0.00
STANDARO CEVIATION C= .00
34 -- 3183
UCG5800. 09/12/74. TRW/TSS 741E - /0/74.
18.1e.20.JOB, LCG5 eo00.
18.1e.20. ACCOUNT, JW65 7c5.
18.1 E .21.NAMEv228600,65705 WRCBLE SKI,J.
18.1e.21. PROBLEM,243761.
18188E.21..ACHINE, 7418.
18.1E. 21. PAXFL 204000.
18.18. 21. AXTI#, -CO.
118 .a21RFL, 2c4oo.
18.18.31. GET, LGOE CS,NCA7 30.
LS.38. 16. LGOE C , I NPUT =NOM A730.
18.38.17. MIN FL - 57C00 LOAC, 2C3700 EXECUTE.
18.3. 39. STOP
183.39 .AIIM 71.67C SEC.
-18.3;.39.CPU 37.021 SEC.
18.39.39.PFU 41.242 SEC.
18.3S5.39.UCM 4.440 MkD-SFC.
18.35.39.CISK 38.872 KPRUS.
18.3S.39.FRNT 200C EST L INES.
UG58 00N_J5_705. 3 ._ RCLSKI. 1921 _LINES. LQ20. ____*__*_**_
UCG5800N. JW65705. 2437f1. WREBLESKI 9J. 1921 LINES. LQ20. ***4* *et
S UCG5800N._ JW65705. 243761. WRCBLESKI, J. 1921 LINES. LQ20. _ **__,_,*****_
UCG5800N. JW65705. 243761. WRCBLESKIJ. 1921 LINES. LQ20. , ,
UCG5800N. JW65705. 2437,61. WRCBLESKI J. 1921 LINES. LQ20. ******<
UCG5800N. JW65705. 243761. WRCBLESKIJ. 1921 LINES. LQ20. _*__ * __s_. _*I- ---- ~- -
_
UCG5800N. JW6.5705. 243761. WRCBLESKIJ . 1921 LINES. LQ20. ,,* **,l_ 
_
UCG58CON. JW65705. 243761. WRCBLESKI J 1921 LINES. LQ20.
UCG5800N. JW65705. 243761. WRCBLESKIJ. 1921 LINES. LQ20. ... 
__ *
UCG5800N. JW65705. 243761. WRCBLESKIJ. 1921 LINES. LQ20. __ _ _**
UCG5800N. JW65705. 243761. WR CBLE SKI ,J. 1921 LINES. LQ20. *******_
UCG5800N. JW65705. 243761. WRCBLESKIJ. 1921 LINES. LQ20. *o *
UCG5800N. JW65705. 243761. wiRCBLFSKIJ. 1921 LINES. LQ20. , *: ~,+*
APPENDIX C
REPRESENTATIVE MISSION SIMULATION FOR
LAUNCH-AND-RESUPPLY SHUTTLE MODE
*SATELLITE LIFE CYCLE COST MCDEL*
***** *** ***********************_
GATE: 09/13/14.
RUN DESCRIFTICN:ECS - RESUPPLYtNOM.tPAYLOAD Al MO.IFLY CLASS 2 FAIL
NUMBER OF SIMULATI NS: 100
FAILURE RATE K FACTOR: 1.CCO
(INCLUDEC IN PRINIEC rTBF VALUES)
***** PROCESS DESCRIPTION **
PROCESS 1 *** SATELLITE FLIGHT SCI-ECULICNG ***
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITICN 167 CF TIE INTERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPE 28 H-AS 21 DESCRIPTORS.
1.00, 1.00, 0.00, 730.CO, 1.00, 1.00, 0.00, 14.00, 0.00,
O.0c, *SS9S.co, * 9So9o,00 O.CO, C.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 1.CO,
1.00o . 0.00, C.0c,
REFER TC THE PROCESS EXPLANATIN FCR ThE MEANING CF TE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 3 INPUT PROCESSES ARE 5, 2, 79,
TPE 3 OUTFT PROCESSES ARE 32, -1, 44,
OUTPUT SCHEME 15 IS LSED
*0 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SIMLLTANEOLSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE C ITEPS BEING PRCCESSED.
TfE INITIAL PROCESS STATUS IS OPEN
PROCESS 2 *~* SRU REPLACEMENT SCHEDULING
IT IS LOCATEE AT POSITION 72 CF THE INTERNAL COMPUTEP LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATICN 7YPE 39 HAS 11 DESCRIPTORS.
98.00, 0.00, 730.00, *SSS99.00, 4.0C, *999S99.0O, *9SS9.00, *99999.00, *9L9.o00
N 6.0C, . CO,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATICK FOR ThE MEANING CF TIE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 3 INPUT PROCESSES ARE 104, 103, 42,
THE 3 OUTPUT PROCESSES ARE 42, 3C, 1,
OUTPUT SC-EME 13 IS USED
*0 ITEMS CAN BE PRCCESSED SIMLLTANEOLSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITEMS BEING PROCESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATLS IS .OPEN
PROCESS 3 ** SATELLITE CI-ECKCUT **
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION 36 CF THE ITERNAL CCPUTEP LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPE I FAS 4 DESCRIPTORS.
1.0C, 72.00, C.OC, 0.00,
SREFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLAATIN FCR THE MEANING -CF Th-E ABC E VALUES.
THE I INPUT PROCESSES ARE 5,
THE 1 OUTFUT PROCESSES ARE 32,
OUTPUT SCHEME O IS USED
IC ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSEP SIMLLTNECLSLY.
INITIALLY, ThERER AF 0 ITES PEING FR.E F sE,____ _
THE INITIAL PROCESS STAlLS IS CPEN
PROCESS 4 *** SRU RETURN CI-ECICUT "
IT IS LOCATEC AT POSITICN 13 CF THE INTERNAL COMFUTEP LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORIATICN TYPE 1 HAS 4 DESCRIPTORS. 
_____
1.00, 12.00, 0.00, C.CO,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATICN FOR THE MEANING OF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 1 INPUT PROCESSES ARE 5,
T-E I OUTFUT PROCESSES ARE 3C
CLTPUT SCHEME :O IS USED
1 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SItLTAEOSLY....
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITEMS BEING PROCESSED.
THE INITIAL.PROCESS STATLS IS CPEN
PROCESS 5 *** PAYLCAD RETLFN SEPARATICN
IT IS LOCATEC AT POSITION 28 CF TFHE INTERNAL CCMFUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFOPMATILN TYPE 25 HAS 1 DESCRIPTORS.
O.OCc,
REFER TO THE PROCESS .EXPLAATICN FCR THE MEANING OF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE I INPUT PROCESSES ARE 13,
THE 8 OUTPUT PROCESSES ARE 1, 3, 30, 4, 2, 15, .-1 158,
OLTPUT SCHEME 16 IS USED
40 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SIPLLTANECLSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITEMS BEING PROCESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATUS IS OPEN
PROCESS 10 *** SATELLITE ASSEFBLY/TEST .*.
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION 4S1 CF THE INTERNAL CCdFUTEF LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFCRVATICN TYPE 38 HAS 1C DESCRIPTORS.
1.00_, .CO, .C., .1.co , . 5.0 0, 0 00, 0.0__, o.,.CO, .
0.00,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATICE FOR THE MEANING CF TIE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 1 INPUT PROCESSES ARE 44,
THE I CUTFUT PROCESSES ARE 32,
OLTPUT SCHEME 0 IS LSED
*0 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SIMLLT1ANEOLSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE C ITEMS BEING FFCCESSED.
TE INITIAL PROCESS STATUS IS OPEN
PROCESS 11 *** LANCING/SAFING **
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITICN 351 CF THE INTERNAL CCMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATICN TYPE 1 HAS 4 DESCRIPTORS.
1.00, 9.60, C.00, 0.00,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLAATICN FOR THE MEANING OF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE I INPUT PROCESSES ARE 52,
THE I OUTPUT PROCESSES ARE 13,
OUTPUT SCHEME 0 IS USED
5 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SIMULTANECUSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITEMS REING PROCESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATUS IS OPEN
PROCESS 13 ' *** PAYLOAD REMOVAL/SHUTTLE MAINTEN. ***
IT IS LOCATEC AT POSITIflN 332 CF THE INTERNAL CCMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPE 34 HAS 7 DESCRIPTORS.
1. _o 60. 80, 0.00, -_ 1.00, 10.00, . .J0OO 0.00, 0,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATICN FOR THE MEANING OF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE I INPUT PROCESSES tRE 11,
THE 2 OUTPUT PROCESSES ARE 19_, 5,
0--. OUTPUT SCHEME 11 IS USED
1 ITEMS CAN BE PRCCESSED SIMULTtNECLSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITEMS BEING PRUCESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATUS IS OPEN
PROCESS 15 *** SRU RfiEWORK -- ***
ACTIVITY CCST TRANSFCRPATICN 5 IAS 2 DESCRIPTORS.
2005.0C, .06,
REFER TO THE FPCCESS EXPLANATIC( FCR TE MEANING CF TIE ABOVE VALUES.
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION 547 OF THE INTERNAL CCMFUTER LIST AREA.
PRCCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPE 46 h1S 4 DESCRIPTORS.
1. 00 .00, C.OC, 0.00,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATICN FOR THE MEANING OF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 1 INPUT PROCESSES ARE 5,
THE 1 -UTFUT P-OCESSES ARE 1 7,
CUTPUT SCHEME 0 IS USED
*0 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SIPLLTANECLSLY.
INITIALLY, TfERE APE 0 ITEMS BE ING PR(CESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATUS IS SPECIAL.
PROCESS 19 *** PREMATE PREP/PAYLOAD INSTALL **
IT IS L3CATED AT POSITION 2C3 CF THE INTERNAL CCMFUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORPATIEN TYPE 32 HAS e CESCRIPTORS.
1.00, 130.00, C.OC, C.CO, 0.00, 0.003 0.00, 0.00,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATIEN FCR THE MEANING CF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 3 INPUT PROCESSES APE 13, 32, 31,
THE I OUTPUT PFOCESSES ARE 24,
OLIPUT SCHEME 0 IS USED
5 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSEU SIMLLTANEOLSLY
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITEMS BEING PROCESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATLS IS SPECIAL
PROCESS 24 *** SHLTTLE ASSEBY LY *
IT IS LOCATED .AT POSITICN 3El CF T-E INTERNAL CCMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATICN TYPE I HAS 4 DESCRIPTORS.
1 .O C, . 0.00, c.cc, c.o,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATICI FCR ThE MEANING OF THE ABOVE VALUES.
a THE 1 INPUT PROCESSES ARE 19,
THE 1 OUTFUT PROCESSES ARE 27,
OUTPUT SCHEME 0 IS LSED
1 ITEMS CAN 8E PROCESSED SIMULTANEOLSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITE.S BEING FPCCESSED..
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATUS IS OPEN
r------------ -----
PROCESS 27 *** LAUNCH ***
ACTIVITY COST TRANSFCRMATI(N 6 FAS 13 DESCRIPTORS.
13Q06. 00, 264.86, 3__00.O, ... 90.91, 3200.00, 28C.00, 32C0.00, 11 3.64, 3 2CC.0j __
280.OC, 6000.00, 1113.64, 6CCC.CO,
REFER TC THE PFFOCESS EXPLANATIC FCR TFE MEANINC CF THE Ab,*IVE VALUES.
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION 356 CF THE INTEKNAL CCMFUTEF LIST APEA. ...........................
PROCESS TRANSFORMATICN TYPE 1 HAS 4 DESCRIPTORS.
1.00, 0. O0, C.OC, 0.00,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATICN FOR THE MEANINO CF ThE ALDVE .VALUES.
THE 1 INPUT PROCESSES AR 24,
THE 1 OUTFUT PROCESSES ARE 39,
CLTPUT SCHEME 0 IS LSED
1 ITEMS (LAN BE PROCESSED SINLLTANECLSLY.
INITIALLY., THERE ARE 0 ITEMS BEING FROCESSED.
TiE INITIAL PROCES IA. _L_ ... CPF_
PROCESS 30 *** SRL PAYLOAD HCLC/RELEASE **-
IT IS LOCATEC AT POSITION S8 OF THE INTERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFOMATICN TYPE 40 HAS 2 DESCRIPTORS.
O.OC, 0.co,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATICN FOR THE MEANING OF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 1 INPUT PROCESSES ARE 42,
THE I OUTPUT PROCESSES ARE 19,
OUTPUT SCHEME 2 IS USED
*0 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SIMLLTANEOLSLY.
INI TIALLY, THERE ARE 0 _ITEMS- BEI NG PROCES SED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATLS IS CPEK
PROCESS 31 *** DUMPY INSERT SHLTTLES -**
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION 224 OF THE INTERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSF OATI CN TYPE _ IAS 4 DESCRIPTORS.
-0.00, -0.00, -C.CC, -C.00,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATICN FOR THE MEANING OF THE ABOVE VALUES.
.. THE 1 INPUT_ PROCESSES. ARE -1,
o' THE I OUTPUT PROCESSES ARE 19,
OUTPUT SCHEME 0 IS USED
4 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SIMLLTANEOLSLN.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 4 ITEMS BEING PROCCESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATUS IS CLCSED
PROCESS 32. *** SATELLITE HOLO/RELEASE ***
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION 512 CF THE INTERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRAtASFORMATICN TYPE 35 A-S 5 DESCRIPTORS.
0.00, 0.00, C.CO, c.CO, 0.00,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATION FOR THE MEANING CF THE ABOVF VALUES.
THE 3 INPUT PROCESSES ARE 1, 10, :3,
THE 1 OUTPUT PROCESSES ARE 19,
CLTPUT SCHEME 2 IS USED
0 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SIMLLTANELSLSLY.--. - .
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITEMS BEING PROCESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATLS IS OPEN
_PRnrFSs q 39 I ALIINCH INT. L CRaIT 
_ __ A4. 
_ _ 
....... . ....
IT IS LOCATE AT POSITION 239 OF THE INTERNAL CCPPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATICN TYPE 33 HAS S DESCRIPTORS.1.00, .oo, (.CC, l.oo, 0.OC, 0.00o, 2.00, 0.00, .o00o,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLAATI( FOR THE MEANING OF ThE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 1 INPUT PROCESSES ARE 21,
THE 5 OUTFUT PFOCESSES ARE 199, 52, 45, 45, 45,
OUTPUT SCHEME 10 IS LSED
I ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SIMLLTANEGLSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITENS BEING FRCCESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATS S OPE 
.
PROCESS 42 ***SRU REPLACEMENT -
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITICN 530 OF THE INTERNAL CCMFUTER LIST AREA.PRCCESS TRANSFORMATICN TYPE 37 HAS 5 DESCRIPTORS.
1.00, .00, C.00, -1.00, 0.00,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLAATICh FUR. THE MEANING CF TFE ABOVE VALUES.
TIhE INPUT PROCESSES ARE 2,
TIE 2 OUTFUT PROCESSES ARE' 30, 2,
OLTPUT SCHEME 14 IS LSFO
*0 ITEMS CtN BE PROCESSED SIMLLTANEOLSL Y.
INITIALLYt THERE ARE 0 ITEMS BEING FFCESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATLS IS OPEN
PROCESS 44 *** SPACECRAFT ECLIF. MFG
ACTIVITY CCST TRANSFCRMATICN 5 FAS 2 DESCRIPTORS.
2005. 00, .64,
PEFER TO THE FROCESS EXPLANATICN FOR THE MEANING GF THE ABOVE VALUES.
IT IS LOCATED -AT POSITICN . 4t 5 CF T-FE INTERNAL CCMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPE 31 HAS 12 DESCkIPTOkS.
1.00, .CO, c.OC, 8.00, 1.00, 2.00, 3.00, 4.00, 5.00,
11o.., 1..3..co, 21. OC..
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANfTI:N FOR TfE MEANING OF ITE AbVEC VALUES.
THE 1 INPUT PROCESSES ARE I,
THE 1 OUTFUT PpOCESSES ARE IC,
OLTPUT SCHEME 0 IS LSED
*0 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SIYLLTtNECLSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITEMS BE IfG FHCCESSED.
THE INITIAL PPOCESS STTLSIS PEI
PROCESS 45 *** SHUTTLE/SATELLITE DISENGAGEMENT ***
IT IS LOCATEC AT POSITION 279 CF THE INTERNAL CGMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFO MPATICN TYPE 33 IAS 1C CESCRIPTORS.
1.00, .00, C.CC, 2.00, 0.00 0.00, 3.00, 0.00, C.O ,
0.00,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATICN FOR THE MEANING CF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 1 INPUT PROCESSES ARE 3S,
THE 9 OUTFLT PROCESSES ARE 52, 191, 192, 65, 192, 191, 5z, 5e, 66,
OUTPUT SCHEME 10 IS LSED
I ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSEC SIMLLTA-ECUSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITEMS BEING PROCESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATUS IS OPEN
PROCESS 52 *** RETURN FROM CRRIT ***
IF IS LOCATED AT PCSITICN 2(3 CF THE ITERNAL CCMUTEP LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATICN TYPE 1 FAS 4 DESCRIPTORS.
1.00, 8.00, C.c0, C.O0,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATI( FCR THE MEANING CF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 2 INPUT PROCESSES ARE 3S, 45,
00 THE 1 OUTPUT P CCESSES ARE 11,
OUTPUT SCHEME 0 IS LSED
1 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSEC SIPLLTAtECLSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITEMS BEING PPCCESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATLS IS OPEN
PROCESS 65 *** SATELLITE IN CReIT .*-...
IT IS LOCATEC AT PCSITICN 126 CF TWE IFTERNAL CCMFUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATIEN TYPE 36 HAS 10C DESCRIPTORS.
E7600.00, 0.00, C. OC, 1.00, 1.CO, 0.0, 0.00, 0.00 C.00,
O.OC,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATICN FOR THE MEANING CF THE AbOVE VALUES.
THE I INPUT PROCESSES ARE 45,
TIE 4 CUTFUT PROCESSES ARE 65, 1I0, 153, 104,
CLTPUT SCHEME 12 IS USED
I ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SIMLLTANEOLSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITEMS BEING PROCESSEO.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATLS IS OPEN
PR.... .S.  R_ ___ .~* EP.A.CE SRJ .l.. ACE .
___.... ***
IT IS LOCATEE AT POSITICN 47 OF THE INTERNAL CCMFUTER LIST AREA.
PRCCESS TRANSFORMATICN TYPE 27 FAS 2 DESCPIPTCRS.
.00, 65.00,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLAATIC FR Ti-E MEANING OF T-E ABOVE VALUES.
THE I INPUT PROCESSES ARE 4!,
TIE 1. OUTFUT PRCCESSES ARE 5.2,
OLTPUT SCHENE 0 IS LSED
I ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SIMLLTAtECLSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITEMS EEIC PROCESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STAtLS IS OPEN
PROCESS 79 *** GENERAL ORDER ISERTION
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITICN 5f5 CF TIE INTERNAL CCMFUTEP LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATIEN TYPE 1 HAS 4 DESCPIPTORS.
0.00, 0.00, C.CC, .C.0,
REFER TO THE PROCESS EXPLANhTICN FER TI-E MEANING OF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 1 INPUT PROCESSES ARE -1,
o THE I OUTFUT PROCESSES ARE 1,
' OLTPUT SCHEME 0 IS LSED
I ITEMS CAN BE _PROCESSED SINLLTANEOLSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE I ITEPS EEING FFOCESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATLS IS CLCSED
PROCESS 103 *** DECISILN MAKING ACTIVITY *-
IT IS LOCATEC AT POSITIUN 15C0 F THE ITFERNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFCPMATICN TYPE 2 - S 4 DESCRIPTORS.
1.00, C.00, C.CC, C.CO,
REFER TO_THE PROCESS EXPLANATIC? FCR TFE MEANING OF TVE ABOVE VALUES.
T#E 3 INPUT PROCESSES ARE 19'q, 11i, 1iC,
TIE 1 OUTFUT PROCESSES ARE 2,
CLTPUT SCHEPE 0 IS LSED
*0 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSEO SIlLLTANECLSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITEMS eEIGN FRCCESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATLS IS CPF..
PROCESS 104 *** ORBITAL OPER. PFLD
IT Is LOCATEC AT PUSITTIN fII -F T-E INTERNAL CGMPUTEF LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFOFMATICN TYPE I VtS 4 UESCRIPTrRS.
REFER TC THE PROCFSS EXPLAhPTICh FOR T-E MEANINC CF THE ABOVE VALUES.
TFE I INPUT PROCESSES ARE 6!,
THE 1 OUTPUT PRCCESSES ARE 2,
OUTPUT SCHEME 0 IS LSED
*0 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SIMLLTANEOLSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITEP.S BE..ING POCCESSED... . . . . ... .
TVE INITIAL PROCESS STATUS IS OPEN
PROCESS 190 **4 FAILURE SATELLITE IN CFBIT ***
IT IS LOCATE AT FOSITICN 4!1 CF TIE IETERNAL CCMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATICN TYPE 2S HAS I DESCRIPTORS.
5.00,
REFER TO THE FPRCCESS EXPLANATICh FCR ThE MEANING CF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 3 INPUT PROCESSES ARE f- I -1, __-_,
THE .1 OUTFUT PROCESSES ARE 103,
OLTPUT SCHEME 0 IS USED
*0 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSEE SIMLLTANEOLSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITE S BEItG PRC-ESSED.
T.E INITIAL PROCESS STATLS IS OPEN
SPROCESS 191 *s* SATELLITE LOST CISENGAGEPENT ***
o IT IS LOCATED AT PCSITICN 425 CF TI-E I.TEPNAL COMPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPE 2S HAS 1 DESCRIPTORS.
2.00,
REFER TO THE PFCCESS EXPLANATICU FCR THE MEANING CF Tf-E ABOVE VALUES.
THE 1 INPUT PROCESSES ARE 4,-
THE I OUTFUT PFOCESSES ARE 1C3,
CLTPUT SCHEME 0 IS LSED
*O ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSEC SIMLLTANEOLSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE C ITEPS BEING PROCFSSEO.
TE INITIAL PROCESS STATLS IS CPEN
PROCESS 192 ** SHUTTLE LOST CISENGAGENENT _ **
IT IS LOCATED AT FCSITICN 3CF CF THE INTERNAL CCRPUTER LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFOPMTICN TYPE 29 HAS I DESCRIPTORS.
1.OC,
REFER TO THE P-CCESS EXPLANATICN FCR THE MEANING OF T-E ABOVE VALUES.
TFE I INPUT PROCESSES ARE 45
1EB 1EI IUIEL LL SSESARE .- 1 t 
__ 
______
OUTPUT SCHEME 0 IS LSEO
*0 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SIMLLTA~ECLSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITEMS BEING PROCESSED.
THE INITIAL PRCCESS STATLS IS OPEN
PROCESS 193 *** END OF MISSICN ... . ...... **
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITICON 437 CF TF-E INTERNAL CCMFUTEP LIST AREA.
PROCESS TRANSFORMATIEN TYPE 2S HAS 1 DESCRIPTORS.
7.00,
REFER TO1THE PROCESS EXPLAIATICN FER TI-E MEANING CF THE ABOVE VALUES.
THE 3 INPUT PROCESSES ARE 65, . -1,.... - 1,....
THE 1 OUTFUT PROCESSES ARE -1,
OUTPUT SCHEME 0 IS LSED
*0 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED S.ILLTAAECLSLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE C ITEPS BEING PRCCESSED.
THE INITIAL PRCCESS STATUS IS CPEN
PROCESS 197 ** CCLLECTION OF RETURNS *
IT IS LOCATED AT FCSITICN 60 OF TFE INTERNAL CCMFUTER LIST AREA.
FRCCESS TRANSFORMATION TYPE 2S HAS 1 DESCRIPTORS.
7.00,
REFER.TO THE PROCESS EXPLANATICN FCR THE MEANING GF THE ABOVE VALUES.
TIE I INPUT PROCESSES ARE 1i,
THE I OUTPUT PP CESSES ARE -1,
OUTPUT SCIEME 0 IS USED
*0 ITEMS CAN BE PROCESSED SIiLLTNECUISLY.
INITIALLY, THERE ARE 0 ITEMS BEING PROCESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATUS IS OPFN
PROCESS 198 *** SATELLITE RETRIEVAL 4
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION I CF THE I-TERNAL CCVFUTER LIST APEA.
PFCCESS TRANSFORMATICN TYPE 2S IbS 1 DESCRIPTORS.
7.00,
REFER TI THE PROCESS EX'LANTIL FR f-THE MEANING CF TI-F AEbVE VALUES-. 
- .-.
TI-E 1 INPUT PROCESSES ARE 5,
THE 1 OUTFUT PRLCESSES tRE -1,
OUTPUT SCHEME 0 IS USED
.. IN I ALLY ...L AR ....C ..IT E E. I h GPRC CE S.ED...
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATLS IS CPEN
PROCESS 199 *r* SHUTTLE LOST LAUNCH **
IT IS LOCATED AT POSITION 320 CF TIE INTERNAL CCPPUTEF LIST AREA.
SPOCESS TR ASFOFMAT ICN _TYPE _25 hS _ S CRIPTORS.
3.OCl,
REFER TC TI-E PROCESS EXPLANATICN FCR THE MEANING CF TVE ABCVE VALUES.
THE 1 INPUT PRCCESSES ARE _39,
THE I OUTPUT PROCESSES ARE 103,
N .CLTPUT SCHEME 0 IS USED
*0 ITEMS CAN BE PRCCESSED SIMLLTA~EOLSLY.
INITIALLY, TI-ERE ARE 0 ITEVS BEING PRCCESSED.
THE INITIAL PROCESS STATUS IS OPE
4**** SHUTTLE/SATELLITE/UNIT DISPCSITION AT START *****
THE ORDER 80001 IS SCHEDULEE TO LEAVE PRCCESS 7S AT 0.OCO HCURS.
THE SHUTTLE *0001 IS SCHECULED TO LEAVE PROCESS 31 AT 00,CC HOURS.
THERE IS NO PAYLOAD ABOARD
THE SHUTTLE *OC02 IS SCHEDULED TO LEAVE PRCCESS 31 AT 0.000 HOURS.
THERE IS NC PAYLOAD ABOARD
THE SHUTTLE *0003 IS SCHEDULED TO LEAVE PROCESS 31 AT 0.000 HOURS.
THERE IS NC PAYLOAD ABOARD
THE SHUTTLE * C04 IS SCHECULEC TC LEAVE PRCESS 31 AT 0.000 HOURS.
THERE IS NO PAYLOAD ABOARD
**** S~PU/'NRU UNIT DESCRIPTIOn *****
SRU ------- SOL AP ARRAY ERIVE MODULE 
-
_______
MOEL I SRU EQUIV. I WEICHT 231 .COF COP. 12
TYPE ALPIA BETA CONDITICN DSGN LIFE COMF. NAME COST(CGLLARS)
1001.03 *CCCCCC0O. I.CCC ACTI VE 1.00 *CCCCO. AC S T 92000.00 MFG.
1003.01 1C0CoCCO0 1.00 ACTIVE 1.00 *00000. T-ER 12000.00 MFG.
10651.03 4C00000 1.OCC ACTIVE 1.00 *CCCCC. A DRIV 45000.00 MFG.
1051.03 4CCCO00 1.OCCC STNEBY .10 *CC000. A DRIV 45000.00 MFG.
10(52.03 220410 1.000C ACTIVE 1.00 *CCCOO. AE ELF 30000.00 MFG.
IC(52,03 220410 1.00CC STNEBY .10 *0CDCo. AD ELE 30000.00 MFG.
10631.02 2886E4 I.C00O ACTIVE 1.0 . *CCO. 0I/SCU 22000.00 PFG.
1031.02 2E86E4 1.00GC STNB8Y .10 *CCOCO. DI/SCU 22000.00 PFG.10I11.03 117411 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *00000. AD PCU 25000,00 MFG,
10611.03 1176471 1.j0OC STNCBY .10 *CCCCO. AD PCU 25000.C00 MFG.
10f53.C3 *CCCCCOC00. 1.O00C ACTIVE 1.00 *00000. ARRAY 528000.00 FFG.
IC691.C3 *CCCCCCCCO. 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *000C. HARIN 10000.00 MFG.
SBUILD COST .0250 MILLICh DCLLAFS FACTORS MFC. 1.28 BUY 1.11
SRU ---------- ELECTRIC PCWEF MCCULE
MODEL 2 5RL ECUIV. 1 kE hT '-440 NC. -OF _-CC M. F1- 12 ------
TYPE ALPHA B__ ETA CCACDITI N DSGN LIFE CCPP. NAME COST(DOLLARS)
10301.03 *CCCCC0000. 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *OCCCO. EP SIR 19600.00 MFG.
10303.01 ICCCO000 1.0000 ACTIVE l._.. *~_00. ThER V 18000.00 MFG.10311.03 4CCC0 10,0OC ACTIVE 1.00 *CcCO0. EP PCU 25000.00 MFG.
10311.03 40000 1.0000 STNEBY .10 *CoC00. EP PCU . 25000.00 MFG.
10331.01 2 18341 1.0CC STNCBY .10 *OOCCC. DI/SCL 3900C.00 MFG.
10331.01 218341 I1.-C-OC ACTIVE 1.00 *CCCCO. I/SC U 39000.00 -.FG.10251.03 125CCOC 1.OC0C ACTIVE 1.00 *OCCOO, PCNTL 65800.00 MFG,.
10351.03 - 1250000 1.0000 STNCBY .10 *CCCCC. PCNTIt 65800.00 VFG.
2C352.03 1754386 1.000C ACTIVE 1.00 CCCC. BATTS 28800.00 BLY
20352.03 17'4386 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *00000. BATTS 28800.00 BUY
10391.03 *OCCC00000. 1.000C ACTIVE 1.00 *CCCCC. HARN 17000.00 MFG.
BUILD COST .0300 MILLION OCLLARS FACTORS MFG.- 1.29 BLY 1.12
SRU ---------- OMD AND CATA ANDLIhG MCDULE
MODEL 3 SRL ECUIV. 1 WEICHT 194 iC. OF CCMP. 25
TYPE ALPHA BETA CONDITION DSGN LIFE COP. NAME COST( COLLARS)
10201.03 *CCCCCCC00, 1.000C ACTIVE 1.00 *OCOCO. CO SIR 19600.00 MFG.
1003.01 ICCCCCCC 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *OCOCO. THERf 13900.00 MFG.
10256.C2 5CCCCOOO 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *OCCCO. CMNI 20000.00 BUY
10252.02 55480 1.CC0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *OOCO. XMTR 43000.00 BUY
10252.02 -5E5480 1.000 STNCBY .. 10 *CCCOO. XMTR 43000.00 BUY
10251.02 248694 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *OCCO. RCVR 65000.00 BUY
10251.02 248694 1.000C ACTIVE 1.00 *OOCCO. RCVR 65000.00 BUY
n 10253.02 8333333 1.0CCC ACTIVE 1.00 *00C00. CIPLXR 32000.00 BUY
10273.02 2159827 1.CCOC ACTIVE 1.00 *00000. CECEC 30000.00 MFG.
U 10273.02 2159821 1.C00 ACTIVE -1.CO *CCCCC. DECCOEP 30000.00 MFG.
10274.02 273823 1.CCCC ACTIVE 1.00 C00000. BUSCCN 20000.00 MFG.
10274.02 273E23 1.CCCC STNCBY .10 *00000. EUSCCN 20000.00 MFG.
1C255.0C2 71840 1.00CC ACTIVE 1.00 *OCCOC. BB ASY 12000.00 MFG.
10255.02 E71840 1.000C .STNCBY .10 *CCCCC. b3 ASY 12000.00 PFG.
10211.02 4C0CC0 1.000 ACTIVE 1.00 *CCOCC. PCU 25000.00 PFG.
1C211.02 4C00000 1.00OC ACTIVE- 1.00 *CC000o. CU 25000.00 MFC.
10254.02 . 416667 1.000C ACTIVE 1.00 *OCCCC. CMBSw 6503C.OC BUY
10271.02 142857 1.CCOC ACTIVE 1.00 *CCOC0. CPU 45000.00 BUY
1C271.02 128E57 1. CCGC STNCBY .10 *00000. CPU 45000.00 BUY
20272.02 291630 1.0COC ACTIVE 1.00 *CCCCO. MEM L 353CG.0C BLY
20272.02 2S1630 1.0COC ACTIVE 1.CO *000CC. MEM L 3500C.00 BUY
20272. C2 2S163C 1. 0O STNDBY .10 *coo00. MEMO U 35000.00 BUY
i0231.02 2742C 1.00CC ACTIVF 1.00 *CCCC. DI/SCU 22000.00 PFG.
10231.02 29274C 1.000C STNOBY .10 *CCCCO. CI/SCL 2200C.00 PFG.
10291.C2 *CCCCCCO0. 1.OCOC ACTIVE 1.CO *CCO0. HARN 15000.00 MFG.
BUILC COST .C900 KILLICN CCtLLAR FACTRS MFG. 1.29 BLY 1.12
SRU ATTITLCE CETEFF. PCCULE
MODEL 4 SRU ECUIV. 1 WEIGHT 257 NO. OF COMP. 24
TYPE ALPHA BETA CONDITICK DSGN LIFE COPF. NAME COST(COLLARS)
1Cl01.03 *4CCCCCCO. 1.0OCOC ACTIVE 1.00 *0000. AG STP 19600.00 MFG.
1C403.01 1CCcC0000 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 * CCC0. TFERM 18000.00 MFG.
30451.02 5S945 1.00CC ACTIVE 1.00 *CCCO. GRA 80000.00 BUY
30451.02 59945 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.0O *00000. GRA 80000.00 BUY
30451.02 59945 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *0C0000. GA 80000.00 BUY
30451.02 59945 1,.OOC STNCBY .10 *00C00. GRA 80000.00 BUY
30451.02 . 59945 1.CCC00 TNDBY .I0 OC00. GRA 80000.00 'BUY
i.......i 559545 1._ __ T C8 ,1 __QQ O_ GRA_ _ _ 80000.00 BUY __
20452.01 190259 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 CCCCO. STAR T 6900C.00 BLY
20452.01 190259 1.COC STNOBY .10 *00COC. STAR T 69000.00 ELY
20452.01 _IC259 1.000C ACTIVE 1,00 Q 00000. STAP T 69000.00 BUY
1C453.02 714286 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *00OO0. MAGN 20000.00 BUY
10453.02 714281 1.000C STNDBY .10 *00000. MAGN 20000.00 BUY
10454.00 12500000 1.OCOC ACTIVE .C0 0 4CQ~0 0. SUN 44000.00 BUY
10C471.02 - 105263 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *00000. XFER A 27,500.00 MFG.
o 10471.02 105263 1.CCLC STNDBY .10 *CCC0. XFER A 27500.00 MFG.
10472.01 105263 _1.00CC ACTIVE 1.00 *00000. XFER e 27500.00 MFG.
10472.01 105263 1.CCOC STNCBY .10 *00000. XFEPR 27500.00 MFG.
10473.00 2E73563 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *00CC. SAF C0 7000.00 MFG.
10411.03 -400000 1I000C ACTIVE 1.00 4OCCCC. PCU 25000.00 MFG.
10411.03 400000 1.0000 STNCBY .10 *CCC0O. PCU 25000,00, FG.
10431.02 215889 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *OOCCOJ. DI/SCU 56000.00 MFG.
10431.02 215889 1.OCCC TNCBY .10 *000CO 0DI/SC 560C0.00 MFG.
10491.03 *OCCCC 00. 1.00OC ACTIVE 1.C0 *00000. HARh 16000.00 MFG.
BUILD-COST ._ C900 P0,ILLICN DOLLAR FACCRS v FC. _ 1.29 BUY .1.12
SRU -----------ACTUATION VCCELF
MODEL 5 SRU ECUIV. 1 WEICFT 127C NC. OF COMP. 21
TYPE ALPHA BETA CCNDITIC . .SGI LIFE CC-MP. ;AAME CUST(DOOLLARS)
10!01.03 *CCCC000. 1.000,CO ACTIVE 1.00 *OCOOG. STRUC 24000.00 MFG.
10503.01 C10CCC000 1.00oC ACTIVE 1.00 *CCCCC. THFRIV 18000.00 HFG.
10504.02 ICCCCC0O 1.030C ACTIVE 1.CO *00G00. PTHER 11500.00 MFG.
...... 551. .. 6... .OC CTI.VE 1.00 . *OCCCO-. RR . _52000.00 BUY ..
10t52.01 6tf6 67 1.00CC ACTIVE 1.00 *OCCO0 . PRH 52000.00 BUY
10553.01 t66667 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *CCCCC. YRW 52000.00 BUY
10571.01 __ 3C119 1.0CC ACTIVE 1.CO *CCCC. RW EL 26000.00 FG._
IC-71.01 3Cg119 I.OCOC STNEEY .10 *0G000. RW EL 26000.00 MFG.
1C572.01 3C9119 1.000C ACTIVE 1.00 *OCCCC.- PW EL 26000.00 MFG.
10572.01 309119 1.00CC __TNCBY .10 *COCCC. PW EL 26000.00 MFG.
10573.01 3C9115 I.OCOC ACTIVE 1.00 *00C00. YW EL 26000.00 MFG.
1C573.01 3C'119 1.000C SThCBY .10 *00000. YW EL 26000.00 MFG.
10554.01 10C00000 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 C*CCLCO. RMT 8000.0C MFG.
10555.01 ICCCCOOC 1.CCOC ACTIVE 1.O *CCO00. PMT 800000.00 MFG.
10556.C1 ICCCCC00 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *00000. YMT 8000.00 MFG.
1C574.01 370370 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *OOCCO. MT EL 25000.00 MFG.
10531.02 215889 1.CCOC ACTIVE 1.00 *CCCCO. DI/SCU 42000.00 PFG.
10531.02 215889 .CCOC STECBY .10 *C00CC. DI/SCU 42000.00 MFG.
1 557..C3 83333333 1.00Cc. ACTIVE 1,00_ *CCCO. G N2 . 245000.00 MFG.
10558.02 2S23971 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.CO *0Co. N2H4 175000.00 MFG.
1{591.03 *OCCCCO000. 1.0C00 ACTIVE 1.00 *COCOO. HARN 16000.00 MFG.
"BUILC COST .0450 MILLICN DCLLAP! FACIORS MFG. 1.32 eY 1.50
SRU ------- FIVE EAND MPS VFXR-A
MODEL 11 SRU ECUIV. I WEICIHT 276 IC. OF COMP. 26
TYPE ALPHA BETA CONDITICE DSGN LIFE COMP. NAME COST(DOLLAS)
SiCS31,Oi 01 27900 1.COC ACTIVE 1i.00 *C000, MPX 712000.00 BUY
40C51.01 1321004 1.0COC ACTIVE 1.CO *CCCC*. BNDO1 111000.00 8UY
4C51.01 121004 _1.CCCC ACTI E 1.00 *c00000. ENDI 111000.00 BUY
4CS51.01 1121004 1.0CC ACTIVE 1.0 *OC0000. eNCI 111000.00 bUY
4(51.01 13210C4 1.COGc ACTIVE 1.00 *CcCCO. BNO1 111300.00 BLY
4C.51.01 _ 12104 1.CCCC ACTIVE 1.00 .*CC(C. BNOI 111000.00 BLY
4C051.01 .1321004 1.OCOC ACTIVE 1.00 *00C00. BNC1 111000.00 BUY
4(S52.01 1321004 1.00CC ACTIVE 1.00 *CCCCC. BND 111000.00 BUY
4C 52.01 1321004 1.OCOC ACTIVE 1.00 *OCCCO. NO2 111000.0C eLY
40552.01 12-21CC4 1.CCC ACTIVE 1.00 *0C00. 1BN02 111000.00 BUY
4CS52.01 1321004 1.OCOC ACTIVE 1.00 *30000. B D2 11000.00 UY
4CS52.01 1321004 1.000C ACTIVE 1.00 *OCCOC. BND2 111000.00 BLY
4C 52.01 12210C4 I.OCOC ACTIVE 1.00 *CCC0O. 8N02 111000.00 BUY
4C 53.0l 1321004 1.0CC0 ACTIVE 1.00 *00000. eN03 111000.00 BUY
4 53.,01 2100_4 1.00C ACTIVE 1.00 *00000.- BND3 111000.00 BUY
4CS53.01 1321004 1.CCOC ACTIVE 1.CO *00CCO. BND3 111000.00 BUY
4CS53.01 1-21004 1.0CCC ACTIVE 1,C0 *00000. BND3 111000.00 BUY
4C 53.01 1S21C004 1.OCOC ACTIVE 1.00 *00000. 8N3 111000.00 BUY
4(.53.01 1321004 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *OCCG. BND3 111000.00 BUY
4CS54.01 1321C04 1.00C00 ACTIVE 1.C0 *0000C. BND4 111000.00 BUY
4C.S54. 01 -13210C4 1.OCOo ACTIVE 1.00 *00000. 8N04 111000.00 BUY
4(C54.01 1321004 1.000C ACTIVE 1.00 *OCO00. 8ND4 111000.00 BUY
40554.01 1321004 1.OCCC ACTIVE 1.00 *000CC. BND4 111000.00 BUY4C554.01 1221CC4 1.CCCC ACTIVE 1.CO *OOC0. BN4 111000.00 BUY
40C954.01 1321004 1.000C ACTIVE 1.CO *00000. BND4 111000.00 BUY
1055.01 460405 1.000C ACTIVE 1.00 *000CC. BND5 324000.00 BLY
BUILE COST .0300 MILLICN DCLLARS FACTORS MFG. 1.29 BLY 1.12
SRU ----------WICEHAND CDi PDCOULE A
MODEL 13 SR.L EUIV. 1 WEIfhT 329 NC. OF CCMF. 12
TYPE ALP-A BETA CONDITICN DSGN LIFE COMP. NAME COST(DOLLARS)
10C31.01 13157855 1.00CC ACTIVE 1.CO *CCCOO. HSMFX 3700.00 MFG.10E32.01 677;66 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *00000. DATA PROCESSCR 72000.00 MFG.
IC852.01. 27C27C3 i.0000 ACTIVE 1.(O *000CC. P AMP . 18100.00 MFG.
1CE53.01 96153E5 1.CCOC ACTIVE 1.00 *CCCCO. ANTEN 5100.00 MFG.
5CE54.01 .2315769 1.00OC ACTIVE 1.CO CCCCO. DATA-CH 1900.00 MFG.
5(854.01 26315789 ... 0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *00000. DATA CH . 1900.00.MFG.
50854.01 2631578S 1.000 ACTIVE 1.CO c00CC0. DATA CH 1900.00 MFG.
5CE54.01 26315789 1.COO ACTIVE 1.00 *OCC00. CATA CH 1900.00 MFG.
50C854. 01 26315789 _ 1.C000 ACTIVE 1.00 *OCO00. DATA CH 1900.00 MFG.
50C54.01 26315789 1.000C ACTIVE 1.00 *OCCC. DATA CH 1900.00 MFG.
10i31.01 181818 1.COCC ACTIVE 1.00 *OVCO0. LTR 4000C0.0C BUY
10131.Cl 181818 1.000C S TNBY .10 0000.o , VTR 400000.00 BUY
BUILE COST .0300 RILLICh DCLL~RS FACTURS MFG. 1.29 BUY i..L
NRU ---------- KCN-REPLACEAPLE CCl PCNENTS
PCDEL 21 SRU ECUIV. I WEIGHT 593 , C. OF COMF. 9
.___Y _E  .L ...... E . CC.DTI .. DSG_.L1 F.... COMP. NAE._ .__CiLOLLARS
1CCCI.C2 *CC0CCCCCOO. .000 ACTIVE 1.00 *OC000. STRUCT 88900.00 MFG.
.- 10C02.01 *CCCCCCCCO. 1.00CC ACTIVE 1.CO *CCCCO. PL STRUCTURE 287000.00 PFG.10041.02 *CCCCCCCOC. 1.COC ACTIVE 1,.C0 *CGC00. T RING 7600.00 MFG.
1C(61.01 *CCCCCCCCO. 1.CCOc ACTIVE 1.00 *oC0c0. ACAPT. 25200.00 MFG.10071.C2 *CCCCCCO0. 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *CCCCO. MECHANISMS 16100.00 MFG.
O 10C03.01 *CCCCCOCOO. I.CCC ACTIVE 1.00 *C00000. SC TERMAL 118000.00 FG.
10C21.01 *CCCCCCCCO. 1.COC ACTIVE 1.00 *COC00. PL TI-ERMAL 233000.00 MFG.
SIC(. C2 *CCCCCC00. 1.000 ACTIVE 1.00 *CCOCO. SC HARNESS 10000.00 MFG.ICC81.O1 *COCCCCCO . 1.0000 ACTIVE 1.00 *COCO . PL HARNESS 10000.00 MFG.
sUILC COST .C6CC 0ILL IC DCLLAR5~ FACTORS MFG. 1.28 8Y 1.11
***** TIME LINE ANALYSIS DESCFIFTICN ,*,*
THERE IS NC TIME LINE ANALYSIS INFUT
ITEM 4000 C C04 ENTERED PROCESS A..T 0__00_ .CU.RS. .
ITEM 30000003 ENTERED PROCESS 19 AT 0.000 IOURS
ITEM 200000CCCC2 ENTERED PROCESS 19 AT 0.000 IOURS
ITEM 10000001 ENTEREC PROCESS 19 AT 0.000 HOURS_
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS I AT 0.000 HOURS
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 1 AT 0.000 HOURS AND IS SCIEDULED TO FINISH AT 0.000 HCUR'
ITEM 80002 ENTEREC PROCESS I AT 0.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULE__TO FINISH.AT 0.0QOHURI
ITEM 80003 ENTERED PROCESS 1 AT 0.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULEE TO FINISH AT 0.0CO HOUR
ITEM 80003 ENTERED PROCESS 32 AT 0.000 HOURS
ITEM 80 _ _ C02 ENTEREC PROCESS 32 AT 0.000 -US 
-
RS
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 44 AT 0.000 HOURS
ITEM * 100C1 ENTERED PROCESS 44 AT 0.000 IOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT .0C0 HOUR
ITEM _ 2001 ENTEREC PROCESS 198 AT -1.000 HqURS AND I SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR:
ITEM * 3001 ENTERED PROCESS 19E AT -1.000 HOUpS AND IS SCI-ECULEC TO FINISI- AT -1.0CC HOUR
ITEM * 4C01 ENTERED PROCESS 198 AT -1.000 HCCURS AND IS SCHEDULEE TO FINISH AT -1.0CC HOUR
ITEM * 5001 ENTEREC PROCESS 198 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT -1.OCO HCUR'
ITEM * 11001 ENTERED PROCESS 198 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT -1.000 HCUR:
ITEM * 13001 ENTERED PROCESS 198 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT -1I.CG HOUR
o ITEM * 21001 ENTERED PRCCESS 198 AT -1.000 -HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT -1.0C00 HOUR
ITEM * 1001 ENTEREC PROCESS 0 AT -1.000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT -1.000 HOUR:
ITEM * 20CC01 ENTERED PROCrSS 10 AT .000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT .OCC HOUR
SITEM * 200001 ENTERED PCCESS . 32 AT .000 FOURS
ITEM * 200001 ENTERED PROCESS 32 AT .000 HOURS
ITEM * 80002 ENTERED PROCESS 0 AT -1.000 FOURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT; -1.0CC00 HOUR
ITEM 200001 ENTERED PROCESS 32 AT ._ __000 PCURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT .0C HOUR
ITEM 80003 ENTERED PROCESS 32 AT .000 HOURS
ITEM * 40000004 ENTERED PROCESS 19 AT .000 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 730.CCC HOUR
ITEM * .200001 ENTEREC FROCESS 5 AT __ -1.0OO HOURS AND 15 SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT -1.00 HCUR
ITEM * 40000004 ENTERED PROCESS 24 AT 730.000 FOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 73C.CCC HCUR
ITEM * 400CO0004 ENTERED PROCESS 27 AT 730.000 HOURS AND IS SCFEDULED TO FINISH AT "13C.CC HCUR
ITEM * _4COOCCC4 ENTERED PROCESS 39 AT 730.000 1OURS AND IS SCFEDULEE TO FINISH AT 73C.CCC HCLUR
ITEM * 200001 ENTERED PROCESS 45 AT 730.00C FOURS AND IS SCHEOLLEC TO FINISh AT 73C.CC HCLR
ITEM 40COCC04 ENTERED PROCESS 45 AT 730.000 FOULRS AND IS SCHECULEE TO FINISt AT 73C.CCC HOUR
ITEM * 201001 ENTERED PROCESS _ 65_AT 730.000 HOURS AND IS SCFEDULEC ITO FINISH AT .9298.946 HOUR
0.0 0.0 C.CCCO000 C 999999 0 0
13C.G 0.0 C.000000 0 ,99999 0 1
I T.EM_.... 30_LEEED OS.S.... 52_A...... 70 .00 0 .HouR S AND .I S SCHECULEDLIf_.EliLSk AI 3 1.fAI
ITEM 40000004 ENTEREC PROCESS 11 AT 738.000 FOURS AN!) IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 747.6CC00 HOLR
ITEM 40COCC04 ENTERED PROCESS 13 AT 747.60C FOURS AND IS SCHEDULEE TO FINISF AT e8e.4C8 HOUR
ITEM 4000000C4 ENTERED PROCESS 19 AT 808.40 HOURS
ITEM * 201001 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 9298.948 FOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 1055E.259 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 9298.948 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 9298.948 HCUR
1.600126E+06 8.0 0C00E+02 1.063102E+C6 .001002E+06 2.886631E+06
1.CCOOCCE+C
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 104 AT 9298.948 hOURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 9298.948 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT S298.948 FOURS
ITEM * 201001 ENTERED PRCCESS 65 AT 10558.259 FOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT. 16957.931 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 10558.259 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 1055E.25c HOUR
1.600126E+06 9.010000E+02 2.035203E+C6 1.0020C3E+06 8.771921E+06
I.COOOOCE00
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 104 AT 10558.259 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 10558.259 HOUR.
ITEM 8CC03 ENTERED PFOCESS 2 AT 10558.259 FOURS
1.662536E+57 6.77800CCOE+2 2.CC00000E+CO 1. 0GO0000E+00
8.(CC0000E+CO 9.CJ0000oE-1
, ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT 10558.259 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 1055E.2!9 HOUR
E ITEM 80001 ENTERED PRUCESS 42 AT 10558.259 HOURS ANDIS SCHEDULEOTO FINISH AT 10558.259 HOUR
ITEM * 1002 ENTERED PROCESS 42 AT -10558.259 FCURS AND IS SCIECULED TO FINISH AT 1055E.25S HOUR
ITEM 8. C00 ENTERE PROCESS 2 AT 1C558.25 FI-OURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 10551.255 HOUP
ITEM 8CC01 ENTERED PROCESS 42 AT 10558.259 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 10558.259 HOUR.
ITEM * 2002 ENTERED PROCESS 42 AT 1C558.259 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 10558.259 HOUR:
ITEM 8C00 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT 10558.259 HOURS AND IS SCHECULEC TO FINISH AT 1055E.255 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 42 AT 10558.259 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 10558.255 HOUR
ITEM * 5002 ENTERED PROCESS 42 AT 10558.259 I-CURS AND IS SCFEDULEC TO FINISH AT 10558.2%5 HOUR
1 16CC126 -6C0CC 1J031C2 1CC1002 80001 268Ee3 1
2 0 -80009 20352C3 1002003 80001 877192 2
ITEM 80003 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT *10557.25 FOURS
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT- 10558.259 FOURS AND .IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 1055E.25S HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 3C AT 1C558.259 flURS
ITEM 5002 ENTERED FPCCESS 30 AT 10558.259 IOURS
ITEM 2002 ENTERED PROCESS 30 AT 1C558.259 HOIURS
ITEM 1002 ENTERED PROCESS 30 AT 1C558.259 HOURS
ITEM * 8C001 ENTERED PROCESS 30 AT 10558.259 FCURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 1055f.259 HCUR
ITEM * 3C000003 ENTERED PROCESS 19 AT 10558.25 5 FLURS AND IS SCHEDULED TG FINISH AT 1128E.-25S HCLR
ITEM * 80001 ENTEPEC PROCESS 4 AT -1.000 H;UPS AND IS SChEDULEU TO FINISH AI -1.,0CC icuR
ITEM * 33000CC3 ENTERED PROCESS 24 AT 112L8.259 F(UR'S AN1D IS SC(FECULEL TC FINISH AT 112EE.25 FhCLR
ITEM * 3CCOCCO3 ENTERED PPCCESS 27 AT 11288.259 FOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 112EE.259 HOUP
ITEM * 30000003 ENTERED PFOCESS 39 AT 11288.25 FOURS AND IS SCHECLLEC TO FINISH AT 11288.25 - HCUP
ITEM 4 30000CC3 ENTERED PROCESS 45 AT 112iL.259 FOURS AND IS SCHECULEC TO FINISF AT 1126E.2fC HCUR
ITFL._ _20L1{0 EhERED PRfSI iASi6I AT _1.2A-6C I IS ANC I" CHF.llI Fnl Tfl FINih AT 16C'1i4.1 MHUR
ITEM * 3CCCOCC3 ENTERED PROCESS 66 AT 11288.260 ECURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 1128E.26C HOUR
ITEM * 30000003 ENTERED PROCESS 52 AT 11288.26C FOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 1129~.26C HCUR
ITEM * 30000CCCC03 ENTERED PROCESS 11 AT 11296.260 FOURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 11305.EC HCUR
ITEM * 80001 ENTERED PRCCESS 13 AT 11305.860 HOURS AND IS SCFEDULED TO FINISH AT 11315. R.HOUR
ITEM 3CCCOC03 ENTERED PROCESS 13 AT 11305.86C HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 113tL.66C HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS - 5 AT 11315.860 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULEC To FINISH AT 113_15.8C HOUR
ITEM * 5001 ENTERED PFOCESS 5 AT 11315.860 HOURS ANO IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 11315.E6C HCUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT 11315.86C ECURS
ITEM 4 5001 ENTERED PROCESS 15 AT 11315.860 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULE TO FINISH AT 11315.861 HOUR:
ITEM * 2001 ENTERED PROCESS 15 AT 11315.860 POURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 11315.861 HOUR,
ITEM 1001 ENTERED PROCESS 15 AT 11315.860 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 11315.Ef1 HOU4R
ITEM_ 1001 ENTERED PROCESS 197 AT 11315.861 HOURS .
ITEM 2001 ENTERED FFCESS 197 AT 11315.861 HOURS
ITEM 5C01 ENTEREC PROCESS 117 AT 11315.861 HOURS
ITEM 30000003 ENTERED PROCESS 19 AT 11366.660 HOURS
ITEM -' 201001 ENTERED -PROCESS 65 AT 16957.931 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 47348.918 HOUR:
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PRCESS 65 AT 16957.931 FOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 165571.31 HOUR
1.600126E+06 1.101COOE+03 2.0C45201E+6 1.C02003E+06 9.512910E+05
1.,COOCCEC00
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PRCCESS 104 AT 16957.931 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 16557.931 HOUR
SITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT 16957.931 HOURS
ITEM * 201001 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 41348.978 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 50E55.592 HCLR
ITEM 80001 ENTEREC PROCESS 65 AT 41348.97E HOURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 47348.978 HOUR.
1.600126E+C6 1. 101000E+03 1. C47102F+C6 1.01002 E+06 1.05263 1E+06
1 .CCOOE400
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 104 AT 47348.978 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULEE TO FINISH AT 47348.S78 HCUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT 47348.978 FOURS
0 50659.6 0.0 O.CCco00 C 999999 0 -
1 C.0 50129.6 1.CC0000 50130 501.30 0 1
ITEM * 201001 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 50859.592 HOURS AND IS SCtHEDULED TO FINISH AT . 62953.243 HOUR
ITEM 8CCO-1 ENTERED PROCESS t5 AT 50859.592 FCURS AND IS SCEDULECE TO FINISH AT 5CE55.552 HCLR
1.600126E+06 1.100000E+03 2.045201E+C6 2.002003F+06 1.OOO0000E+00
0.
ITEM ------ 80001 ENTERED PROCESS . 104 AT 50859.592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 5085S.592 HOUR.
ITEM 80003 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT 50859.592 HOURS
1.t S2536E+5 7 2.572C000E+02 1. CCOOOOOE+00 1.CO00COE+00C
7.0000C000E+00 9.OCO0OOOE-C1
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT 5059.592 HURS AFND IS SCEDULED TO FINISH AT 50E5S.5S2 HCLR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 42 AT 50859.592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 50P85.52 HO.U
ITEM * 4002 ENTEREC PROCESS 42 AT 30859.592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 506E5S.552 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED POCESS 2 AT 50859.592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 5085 .592 HCUP
ITEM . 8_COL ENTERED PROCESS 42 .AT 50859.592 HOURS AND IS SCEDULEC U ii.fISH. AT ... S. .OSN HLR:
ITEM * 5003 ENTERED PROCESS 42 AT 50859.592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 50859.592 HOUR
1 16CC126 -70011 2045201 2002003 80001 0 1
2 0 0 1C471C2 1001002 0 105263 2
ITEM 80003 ENTEREC PROCESS 2 AT *50858.592 HOURS
ITEM 8CO01 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT 50859.592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 50859.592 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PfOCESS 30 AT 50859.592 IOURS
ITEM 5003 ENTERED PROCESS 30 AT 50859.592 HCURS
ITEM 4002 ENTERED PROCESS 30 AT 50859.592 HOURS
ITEM * 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 30 AT 50859.592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 5E055.5S2 HOUR
ITEM * 20000002 ENTERED PROCESS 19 AT 50859.592 HOURS A-D IS SCEO ULED TO(f FINISH -AT, 5156E.5S2 HCLR
ITEM * 80C01 ENTEREC PROCESS 3 AT -1.OOC HOURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TC FINISH AT -1.CCC HCUR
ITEI *2CCOOCO2 ENTERED_PROCESS 24 AT t1569.592 -FCURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 515SE.5S2 [CLU
ITEM * 2CC0000002 ENTERED PPOCESS 27 AT 51589.592 FOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 515E5.52 HCUR
ITEM * 20000C02 ENTERED PROCESS 39 AT 51589.592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULEL TO FINISH AT 51585.592 HCUP
ITEM * 200CC2 ENTEREDPRO(CESS _ 45 AT 51589.592 FOUPS AN IS SCFECULEC TO FINISH AT 515ES.552 HOUR
ITEM * 201001 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 51589.592 HOURS AND IS SCHECULEC TO FINISH AT 63643.647 HOUR
0 0.0 730.0 .014353 730 730 C C
1 5158.6 0129.6 .S 5647 50130 50130 0 1
, ITEM * 20000002 ENTERED PROCESS t6 AT 51589.592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TIO FINISH AT 515E9.52 HOUR
ITEM * 20C00C02 ENTERED PROCESS 52 AT 51589.592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 51557.5S2 HCUR
ITEM * 2_COOCC2 ETERED_ PROCESS . 11 AT 51397.592 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 516C1.1192 HCUR
ITEM * 80001 ENTEREE PRCCESS 13 AT 51607.192 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 51617.152 HCLR
ITEM 20000002 ENTEREO PROCESS 13 AT 51607.112 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULEE TO FINISH AT 51667.SS52 HOLP
TEM  80001_ENTERED PROCESS _ 5 AT 51-17.192 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 51617.192 HOUR
ITEM * 5002 ENTERED PROCESS 5 AT 51617.192 -CURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 51f1i.1 HOUR
ITEM 8CC01 EATEREC PRCCESS 2 AT 51b17.192 CPURS
ITEM * 5C002 ENTERED PROCESS 15 AT 51617.192 HOURS AND IS SCFEDULEC TO FINISH AT 51611.1i3 HOUR
ITEM 4001 ENTERED PROCESS IS5AT 51617.192 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH A T 5161 .13 HOUR
ITEM 4001 ENTERED PROCESS 197 AT 51617.193 HOURS
ITEM 5002 ENTERED PROCESS 197 .AT 51617.193 HOURS
ITEM 2C00CC02 ENTERED PROCESS 19 AT 51667.992 FCURS
ITEM * 201001 ENTERED PROCESS ,'5 AT 63643.647 HOURS ANU IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 63761.85( HOUR:
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS (5 AT 30b43,647 FOURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 63643.647 HOCLR
1.600126E+G6 2.CO10OE+03- 3.045102E+Ct 1.C300C 00 9.99999F99E+07
1.CCOCCCE+CO
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 104 AT 63643.647 FOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 6343.647 HCUR
ITEM 80CO1ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT 63643.647 FO-CUR
ITEM * 201001 ENTERED FRCCESS 65 AT (37oL.856 HOURS AND IS SCFHEULEC TO FINISH AT 65145.233 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTEREC PFOCESS (5 AT £2161.i856 H;LPS AND IS SCHECULEC TO FINISH AT c37LI.E-5 HILR
1.00126E+06 2.10-1300E +03 1.C573J1E+Ct -1.0o01oC2E-+06 3.C9 19F106 .--1 f-
1.00CCCE+00
.... EM __ I..ENEKED. PROCESS 1C..__AT 63761.Bd .__URAND. S SCFkIILF TO FINISH AT ._3761 A56 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTEREC PROCESS 2 AT 63761.856 HOURS
ITEM * 201C01 ENTERED PROCESS t5 AT t5149.233 HOURS ANC IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 6591$.14i HOUR
ITEM 80001 E__TERED PROCES S 5. _5._AT 65149..233 oQURS AND .IS SCHEDLLED TO FINISH AT £514S.233 HOUR
1.600126E+0 2.001000E+03 1.047201E+C6 1.001002E+06 1.052631E+06
1.CCCOOCE*GO
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 104 AT 65149 .23 HOURS AND IS SCFEDULED TO FINISH AT 6514S.233 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT 65149.233 HOURS
ITEM 4 201001 ENTERED FROCESS 65 AT 69915.148 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 7345S.426 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 69i15.148 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED T0 FINISH _AT 69915.148 HOUR
1.600126E+06 2.CO1000E+03 1.043102E+C6 1.001002E+06 2.158891E+06
I.CCO00CE400
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 104 AT 69915.148 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 69915.148 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTEREC PROCESS 2 AT 69915.148 HOURS
ITEM * 201001 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 73459.426 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT. 7427C.332 HCUR'
ITEM 80C01 ENTERED .PROCESS 5 AT_ 73459.426 FOURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 1345S.426 HOUR
1.600126E+C6 i.401000E+03 1.073101E+C6 1.001002E+06 1.881 E+06
1.CCOOOECO
ITEM _ 800_01 ENTERED PROCESS 104 AT 73459.426 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 73459.426 HOUR
c) ITEM 80001 ENTERED FRCCESS 2 AT 73459.426 HOURS
N ITEM * 201001 ENTERED PROCESS (5 AT 14270.332 HOURS AND 15 SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 7513.468 HOUR
ITEM 80C001 ENTEREC PRCESS 65 AT 74270.332_ OURS AND IS SCFEDULEC TO FINISH AT i427C.;2 HOUR
1.600126E+06 2.001O00E+03 3.045102E+C6 2.003006E+06 9.999999E+07
1.CCOOCOE+00
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 1C4 AT. 14270.332 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 7427C.332 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTEREC PROCESS 2 AT 14270.332 HOURS
ITEM * 201001 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 15183.468 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 15567.177 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PFOCESS 65 AT 75113.46E FOURS AND _ SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 7513.46E HCLR
1.600126E+C6 2.CO1000E+03 3.045102E+C6 3.003006E+06 i.998110E+05
1.COOOC00E4O
ITEM 8001 ENTERED PROCESS 104 AT 75183.468 F-OURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 751 3.4t8 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTEREG PROCESS 2 AT 1513.46E HOURS
ITEM * 201C01 ENTERED F OCESS 65 AT 75567.777 FOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 7592S.324 HOLR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS (5 AT i5567.771 FOURS AND IS SCFEDULEC TO FINISH AT 75567.77 HCUR
1.600126E+C6 2.C01000E+03 1.C47102E+C6 1.)01002E+06 1.052631E+06
1.C000CE400
ITEM _ 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 104 AT 75567.777 HOURS A[ND IS SCHEOULED TO FINISH AT 7556 .777 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT 15567.777 hOURS
0 7592S.3 730.0 .CC 7CE 73C 730 0 C
1 0.0 14469.3 .99C292 50130 24340 0 1
ITEM * 2010C01 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 15929.324 HOURS AJND IS SCHEOULED TU FINISH AT b5E24.551 HOUR.
ITEM 80C01 ENTERED PROCESS (5 AT 15929.324 FOURS AND IS SCHFEULEL TO FINISH AT 7592.3~4 HOLR
.. 01 OI _C_ 2 .09,_ 0 E0-t3....00 3 4 5102FC6 ..0_G3. 6E 06 1 .CCOCOE +0 0
0.
ITEM 800C01 ENTERED PROCESS 1C4 AT 15929.324 HOURS ANO IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 75929.324 HCUR
ITEM 80C03 ENTERED FRUCESS 2 AT 75929.324 HOURS
1.6S2536E+57 1.E562CCCE-C3 3.CCOOO000CE+CC 1.CCOOOOECC
9.CCCO000E+CO 9.0000000E-01
ITEM .eCCl E TERED_ PROCESS 2 AT 15929.324 fOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 5929S.324 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 42 AT 75929.324 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 75929.324 HOUR
ITEM * 13002 ENTERED PROCESS 42 AT 15929..24. HOURS AND IS SCHEDULEE TO FINISH AT 75929.324 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT 75929.324 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED T(
- 
FINISH AT 75929.324 HLUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 42 AT 75929.324 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 75925.324 HOUR
ITEM * 5004 ENTERED PROCESS 42 AT 15929.324 HOURS AND I1 SCHECLLED TO FINISH AT 75929.324 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PRCCE.SS _2 AT _5929.324 HO.RS ANC IS SCHEDULEC TO FINISH AT 75929.324 HOUR
ITEM 80001.ENTERED PROCESS 42 AT 75929.324 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULEO TO FINISH AT 75929.324 HOUR
ITEM * 4003 ENTERED PROCESS 42 AT 75929.324 hOURS AND IS SCtIEDULEC TO FINISH AT 7592S.324 HOUR
1 1.C.126 . -50014 C 173101 .CC1002 .. . CCol IE181E I. 1
2 0 -5C021 1C73C1 1 C01002 80001 309119 2
3 0 -90020 304512 4CC3006 E0001 C 3
4 0 __0 _11 _1001002 0 1052(3 _ 4
5 a 0 0 1C471C2 1001002 0 105263 5
6 ui 0 0 103102 1CC1002 0 215EES 6
ITEM PCCC3 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT *1.5928.324 hCURS
ITEM 80001 ENTEREC PROCESS 2 AT 75929.324 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 7592S.324 HCUR.
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 30 AT 75929.324 hOURS
ITEM 4C03 ENTERED PPOCESS 30 AT 15929.324 hI-URS
ITEM 5004 ENTERED PPOCESS 30 AT 75929.324 F-OURS
ITEM 13C002 ENTERFC PROCESS 30 AT -5929.324 H'OURS
ITEM * 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 30 AT 15929.324 flCURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 75929.324 HCUR:
ITEM * 10000001 ENTEREC PROCESS IS AT 75929.324 I-CURS ANO IS SCHEDULED TO FINIS -AT 76659.324 HCUR
ITEM * 8CC01 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT -1.000 OCURJPS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT -1.0CC HCLR
ITEM IOCC00001 ENTEREC PROCESS 24 AT 76659.324 FOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 76tS.324 HCLR
ITEM * 10000001 ENTERED PROCESS 21 AT 7665;.324 F~UPS AND IS SCREDULEE TC FINISH AT 7c(5S.324 HCUR
ITEM * IOCOCCCI ENTEREE PROCESS 39 AT 7E65S.324 F-UURS ANC IS SCIEDULEC TC FINISF AT 555.324 HCUR
ITEM * ICCOOCCl ENTERED PROCESS 45 AT 76659.324 FOURS ANiD IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT ~65;c.324 HCLR
ITEM * 201C01 ENTERED PRCCESS 65 AT 76659.324 HOURS ANC IS SCHEDULED TO FINISF AT 782d1.928 HCUR
0 C.O 1460.0 .C1922E 730 730 0 0
1 7659. 3 74469.3 . E C772 50130 24340 0 1
ITEM * I1COCC01 ENTERED PRO;CESS 6L AT 76659.324 F-OURS ANC IS SCEDCULEO TO. FINISH AT 7r65;t.24 HCUR
ITEM * ICCOOCOI ENTEREE PROCESS 52 AT 76b59.324 FOURS A'~ IS SCHItEULED TO FINISH AT 6f6l.32 4 HCLR
ITEM * 10000C001 ENTERED PROCESS 11 AT i6667.324 HULRS AN f IS SCFEOULEC TC FINISH AT 7C676.924 CUR
ITEM * 80CC01 ENTERED PRCCESS 13 AT 1667b.924 HOURS ANC IS SCHEDULEL TO FINISH AT 76tt6.C24z HCUR
ITEM 10000001 ENTERED PROCESS 13 AT 76676.924 CicURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 71737.724 HCLR
.ITEM..... 00_L.E ITERED ..PROCESS 5 AT .7TL6A..92ZJHOURS. AND IS SCHEDULE_-fElh-- FNISALT _766 E65.14 .HIU
ITEM * 4C002 ENTERED PROCESS 5 AT 766d6.924 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 76686.924 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTEREC PROCESS 2 AT 76686.S24 HOURS
ITEM * 4C02 ENTERED PROCESS 15 AT 76686.924 FOURS AND IS SCHEDULEr TO FINISH AT 766E6.S25 HOUR
ITEM * 5003 ENTEREC PROCESS 15 AT 16686.924 HOURS AND IS SC-EDULED TO FINISH AT 76686.925 HCUR'
ITEM 13001 ENTERED PROCESS 15 AT 76686.924 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 76666.25 HCUR
ITEM 13001 ENTERED PROCESS 197 AT 76686.925 HOURS . .
ITEM 5C03 ENTERED PROCESS 157 AT 76686.925 HOURS
ITEM 4002 ENTERED PROCESS 1S7 AT 76686.925 HOURS
I TEM 10 OCCC1 ENTERED PROCESS 19 AT 76737.724 HCURS------
ITEM * 201001 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 78281.928 HOURS AND IS SCHEOULED TO FINISH AT 82362.002 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 78281.928 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULEE TO FINISH AT. 782b1.S28 HOUR
1.60o126E+06 2.401000E+03 3.045102E+C6 1.003006E+06 _9.9s99 EO_+07_
1.CCOOCCE+CO
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 104 AT 78281.928 HOURS AND IS SCHECULEC TO FINISH AT 78281.92E HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT 78281.928 H-OURS
ITEM * 201C01 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 82362.002 HOURS AND IS SCEDULEC TO FINISH AT 8295.271 HOUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 82362.002 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 823k2.C02 HC.LR
1.600126E+06 2.301000E+03 1.C53102E+C6 1.CO1002E+0 2.158891E+06
1.000OOOE+GO
0 ITEM 80001 ENTERED oPOCESS 104 AT 82362.002 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULEE TO FINISH AT 823C2.CC2 HOUR
. ITEM 80001 ENTEREC PROCESS 2_ AT .82362.002 HOURS
' ITEM * 201001 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 82959.271 hI-OURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 682SE.0C6 HOCLR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 82959.271 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 82955.271 HCUR
1.600126E+06 2.4 C100E+03 2.045201E-+C6 1.032003E+06 9.512910E+05
1,.CCOC00ECO
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 104 AT 82959.271 -OURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT E2955S.271 HCUR
ITEM 80001 ENTEREC PROCESS 2 AT. E2959.271 HOURS
ITEM * 201001 ENTERED PROCESS 65 AT 88298.068 HOURS AND IS.SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 929(3.739 HCUR
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS t5 AT EE298.068 HOURS AND IS SCHEDULED TO FINISH AT 8E82S.C6E HCUR
1.600126E+C6 1.301000E+03 4.095301E+C6 1.00 4 006E+06 9.999S99F+07
1.00000C E00
ITEM 80001 ENTERED PROCESS 104 AT 8R298.068 HOURS AND IS SCHEOULED TO FINISH AT 632S.C68 HOUR
ITEM_.. 8001 ENTERED PROCESS 2 AT 88298.068 HOURS
ITEM * 201001 ENTEREE PROCESS 13 AT E.330.00C HOURS
SIMULT LN REPLACEENT ... SERICE CPEAT TINGP ERCENTAGE SIMULATI N
NO. SATELLITES FLIGfTS 1 SAT. 0 SAT. NO.
S0 3 98.333 1.667 I
2 0 3 97.500 2.500 2
3 0 .5 97.112 2.8883 3
•4 0 4 S8.333 1.667 4
5 0 2 99.167 .833 5
6 0 6 97. 500 2.500 6
7 0 4 97.500 2.500 7
8 0 5 96.667 3.333 8
9 0 2 10lc.oC 0.0co 9
ic 0 2 98.333 1.667 10
11 0 4 97.500 2.500 11
12 ... ... 6 7.50 .. ....... 2.500 12
13 c 6 95. E33 4.167 13
14 0 3 97.500 2.5C0 14
15 C 2 _9.167 .833 15
16 0 2 98.333 1.667 16
17 C 2 99".167 .833 17
18 0 2 _ 98.333 1.667 18
19 0 2 99. 167 .e3.3 .19
20 0 4 98.333 1.667 20
21 0 3 98.333 1.667 21
22 0 .4 98.333 1.667 22
23 0 1 99.16 7 .833 23
24 0 5 97.5CO ;.5C0 24
25 C 3 9S.167 .8 3 25
26 0 3 96.893 3.107 26
27 0 __ 3 98.333 1.667 27
28 0 5 7. 500 2.500 .28
29 0 4 99.167 .833 29
30 0 2 8.333 1.667 30
31 0 3 9 .333 1.667 31
0 .1 S9.167 .833 32
33 0 4 6.667 3 .333 33
34 C 1 99.193 .807 34
35 C 3 58.333 1.6t7 35
....S IMULALO2N_ERLACELEfiEL . SE RYI. CE PER.........L r~__EENIAGE ......... S I nutAL L ___
NO. SATELLITES FLIGCFTS 1 SAT. 0 SAT. NO.
36 C 5 95.833 4.167 36
37 c 1 99.167 .833 37
38 0 4 97.500 2.500 38
39 0 8 96.b67 3.333 39
40 0 4 S7.500 2.500 40
41 C 4 97.500 2.500 41
42 C 2 98.333 1.667 42
43 0 2 98.333 1.667 43
44 0 6 57.500 2.500 44
45 0 1 99.167 .833 45
46 0 7 97.500 2.50 46
47 . 0 3 97.500 2.500 47
48 0 3 99.167 .833 48
49 0 3 S7.500 2.500 49
50 C 3 99.167 .833 50
51 C 3 98.333 1.667 51
C 52 0 2 99. 167 .833 52
53 C 5 96.667 3.333 53
54 C 5 96.667 3.333 54
55 0 3 97.500 2.500 55
56 C 2 95.167 .833 56
57 0 6 95.000 5.0CO .57
5S C 5 98.333 1.667 58
5S 0 4 S7.500 2.500 59
6C C 1 99.167 .833 60
61 C 4 9c.167 .833 61
62 0 4 ,8.333 1.667 62
(3 0 2 98,333 1.667 63
64 0 5 97.1CO 2.9C0 64
65 0 4 58.333 1.667 65
66 C 3 98.333 1.667 66
67 0 3 99.167 .833 67
68 C 3 98.333 1.b67 o,
65 0 6 6.667 3.3.33 69
7C 0 1 1CC.000oo 0.C 70
sI1.UL ATI ON- RE.PLACE'ENT SERVICE 0PEfATING PERCENTAGE SIMLL ATICN..
NO. SATELLITES FLIG-TS 1 SAT. 0 SAT. NO.
71 0 3 57.500 2.500 71
72 C 5 95.833 4.167 72
j3 0 4 96.667 3.333 73
74 C 4 S7.500 2.500 74
5 C 6 S7.5C00 2.500 75
76 0 3 58.333 1.6t7 76
77 .C 1 99.167 .833 77
78 C 6 57.500 2.500 78
79 0 2 98.333 .1.667 79
0 80 0 4 97.500 2.500 80
N 81 0 1 99.167 .833 81
E2 0 2 99.167 .833 82
83 0 3 98.333 1.667 83
E4 0 4 968.333 1.667 84
f5 0 2 99.167 .833 85
86 0 4 96.667 3.333 86
7 0 3 99.167 .833 87
.8 0 5 98.333 1.667 .86 7 b
89 0 4 96.667 3.333 89
90 C 4 97.500 2.500 90
91 0 3 100.000 0.000 S1
92 C I ICC.OCO 0.000 92
93 0 5 S6.667 3.333 c3
94 0 4 57.500 2.500 94
95 0 2 100.CCO 0.000 95
.6 0 5 96.667 3.333 56
57 C 3 97 . 50 2.500 97
98 0 4 97.500 2.500 -98
99 0 3 c,. 167 .833 99
100 0 2 58.333 1.667 100
**** AVAILABILIY **4**
THERE WERE 1CO VISSICNS WHICH ACCUMULATED 8760000 EPERATING HOURS IN ORBIT.
THERE ARE 0 SALLTLIES OERATING FOR 1.530 PERCENT OF THE TIE.
M INIPUM 0.00 PERCENT
ALERACE 1.3 PERCENT
MXItUM 5.00 PERCENT
STANCARD DEVIATICN 1.C4 PERCENT
THE R E ARE 1 SATELLITES OPERATING FOR 98.C 70 PERCENT OF THE TI E.
MINIPUM 95.00 PERCENT
ALERAGE 58.C7 PERCENT
MAXIOUM 100.00 PERCENT
STANCARD DEVIATIUN 1.C4 PERCENT
*** FRECUENCY CISTRIbUTI(N OF SHUTTLE LAUNCHES REQUIPEC **
LAUNCHES 1 2 3 4 5 7 E 9 10
OCCURNC 0 10 19 25 23 13 e 1 1 C
NGRM 0.00 .4C .76 1.00 .92 .52 .32 .04 .04 0.00
CUM C.CC .10 .29 .54 .77 .90 .9~ .99 1.00 1.CC
LAUNCIES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
C) MINIMUM = 2.CO
AVERAGE = 4.43
MAXIMUM = .9.00
MEDIAN = 4.00
MODE = 4.OC
STANDARD CEVItTICN = 1.51
*** SHUTTLE LAUNCH TIME DISTRIBUTION ***
THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF SHLTTE LAUNCHES REQUIRED IN EACH TIME INTERVAL.
THE TOTAL- TIME SPANE0D IS 131400.0 HCCUR,.
EACH INTERVAL IS 2190.0 HOURS.
AVG. N0.1.03 .05 .C9 .05 .C7 .10 .C7 .12 .08 .C5 .OS .07 .09 .oe .08 .14 .06 .04 .08 .16
INTERVAL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1i 18 IS 20
AVG. NO. .14 .09 .10 .07 .C8 .Cs .11 .12 .08 .C7 .05 .18 .09 .10 .04 611 .09 .04 .07 .10
INTERVAL 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29. 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
AVG. NC. .0 .C .0 C.O.0_ 0.0 C.co 0.00 0 0.00 .00 0.00 0.0 0 0.00 0.00 0.00o c.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.CC 0.00
INTERVAL 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 6C
THE PIN. NUMBER OF SHUTTLE LAUNCHES REQUIRED FOR A MISSION IS 2.CO
THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF SHLTTLELAUNCHESREQUIRED FOR A MISSION IS 4.,43
THE MAX. NUMBE CF SHUTTLE LAUNCI-ES REQUIRED FOR A MISSIIN [S ,.CC
LCW ALTITUDE LAUNCHES PER MISSICN
SINIMUM = 1.00
AVERAGE = 3.68
PAXIMUM = 9.CO
STD DEV = 1.70
FIGH ALTITUDE LAUNCI-ES PER MISSION
MINIMUM = 0.00
AVERAGE = .75
MAXIMUM = 3.00
STO DEV = .77
** SERVICE FLIGHT INITIATIN STATISTICS *****
TIERE IS AN AVERAGE OF 3.43 SERVICE FLIGHTS PER MISSION
100,00 PERCENT WERE CUE TO AN SRL REACHING A MANDATOCRY STATE
0.00 PERCENT WERE IN STATE 5
.CG PERCENT WERE IN STATE 6
45.48 PERCENT WERE IN STATE 7
32.65 PERCENT hERE IN STATE 8
21.E7 PERCENT MERE IN STATE 9
C.00 PERCENT WERE CUE TO TFE TLG WEIGHT LIMIT BEING REAChED
.-...0 0 .PERCENT_WERE CU E 10 T- SE CE..I ST.RAIE L..LIIT BE.[NC REACHE .
C SATELLITE OCWN
wAJ --- -- --- -
w IhlMUM = 1.00
AVERAGE = 3.43
,AXIMUM = 8.00
STD DEV = 1.51
TLG WEIGHT LIPIT REACHED
.INIMUM = 0.00
AVERAGE = 0.00
PAXIMUM = 0.00
STD DEV = 0.00
STORAGE LI vIT REACHED
PINIMUM = 0.00
£VERAGE = 0.00
IAXIMUM = 0.00
STD DEV = 0.00
*** SRU REPLACEMENT PER SEPVICE FLIGH-T CiSTRIBLTION **
BCX ECLI 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
OCCURNC .1 84 131 104 34 3 0
NCRM .16 .e! .97 .Co .33 .C3 C.oo0
CUM .05 .29 .5s .8S .S9 1.CC 1.00
BOX EQUI 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
MINIMUM = 1.00
S - AVERAGE = 3,18
MAXIMUM = 6.00
MEDIAN = 3.0C
MODE = 4.00
STANOARD DEVIATION = 1.Gs
*** SRU REPLACEMENT 6EIGHT CITRHIBUTICK PER SERVICE FLIGHT *a*
WEIGHT 240 300 360 420 480 54C 600 660 720 180
WEIGHT 27C 33 3SC 450 51 570 _ 630 690 750 81C
OCCURNC 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 C. 0 C C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0
NORM 0.00 .04 C.OC C.0C 0.03 0.CC C.000. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.OC 0.00
CUM C.CC .01 .01 .01 .01 .C1 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .1 .01
WEIGHT 270 330 . 3S0 450 510 573 630 690 . 750 810
WEIGHT 240 300 3630 420 480 540 600 660 720 780
WEIGHT 040 $o 960 1020 1080 1140 1200 1260 1320 1380
WEIGHT 870 930 990 1050 1110 1170 123C 1290 1350 1410
OCCURNC 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 C C 0
SNORM 0.00 0.00 O.0 0.00 0.00 0.CO C.0O 0.OC 0.00 0.00 0.OC 0.00 0.00 0.OC 0.00 .32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00CUM .01 .01 .01 .01 .C1 .CI .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .05 .05 .05 .05 .C5
WEIGHT 870 930 5s50 1050 1110 1170 1230 1290 1350 1410
WEI GHT_ _40 00 9 60 10C20 100a_ 1140 1200 1260 1320 1380
WEIGHT 1440 1500 1560 12 C 1680 174C 1 800 1860 1920 ' 1S80
WEIGHT 147C 1530 15SO 156 1710 1770 1830 1890 1950 2010
GCCURNC 0 3 0 47 19 C 3 0 0 5 43 16 0 26 3 1 2 1 21 40
NCRM 0.00 .O 0 .00 1.00 .40 C.CO .17 C.00 0.00 .11 .91 .34 0.00 .5 5 .06 .02 .04 .02 .45 .5
CUM .05 .C6 .06 .20 .25 .25 .27 ..27 .27 .2S .41 .46 .46 .54 .55 .55 .55 .56 .62 .73
WEIGHT 1470 1530 150S 1650 171C 1770 1830 1890 150 2010
WEIGHT 1440 1500 1560 1620 1680 174C 1o00 1860 1920 1980
WEIGHT 2040 21CC 2160 2220 2280 2340 2400 2460 2520 258CWEIGHT .. 207C 2130 2190 225C 2310 2370 243C 2490 2550 261C
OCCURNC 1 15 2 0 4 21 0 21 0 4 6 2 2 C 4 1 4 0 1 0
... ~ , , __....Cac-. .09_ .45_ C.,_5_ Cn._ n_1_2 J_ .2... 4 . _. _a__9_._OO_..
CUM .74 .78 .79 .79 .80 .E6 .E .92 .92 .93 .S5 .96 .96 .56 .97 .98 .99 .99 .99 .99
SWEIGHT _ 2070 2130 2190 2250 2310 2370 2430 2490 2550 2610
WEIGHT 2040 2100 2160 2220 2280 2340 2400 2460 2520 2580
WEIGHT 264C 2700 2760
WEIGHT 267C 273C 279C
OCCURNC .0 c 2 0 0 1 0
NORM 0.00 0.00 .04 C.C00 0.00 .C2 C.CO
CUM .99 .99 1.00 1.0C 1.00 1.00 1.00 .
WEIGHT 2670 2730 2790
WEIGHT 2640 2700 2760 ..
- MINI MUM 27C. C
AVERAGE = 1861.49
MAXIMUM =2790,00
MEDIAN = 1830.00
MODE = 1530.CO
STANDARD CEVIATION = 324.41
*** REPLACEMENT SATELLITES ISSION FREQLENCY DISTRIBLTICON **
SATELLIT 0 1
OCCURNC 100 C
NCRM 1.CC 0.00
CUM 1.00 1.00
SATELLIT 0 1
MIMUM = 0.00
AVERAGE = C.
MAXIMUM = 0.00
NEDIAN = 0.00
MODE = c.00
STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.00
*** SRU MCDELS DCN SUMMARt **N
THERE WERE NC ENTRIES IN THE DISTRIBUTIC- .
*** SRU MODELS PEWCR<EC ***
SRU MOD 0 1 2 4 5 6 7_ 8 s IC 11 12 13 14
OCCURNC 0 72 68 167 252 3L3 0 0 0 0 C 146 0 46 0
RATIO 0.00 .07 .C6 .15 .23 . 1 C.0_ C.C_C .00 0._Q 0.00 .13 0.00 .04 C.00
SRU MOD 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 S 10 11 12 13 14
,**** SATELLITE SERVICE VISITS ****
WEIGHT FOR 1 SATELLITES
......... NIMUM .257.20
AVERAGE = 1844.86
PAXIMUNM = 276t.50
STD DEV = 323.38
*** NUMBER OF SATELLITES %ISIIED PER MISSION ****
NO. VIS 0 1 2
OCCURNC 0 343 0
RATIO 0.00.1.OC 0.00
NO. VIS 0 1 2
***** ACTIVITY COST SUMMARY *+-. .
tO NAME /DE SCRIPTIN START FINISH COST (MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)
hRS 4 HRS * MIN AVG MAX STO DEV
15 SRU FEWORK -1.0 -1.0 .229 1.785 4.915 .866
27 LAUNCH -1.0 -1.0 4.031 14.273 25.940 5.895
44 SPACECRAFT ECUIP. MFG -1.0 -1.0 12.275 12.275 12275 .000
** ACTIVITY TOTALS **** 16.535 28.332 43.932 6.133
S YPICAL TIME FOR IST ITEM ENTRY AND LAST ITEM COMPLETICN FOR PISSION SIPULATICN 100
- -- o - -
t** MISSICN COST (MILLICNS I ***
COST DLR 10 2C 30 4C 50 60
OCCURNC 0 12 54 3C 4 0
NCRM C.00 .22 1.00 .56 .C7 0.CO
CUM 0.00 .12 .66 .96 1.00 1.CO .
COST DLR 1C 20 30 40 50 60
MIhIMUM = 20.00
AVERAGE = 32.60
MAXIMUM = 50.00
MEDIAN = 30.00
--- __ MODE = 30.CC
STANDARD CEVIATIGN = 7.16
SRU.__C.EL UlUMBER .......- SCLAR RAYADRILE MOIDULE
UNITS PANUFACTUPED
PINIMUM = 1.00
AVERAGE = 1.72
PAXIMUM = 5.CO
STD DEV = .80
UNITS LSED TO SERVICE SATELLITES
0-
N
NO. REQ 0 1 2 3 4 5
OCCURNC 45 42 IC 2 1 0
NORM 1.00 .93 .22 .04 .02 C.CO
CUM .45 . 7 .S7 .99 1.00 1.CO
NO. REQ 0 1 2 3 4 5
MINIMUM = 0.00
AVERAGE = .72
MAXIMUM = 4.00
MEDIAN = 1.CO
MODE = 0.00
STANDAkC CEVIATIUN = .8C
__ .SRJ AO0DEL .. hUfiR..E 2 L E EC TPR IC_ PDEB M)D. ULE
UNITS PANUFACTUREO
PINIMUM = 1.00
AVERAGE . 1.68
.AXIMUM = 4.00
STO OEV = .76
UNITS LSED TO SERVICE SATELLITES
NO._ EQ 0 1 2 3 4_ .
OCCUPNC 48 3E 12 2 0
_ jPM 1.00 .79 .25 .04 0.00
CUM .48 .6e .sa l.0o 1.00
NO. REQ 0 1.. 2 . 3 4
MIlIMUM = 0.00
AVERAGE = .68
MAXIMUM = 3.00
MEDIAN = 1.0C
MCDE = C.00
STANDARD CEVIATION = .76
SRU MODEL fUME E& 3 -0 UM* AD CAT A... tl m..m ....
UNITS MANUFACTURED
INIMUM = 1.00
AVERAGE = 2.67
PAXIMUM = 4*00
STD DEV = .85
UNITS LSED TO SERVICE SATELLITES
o-- - - --. _ _.----. --1..- -- - --- ----------- - - - ------- - ------- _ _
NO. REQ 0 1 2 3 4
OCCURNC 9 31 44 16 0
NORM .20 .70 1.00 .36 0.00
CUM .09 .40 .84 1.00 1.00
NO. REQ 0 1 2 3 4
MIhIMUM = 0.00
.AVERAGE = 1.67
MAXIMUM = 3.00
MEDIAN = 2.00
RMODE = 2.00
STANDARD CEVIATION = .~5
SRU MCDEL UJMBEPR 4 .. ATIILrLD DETEP .MDULE
UNITS PANUFACTURED
.INIMUM = 1.00
IVERAGE = 3.52
PAKIMUM = 7.C00
STO DEV = 1.12
UNITS LSED TC SERVICE SATELLITES
NO. REQ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
OCCURNC 1 17 35 28 15 3 1 0
NORM .03 .49 1.00 .80 .43 .0C .C3 C.00
CUM .01 .IE .53 .81 .S6 .s9 1.00 1.00
NG. REQ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
MINIMUM = C.OC
AVERAGE =
MAXIMUM = 6.00
MEDIAN = 2.00
MODE = 2.00
STANOAD CEVIATION = 1.12
-PU MOO_EL NUaMBE... 5_ -. ACTUATICN ~UL
UNITS M1ANUFAClTURED
PINIMUM 2.CC
9VERAGE = 4.43
PAXIMUM = 9.00
STD DEV = 1.51
UNIIS LSED TO SERVICE SATELLITES
NO.REQ 0 1 2 3 5 6 7 8
OCCURNC 0 10 19, 25 23 13 8 - 1 C
NORM O.CO .4C .76 1.CC .S2 .!2 .32 .04 .04 0.00--
CUM .CO0 .10 .29 .54 .77 .S0 .98 .99 1.00 1.00
NO. REQ 0 1 2 3 4 5 - 6 7 8 9
MIFNIUM = 1.00
AVERAGE = 3.43..:
MAXIMUM = 8.00
MEDIAN = 3.00
MODE = 3.CC
STANDARD UEVIATION = 1.51
.... U MOCEL.. UMIB 1 -FIVL-E A S.S MPXR-A
UNITS PANUFACTLRED
PINI UM = 1.00
AVERAGE = 2.46
PAXINUM = 5.00
STD DEV = 1.01
UNITS LSED TC SERVICE SATELLITES
,-,I
NO. REQ 0 1 2 3 4 5
CCCURNC 16 42 25 14 3 0
NOrM .38 1.OC .60 .33 .C7 C. CO
CUM .16 .5Ec- 3 .97 1.00 1.CO
NO. REQ 0 1 2 3 4 5
MINIMUM = 0.00
AVERAGE = 1.4t
MA)IMUM = 4.00
MEDIAN = 1.00
MCrOE = 1.00
STANDARC CEVItTICN = 1.01
5PU t'CCEL, NUMBER 13 - IIDEBANC CCH MCCUL.EA .
UNITS PANUFACTURED
'INIMUM '= 1.00
AVERAGE = 1.46
IAX IUM = 4.C0
STD DEV = .65
UNITS LSED TC SERVICE SATELLITES
NO. REQ 0 1 2 4
OCCURNC 61 34 3 2 C
NOCRM 1.00 .56 .05 .C3 C.CJ
ScUM .61 .95 .98 1.00 1.00
NO. REQ 0 1 2 3 4
MINIFUM = 0.00
AVERAGE = .46
MA(IMUM = 3.00
MEDIAN = C.CO
MODE = C.00
STANDARD CEVItTION = .65
-____ _.__ U___  ..CD LMHR 21 - Ni-N-REPLACEALiB LEMPKE NIS
UNITS MANUFACTURED
.INIMUM = 1.00
AVERAGE = 1.00
PAXIMUM = 1.CO
STO DEV 0.00
UNITS LSED TO SERVICE SATELLITES
.o
NO, REQ 0 1
OCCURNC 100 C
NCPM 1.CC 0.00
CUM 1.00 1.00O
NO. REQ 0 1
MINIMUM = 0.00
AVERAGE = C.CC
MAXIMU = 0.00
NEDIAN = C.CC
MODE = 0.uO
STANDARC LEVIATION = C.00
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ASSESSMENT OF ADVANCED MISSIONS
i. INTRODUCTION
The body of this report has considered a basic EOS-type mission
implemented with a single satellite having a single instrument. Two
advanced missions have been conceived to yield more frequent coverage
with two instruments:
a) A single satellite with tandem instruments operating
simultaneously to image adjacent swaths
b) Two satellites, with one instrument each, with orbit
positions phased to provide imaging of adjacent swaths.
Cost data for these advanced missions has been developed from the
resupply/retrieval costs presented for the basic mission.
1. i Single Satellite with Two Sensors
Costs for this mission have been derived using the following
procedures:
a) The number of low flights is increased by 30 percent to
account for the estimated increase in payload failure rate
b) The number of high flights is unchanged, since there are
no additional failures that would prevent orbit transfer
c) The rework costs are increased by 30 percent for both
retrieval and resupply
d) The spacecraft cost (new) is increased by $5 M
e) The launch vehicle payload weight is increased by
15 percent on all flights.
With groundrules a), b), and c), the revised launch costs (CL ) are given
in terms of the original launch costs (CL) by:
, H0. 3L LC =1.15 1 + C
(I + H + TIL L
where 17 L is the original number of low flights and 7H is the number of
high flights.
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1.2 Two Satellites with One Sensor Each
For this mission, the costs have been estimated using the ground-
rules summarized below:
a) Rework costs and new satellite costs are doubled
b) For a retrieval maintenance approach launch, costs double
c) For resupply it is assumed that both satellites can be
serviced on a single flight one half of the time.
The resupply launch costs are then the average of the costs where one
satellite is serviced per flight:
C = 2 C L
and the costs when both satellites are serviced on a single flight
W + 2WFSSCL= CL
w +WFSS
where WFSS = 2472 pounds and W is the average Shuttle payload on
resupply flight (here taken as 1300 pounds). Then
CL = 1. 672 CL
2. RESULTS
Figure D-i shows the resupply and retrieval mission costs for
the three mission types evaluated. For double coverage, the single-
satellite/tandem-instrument approach is least costly. However, it will
not provide the availability levels achievable with the dual satellite
scheme.
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Figure D-1. Mission Costs with Servicing:- Alternate Missions
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